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Abstract

An animation system gives a dynamic and life-like feel to character motions,
allowing motion behaviour that far transcends the mere spatial translations
of classic computer games. This increase in behavioural complexity however
does not come for free as animation systems often are haunted by consid-
erable performance overhead, the extent of which reflecting the complexity
of the desired system.

In game development performance optimization is key, the pursuit of which
is aided by the static hardware configuration of modern gaming consoles.
These allow extensive optimization through specializing the application, at
whole or in part, to the underlying hardware architecture.

In this master’s theses a method, that efficiently utilizes the parallel archi-
tecture of the PlayStation R©3, is proposed in order to migrate the process
of animation evaluation and blending from a single-thread implementation
on the main processor to a fully parallelized multi-thread solution on the
associated coprocessors. This method is further complimented with an in-
depth study of the underlying theoretical foundations, as well as a reflection
on similar works and approaches as used by other contemporary game de-
velopment companies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 1965 one of the founders of Intel noted that the complexity for minimum
component cost, inversely dictating the transistor count on an integrated
circuit, increases with a factor of roughly two per year[20], a correlation
which would later become known as Moore’s Law. Although initially in-
tended as a mere observation and prediction the law quickly became the
creed of industrial ambition, providing the basis for measuring technologi-
cal progression for integrated circuits.

As such, the pursuit for technological advancement was distilled to the single
notion of increasing processing power, i.e. the idea of accomplishing a single
task as well as possible. This was achieved through the performance gains
in primarily three areas[24]:

– clock speed

– execution optimization

– cache

However, each of these fields favour a single task application structure, as
an improvement in any field will directly equate to an increased perfor-
mance in sequential execution. An increased clock speed will yield a higher
throughput as instructions are fetched and processed at a higher rate. Sim-
ilarly, execution optimization aims at performing more work per cycle, by
introducing for instance instruction-level parallelism, branch prediction and
out-of-order execution. Also caches, to a certain degree, caters to a se-
quential design as it embodies the striving to bring the data closer to the
processing unit.

For forty years Moore’s Law held true, and the technological advancements
provided most classes of applications with free and repeated performance

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

gains. However, the exponential nature of the projected performance scal-
ing was not indefinitely sustainable. At the very least because of the hard
physical limits governing information processing but primarily as the ad-
vancements reflects human ingenuity rather than a universal truth[18].

In the original paper Moore submitted a second projection that has been
given far less importance; he speculated that the energy consumption of
integrated circuits will decrease proportionate to the increase in transis-
tors. Despite the lack of attention given to this prediction, it has allowed
processors to enjoy constant power consumption despite the increase in per-
formance.

However, this second prediction has of late faltered. As a consequence,
further advancements in performance, for instance increased clock speed,
has been met by several physical issues; inadequate heat dissipation, leakage
and unsustainable power consumption being just a few.

Surprisingly, however, Moore’s first prediction still holds true albeit the as-
sociated performance scaling has taken on a different form. This proverbial
wall of physical issues has lead to a paradigm shift, where chip manufactur-
ers have come to favour parallel processor designs as a means of preserv-
ing the exponential performance growth. Initially this change manifested
through two approaches:

– Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT)

– Multi-core

A traditional processor design structures the core into two distinct parts:
execution resources catering to a single architectural state. The execution
resources provides functionality through a set of execution units, control
logics, memory systems and caches. The architectural state, on the other
hand, represents the active hardware thread embodied by general purpose
and control registers.

A single thread of code comprised by a typical mixture of instructions only
utilize about half of the available execution resources. Therefore, as an
initial approach to parallelism, the idea of simultaneous multi-threading was
proposed with the aim of allowing multiple threads to compete for the use
of resources on a single processor core.

This notion was adopted by Intel R© through a technique known as hyper-
threading, which duplicated the architectural state of a processor in or-
der to accommodate two concurrently running hardware threads. In other
words, it provided a lightweight hybrid solution to hardware-level paral-
lelism. However, the restrictions imposed by the shared resources limited
the end performance gain and hyper-threading was soon to be eclipsed by
the current general purpose interpretation of parallelism. Yet, the relative
ease at which hyper-threading could be achieved has kept it from becoming
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only a transient technology.

The logical continuation of SMT was realized through the concept of multi-
core, where not only the architectural state is duplicated but the entire pro-
cessor core, producing processors with multiple physical processing elements
on the same die. Compared to traditional serial performance scaling, where
an two-fold increase in transistors only would result in a modest increase
in performance (at a substantial cost in energy), the multi-core approach
theoretically allows a program to go twice as fast. In addition, these two
approaches are not mutually exclusive and hyper-threading may be used to
efficiently double the number of hardware threads concurrently running on
a single multi-core processor. This parallelization, however, does not come
for free.

This multi-core approach to performance scaling as presently favoured,
where a higher degree of parallelism is achieved by increasing the num-
ber of concurrent cores, is however arguably not sustainable, at the very
least inefficient, due to the inherent serial nature of the general purpose
processor elements[8]. Instead, as of late there has been a shift in focus
towards processor core design, where emphasis is put on energy efficiency
rather than serial performance, seeking a more inherently parallel processor
design.

One such incarnation is the Cell Broadband Engine Architecture (CBEA
in short), jointly developed by Sony, Toshiba and IBM (an alliance some-
times known as STI). The CBEA expands the PowerPC architecture by
associating a general purpose core of modest performance with specialized
coprocessing elements, designed specifically for compute-intense game, mul-
timedia and vector processing applications. As the first commercial ap-
plication it is incorporated as the heart of the Sony PlayStation R©3 game
platform (hereafter referred to as the Playstation 3). Through this design,
however, the CBEA is able to overcome three fundamental limitations of
contemporary processor design: power use, memory use, and processor fre-
quency.

As previously noted, performance scaling is increasingly limited by achiev-
able power dissipation. The CBEA efficiently overcomes this through dif-
ferentiating between general purpose processing elements (running control-
intensive code) and specialized processing elements (executing compute-
intensive code). This also serves to mitigate the limitation in frequency
scaling as this separation allows each core to be designed for high frequency
at minimal overhead.

Further, on symmetric multi-core processors memory access latencies may
impose a bottleneck on the overall performance, resulting in application ex-
ecution dominated by the activity of transferring data between the main
storage and the processor. This is overcome by separating the memory ac-
cess schemes of each physical processor through a 3-layered memory struc-
ture, associating the specialized cores with dedicated local storage memory,
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and through supporting asynchronous data transfers between these memory
domains.

However, this shift in focus, from serial to parallel processor design, has
had a profound impact on application development, the scale of which
has, for instance, been compared to the introduction of object oriented
programming[24]. Previously the performance of single thread applications
have been limited by the underlying system. Increase in system perfor-
mance would directly translate as performance gains in the application. In
a parallel system this, however, is no longer true.

To fully utilize the performance gain associated with a multi-core archi-
tecture and a multi-thread environment, an application must be explicitly
designed to execute across multiple cores, or hardware threads. However,
not all applications are amenable to parallelization, some are simply se-
quential in nature, in which case application design becomes increasingly
important in order to formulate a structure that captures the performance
scaling of the parallel system.

This paradigm shift in application design is also true for computer games
which, in contrast to desktop applications, often are designed to utilize the
underlying system in an as exhausting manner as possible. Different sub-
systems (such as game logic, animation, sound, rendering, etc.) compete for
the available system resources in the limited time frame required to produce
a smooth and interactive experience.

One such sub-system that has relied on hardware supported thread-level
parallelism for a long time is graphic rendering. This field was early paral-
lelized due to its natural affinity at representing its control flows as logically
separate independent tasks. However, as of late this concept of parallelism
has come to gradually permeate more aspects of the game application as
more and more systems strive towards an increase in performance.

One aspect of a game application, that is often identified as a viable tar-
get for parallelization is character animation[23, 28]. However, it is also
considered less amenable to parallelization due to its complexity and inter-
dependencies, both internally and with external system.

In this master’s thesis a parallelized approach to animation evaluation and
blending, that fully utilizes the unique architecture of the Playstation 3, is
proposed. It is implemented and incorporated in an existing game engine
in order to assess its possible performance gain for that specific design ar-
chitecture. The thesis project has been conduced for the game developer
Overkill Software, Stockholm, in parallel with an ongoing software project,
with the aim of being incorporated in the commercial release.
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Document Structure

The different aspects of this proposed method is described in the subse-
quent chapters. Chapter 2 outlines the requirements underlying the thesis
proposal as well as details the project goals and evaluation criteria. As part
of the preliminary study it also includes a detailed description of the plat-
form architecture highlighting areas and aspects relevant for the proposed
method.

Further, in Chapter 3 the methodology is illustrated, and the project de-
velopment environment is outlined. Due to the specific nature of the envi-
ronment in which the thesis project was conducted further emphasis is put
on illuminating the limitations restricting both the project as well as its
documentation.

The proposed method relies heavily on the foundation set by different theo-
retical fields, both in conventional animation, data compression, and recent
application parallelization. Further, it incorporates and adapts existing
ideas and approaches to character animation. As such Chapter 4 aims
at giving a detailed account on each relevant area on which the proposed
method is founded upon. It also, to some extent, touches upon alternative
methods in order to emphasize the specific pros and cons of the various
algorithms and approaches utilized in the implementation.

Having established a theoretical foundation, Chapter 5 provides a detailed
description of the proposed method. In order to maintain clarity the method
is describe through two separate sections, each focusing on one specific as-
pect of the implementation, namely: data structures (structural interde-
pendencies and internal layout) and evaluation and blending (functional
interdependencies and data flow).

The performance results is presented in Chapter 6 where the parallelized
approach is compared to a standard sequential implementation. In order to
present results both with theoretical and practical relevance, results from
both a stand-alone demo implementation and the commercial game engine
implementation is presented. emphasis is put on the impact of preexisting
limitations (for instance due to scattered memory allocation and fragmented
data structures) on the acheived performance gain. In addition, conclusions
drawn from the results are mentioned along with ideas and suggestions for
future areas of interest.
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Chapter 2

Project Specification

The animation system is often a vital part of a game engine and contributes
much in adding a sense of dynamic behavior and realism to a game. Human
characters are unique in a sense as they need to move in a fluid and organic
way to mimic natural-looking motion[13]. However, with a higher level of
animation complexity comes computational cost, increased memory require-
ments and added overhead reflecting the extra data structures required to
evaluate the animations.

This is where the unique architecture of one of the next generation con-
soles, the Playstation 3, comes into the picture. As the first major commer-
cial application the Playstation 3 incorporates the Sony-Toshiba-IBM Cell
Broadband Engine, build on an architecture specifically designed for compu-
tationally heavy game and media applications[7]. This is primarily achieved
through including eight coprocessors whose sole purpose is to alleviate the
computational burden of the main processor.

The supposition of this thesis project is that the compute-heavy part of
the animation system of a game engine can efficiently be offloaded to these
coprocessors. This problem description is detailed further in the section
below.

The project has been conducted at Overkill Software (hereafter referred to as
Overkill) an independent game development studio, founded in September
2009 in Stockholm, Sweden. The studio utilizes both in-house software
products as well as third party solutions in order to create an immersive
game experience focusing on cooperative action titles for moder gaming
platforms. At the writing of this report however, development has been
limited to PC and Playstation 3.

7



8 Chapter 2. Project Specification

2.1 Problem Description

The one distinguishing feature of the Playstation 3 is its unique architec-
ture, which deviates from the general purpose multi-core approach adopted
by other platforms as it incorporates, besides a general processing unit of
modest performance, eight specialized computationally fast coprocessors.
However, due to this architectural difference, applications requires explicit
specialization in order to fully benefit from the Playstation 3 exclusive ele-
ments.

At the core of the game development lies the Diesel engine. It provides
core functionality within different areas (such as animation, localization,
networking and rendering) and across different platforms in order to expe-
dite the game development process, allowing each developers to focus on
game-specific elements. The general nature of the game engine is reflected
in its design which at a high level is kept platform independent, in order for
the core to be compliant to the variations of each underlying system.

However, this approach contradicts the previous description of game ap-
plications as utilizing the underlying system in an as exhausting manner
as possible. This general design, therefore, requires specific platform spe-
cializations to incorporate the performance gains of the unique hardware
elements of each system. At present this is done in a very conservative
fashion.

As a game engine, with a long history relying on serial programing, concurrency-
agnostic code permeates most of the sub-systems each of which contends
for execution on the main processor. On the Playstation 3 the coproces-
sors, designed to elevate the main processor from compute-heavy tasks, go
mainly unused. Exception to this, however, are the third party solutions
incorporated in the game engine which provide some of the peripheral func-
tionality, such as physics simulation and sound. These subsystems are often
extensively optimized and provided in specific implementations for each
supported platform.

This lack of specialization provided the foundation upon which a thesis
project could be constructed. However, due to the sheer size of the game
engine exhaustive optimization is out of reach of a masters thesis and the
focus of the parallelization was narrowed down to a single section or sub-
system.

There are various common sub-systems that may benefit from paralleliza-
tion. Tilander and Filippov [28] identifies ten systems that may efficiently
be offloaded onto the Playstation 3’s coprocessors, including key subsystems
such as: character animation, collision detection and resolution, shadows
and sound. However, as both physical and sound subsystems rely on third
party solutions character animation was selected as a suitable target for
parallelization.
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At present character animation is done strictly on the main processor, re-
lying on efficient management of level-of-detail for performance scaling. As
such, the implementation is comprised of serial code executed in an envi-
ronment of locally accessible resources. Consequently, not only the imple-
mentation of functionality, but also the design will require a remodeling to
reflect the parallel nature of the underlying hardware.

To summarize, the thesis project focuses on the redesign and reimplementon
of the animation system of the Diesel game engine to better utilize and
conform to the underlying architecture of the Playstation 3.

2.2 Goals

The overall goal of the thesis project has been to redesign and reimplement
the specific part of the Diesel Engine’s animation system that deals with
animation evaluation and blending, in order to provide a design that better
fits the unique architecture of the Playstation 3.

As the project is defined in a preexisting software environment, with as-
sociated requirements, emphasis has been put on maintaining the overall
functionality of the previous system, so as not to incur any visual or be-
havioural changes in the end product.

The goals driving the design of the animation systems can therefore be
summarized as such:

– Investigate Architectural Potential - As a precursor to the design phase
of the project, shed light on the architectural characteristics of the
Playstation 3, identifying assets for efficient parallelization and em-
phasis different data structures and algorithms to be used to parallelize
the work done by the proposed animation system.

– Optimized Implementation - Design and implement an animation eval-
uation and blending system that alleviates the computational workload
from the main processor to the associated synergistic processing ele-
ments by:

• Efficient Memory Management - Incorporating an efficient mem-
ory management, both in terms of storage (for easy and quick
access) but also in terms of data transfer between the main stor-
age and the specialized computationally fast synergistic processing
elements.

• Asynchronous Scheduling - Fully utilizing the asynchronous as-
pects of the architecture to achieve efficient data data transfer.

– Diesel Integration - The proposed animation system should be seam-
lessly integrated into the current Diesel Engine, without any impact on
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performance for other platforms, at a standard suitable for inclusion
in a commercial product by:

• Vectorized Algorithm - Adapting an efficient algorithm optimized
for vectorized execution that also incorporates the requirements
and features of the preexisting system.

In addition, to emphasis the difference in performance between a theoretical
and practical implementation, one addition goal is included so as to provide
a means of evaluating the result.

– Stand-alone implementation - Provide a separate simplified implemen-
tation less limited by the restrictions of a preexisting system, in order
to reflect the theoretical gain of parallelization of character animation.
Further, outlining the differences between the two end systems and
identify the different aspects that account for the assumed diminished
performance gain.

2.3 Evaluation Criteria

The criteria used to evaluate the outcome of the proposed method are de-
rived from the overall project goals. These are defined so as to outline an
optimized implementation specialised for the underlying hardware in order
to maximize performance gains.

Performance can however be measured from various angles. An increase in
performance may for instance refer to a decreased memory footprint, a re-
duced evaluation time or improved resource utilization. As the project aims
to alleviate the main processor, performance will be interpreted through the
minimization of three aspects:

– Overhead as caused by data design restrictions (main processor)

– Time spent idle (main processor)

– Evaluation time (coprocessor)

In order to achieve optimal performance the first two aspects should be
minimized, if not omitted entirely. To which extent this is possible is de-
termined by the amiability for parallelization inherent in the application
design.

Another aspect that merits consideration is the impact of the parallelization
on the encompassing system, i.e. the extent of which the implementation
modifies the preexisting neighbouring systems.
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In the stand-alone demo the animation system is designed from a clean sleet
modeling the application design after the needs of this one sub-system. As
such, the the environment may be designed to allow parallelization with
minimum impact. In the diesel engine implementation, however, the sub-
system parallelization is required to conform to predefined design limitations
reflecting the dependencies between neighbouring systems. These limita-
tions may be attenuated, if not eliminated entirely, through extending the
parallelization to incorporate each dependency.

However, in order to enable an evaluation with comparative results the
core aspects of the stand alone demo animation system is designed so as to
allow for minimal modifications when incorporated into the Diesel engine.
The implementational differences lies primarily within the encompassing
interface. As such, the performance impact of any design alterations should
reflect the difficulties associated with parallelization on the Diesel engine
and not any differences in any core functionality.

These neighbouring systems, however, depend on other systems in turn,
and limiting the effect of the original parallelization may be complicated. It
might therefore be considered prudent to expect the parallelization of the
animation system of the Diesel engine to incur a few modification of periph-
eral systems connected to character animation. To that end, the extend of
the impact of the implementation will be considered as one evaluation cri-
terion, favouring an implementation advocating a minimalistic approach.
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Chapter 3

Method

The goals outlined in Section 2.2 provided a clear approach as how to struc-
ture the work flow of the project and intermediary milestones. The develop-
ment was divided into a two step design iteration preceded by an in depth
study of the encompassing system, as detailed below.

However, different aspects would act to limit both the design of a parallel
system as well as its documentation. These would arise as a consequence of
the nature of the project as well as the environment it which it is conducted.

3.1 Approach

The Diesel engine constitute a substantial part of the environment in which
the thesis project has been conducted. As such, a clear understanding of
the relevant sub-systems and associated dependencies was early identified as
an prerequisite. Therefore, as a precursor to the design phase, a significant
amount of time was invested in analysing and building a familiarity with
the various sub-systems of the game engine, focusing on dependencies and
data flow.

With an understanding of the environment in which the system was to be
developed, focus was put on the actual animation process. As previously
noted, in order to reflect the theoretical gains of parallelization and to iden-
tify limiting influences of external systems an independent implementation
of the animation system was designed.

However, the animation system is intended to solely act as a slave system to
the engine, relying on external input and control signals to operate. There-
fore, in order to efficiently decouple the independent design from external
limitations it became neccessary to emulate external influences. To achieve
this, a simplified environment was designed and implemented, emulating

13
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the core functionality and animation-centric part of the Diesel engine. This
approach was chosen in order to facilitate the integration of the parallelized
animation system to the actual engine.

Further, the stand-alone demo was also desinged to shed light upon the
requirements imposed on the encompassing system by the parallelization
process. I.e. it were to help identify key areas that would have to be adapted
in order to efficiently allows parallelization of the animation sub-system.

With a working parallelized animation system, albeit in a raw form, the
animation system of the Diesel engine was redesigned, incorporating any
neighbouring system affected by the parallelization. The extent of this task
depended on several aspects, such as the previous density of data partition-
ing, memory allocation model, platform support of core libraries, etc.

As a final step, the performance of the parallelized implementation was
evaluated following the criteria set out in Section 2.3.

3.2 Equipment

Throughout the project a range of software and hardware development tools
have been utilized in order to expedite design, development and testing of
the end application. These include but are not limited to the following
software and hardware products.

For the application development Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 has been
used, primarily due to the limited IDE support of the extensions required by
both the target application and platform. In addition to core functionality
different extensions have been included to integrate in-house development
tools and tools made available through the Playstation 3 development kit.

For testing purposes a Playstation 3 Test Unit has been used, connected
through the local network. These test units provides a convenient platform
for application testing, unrestricted by the firmware limitations of the con-
ventional console (notably DRM and region restrictions) but without the
extended hardware of the development units. This allows the test unit to
seamlessly execute production builds as well as give an accurate picture of
the end performance of the developed application.

3.2.1 Programming Language

On a software level the developed application can be divided into two dis-
tinct programs. First the primary application which run on the general pur-
pose processor and handles the overall system. This part has been developed
using the C/C++ programming language, utilizing the high level nature of
the language to efficiently structure data and functionality. However, code
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segments that are involved in data intensive functions have to some extent
been optimized using either inline assembler or vectorized through intrinsic
SIMD instruction.

Further, the second part of the application is represented by the optimized
coprocessor program. This program has been developed using a strict ap-
proach including only the core functionality of the C/C++ language. The
development environment used however includes a extensive C/C++ com-
piler and the approach taken rather reflects the pursuit of a simplistic and
optimized program design. In addition, the coprocessor program heavily
rely on SIMD vectorization for the data intensive aspects, which is accom-
plished through SIMD intrinsics and vector libraries.

3.3 Limitations

Several limitations have governed the development of this project as well as
its documentation, as noted below.

Although the project has been implemented to run on a Cell BE architecture
it utilizes functionality specific to the Playstation 3 through its development
kit and the possibility to run the project on another Cell BE architecture
based system has not be explored.

3.3.1 Environment

As the end product runs as a part of a whole the overall development end
resulting improvement of the system is effected by aspects of the engine.
The product has been developed as a part of a bigger system and has been
designed to conform to predetermined requirements and interfaces. More-
over, the animation system is limited by the extent of the other core systems
as all resources are limited and must be shared efficiently.

3.3.2 Confidentiality

A limiting factor, mainly affecting the documentation, has been the various
degrees of confidentiality attributed to the sources and tools used through-
out this thesis project. The project has progressed as part of and in parallel
to the development of a commercial product with which it shared resources.
As a consequence documentation and descriptions of the software environ-
ment (the Diesel engine) in which the project was intended to be imple-
mented is severely limited due to the none disclosure policy of the company.
Hopefully the isolated nature of the project area (the animation system)
has however still allowed the project to be implemented and documented
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without the necessity of a much too detailed description of the outlining
system.

Further, as the project has been develop on the Playstation 3 platform utiliz-
ing the standard development kit, as provided by Sony Online Entertainment R©
(SOE R©), some of the referenced implementation and APIs is only men-
tioned briefly, possibly vaguely described and definitely not included in this
final documentation due to the confidentiality agreement between Overkill
Software and SOE R©.



Chapter 4

Theory

This chapter aims to introduce the reader to the theoretical areas which
provide the foundation of the thesis project. These are described in-depth
emphasising each aspect or component relevant to the proposed method.

Initially the unique hardware architecture of the Playstation 3 is introduced.
Due to the hardware-centric nature of the thesis project an understanding
of the underlying hardware, and consequently its parallel nature, may shed
light on the design decisions motivating each step of the proposed method.

Secondly, the specific area of game development in which the project is
conducted, i.e. character animation, is introduced. A brief introduction is
made to the various methods that has contributed in shaping the method
that has been utilized, emphasising functional merits and differences that
has had an impact on the implementation.

Further, the proposed method draws inspiration from the theoretical works
of others. These have provided a frame in which the method could be
developed. In many cases, however, such works exists on an entirely different
scale, representing the aggregate effort of many involved. Therefore, more
than being only a theoretical foundation they provide valuable insight into
efficient parallelization of game engine architecture, the field in which this
thesis project represent only small fraction.

As such, this chapter is concluded by mentioning a few related works, fo-
cusing on similarities or noticeable differences to the approach adopted in
this project.

17
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4.1 Cell Broadband Engine Architecture

As noted, the thesis project is based on the supposition that specializing
specific aspects of the target game application for specific platforms may
yield an increase in performance. This is especially assumed to be true on
the unique arcitecture of the Playstation 3. As such, the design decisions
throughout the project relies heavily on its underlying hardware architec-
ture, the Cell Broadband Engine Architecture (CBEA). Therefore, in order
to understand the reasons behind each data structure and algorithm, the
prevailing elements of the CBEA relevant to the thesis project are briefly
described throughout this section.

On a software-level the Cell Broadband Engine (Cell BE) may be regarded
as a 64-bit PowerPC compliant processor and any application compiled on
a similar system will equally well run on the Cell BE. However, internally
the Cell BE features nine distinct processors; one general purpose processor
and eight coprosessors. These are in turn interconnected through a high
speed bus and as such provides an ideal environment for application par-
allelization. The eight coprocessors exists outside the specifications of the
PowerPC and are required by the application to be explicitly incorporated.

Therefore, to rephrase the initial supposition: the driving notion of the the-
sis project was that application performance may benefit greatly by adapt-
ing a more specialized design through explicitly encompass all the different
aspects of the Cell BE (within a reasonable scope).

4.1.1 Architecture

The three main elements of interest of the CBEA, encorporating the ma-
jority of the functionality, are comprised by the main processor, the eight
coprocessors and the high speed bus (that connects them to each other and
the rest of the system), as listed:

– PowerPC Processor Element (PPE)

– Synergistic Processor Element (SPE)

– Element Interconnection Bus (EIB)

In addition, the CBEA incorporates two elements that acts as interfaces
between the EIB and the main storage and I/O devices respectively. These
have however little impact on the overall design of the implemented method,
and are not detailed any further. These are:

– Memory Interface Controller (MIC)

– Broadband Engine Interface (BEI)
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Figure 4.1 provides an overview of the CBEA-processor hardware by il-
lustrating the main functional blocks. These are in turn further detailed
through the subsequent sections, each illustrating the internal composition
and the impact on application design.

EIB

SPE SPE SPE SPE

SPU SPE SPE SPE

PPE
MIC

BEI

XIO
Channels

FlexIO
Channels

CBEA

(+) SPE Synergistic Processor Element
(+) PPE PowerPC Processor Element
(+) EIB Element Interconnect Bus
(+) MIC Memory Interface Controller
(+) BEI Cell Broadband Engine Interface

Figure 4.1: Overview of the Cell Broadband Engine Architecture.

At the core of the Cell Broadband Engine lies the PowerPC Processor El-
ement (PPE) fulfilling the role of main processor. It is a 64-bit, dual-
threaded, multi-purpose, RISC processor conforming to the PowerPC Ar-
chitecture complemented with the Vector/SIMD Multimedia Extension. It
houses a traditional virtual-memory subsystem and is tasked with running
the operating system as well as managing system resources.

Associated to the PPE are eight Synergistic Processor Elements (SPE), each
an independent 128-bit RISC processor designed for optimized performance
for data-rich, compute-intensive multimedia and game application. These
relying heavily on SIMD vectorization and a simplified hardware design to
achieve high competitive performance.

Again, as the core concept of the software project relates to application
optimization through parallelization on the SPEs, emphasis in this section
is put on the design of the SPEs, detailing aspect relevant to the project.

4.1.1.1 PowerPC Processor Element

The PowerPC Processor Element of the Cell BE is tasked with the over-
all control of the system, managing the operating system under which all
user applications run. This general-purpose processor is based on the Pow-
erPC architecture, but features additional extensions to facilitate multime-
dia functionality.

The functionality of the PPE is divided internally between two major sub-
systems:

– PowerPC Processor Unit (PPU)
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– PowerPC Processor Storage Subsystem (PPSS)

Each subsystem focuses one aspect of a general-purpose processor, the PPU
incorporating the majority of computational functionality whereas the PPSS
represents the interface to external elements and memory management func-
tionality, as described below.

PowerPC Processor Unit

At the core of the PPE is the PowerPC Processor Unit incorporating,
as the name implies, the PowerPC Architecture (version 2.02) instruction
set complemented by an additional set of vector/SIMD multimedia exten-
sion instructions. It is internally comprised of a collection of functional
units, providing the computational functionality, a memory management
unit (MMU), managing virtual-memory address translation and protection,
and a set of general and special register files.

The internal state of the PPU is duplicated to support two concurrently ex-
ecuted system threads through simultaneous multi-threading (SMT). This
includes all architected and special purpose registers, with the exception of
those associated with management of system-level resources such as mem-
ory, thread-control and logical partitions. This does not, however, extend
to the nonarchitected resources, primarily system caches and queues, which
are for the most part shared between the two threads.

On a software-level this duplicity is perceived as two independent processing
units, but the intermittent dependencies are perhaps better reflected by
describing the PPE as a 2-way multiprocessor with a shared data flow.

One key aspects of the internal design of the PPU is the parallel structure
of the VXU, FXU and FPU allowing each functional unit to operate con-
currently to each other. In addition to the dual-threaded architecture this
allows for instruction level parallelism further improving the computational
proficiency of the PPE.

PowerPC Processor Storage Subsystem

The PowerPC Processor Storage Subsystem fills the void between the PPU
and external elements by providing an bidirectional interface to the EIB. It
is primarily intended to provide an abstraction layer between the processing
unit and the main storage, by transparently managing data and instruction
caching and memory-cohesion operations.

As hinted, an important aspect of the PPSS is the unified 512 kB, level
2 (L2) cache. It is designed to supports 8 software-managed data-prefetch
streams through a 8-way set-associative approach. In addition, similar to
the L1 caches it operates using 128 bit cache lines but favors write-back
instead of write-through. The L2 cache operates in union with the L1 data
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and instruction caches by reflecting their internal states. However, they are
treated slightly differently as the inclusion of the instruction cache is not
guaranteed.

The data path is structured in two step, providing a 32/16-byte buss pair
for load and store instructions to the L2 cache and a slightly more limited
bus pair (16-bytes both ways) between the cache and the EIB. Each memory
access is performed in the order they are defined in the program, one after
the other.

4.1.1.2 Synergistic Processor Element

The purpose of the Synergistic Processor Element is to fill the middle
grounds between a general purpose processor, providing high performance
across a wide variety of application, and a special purpose processor, tar-
geting specific application types.

The SPE is designed to achieve high performance by excluding characteris-
tics commonly found in a general-purpose processor. This includes aspects
such as hardware-managed memory caches, load and store address transla-
tion and out-of-order instruction issues. In addition, a large unified registry
file allows high computational efficiencies without branch prediction.

The simplification used to specialize the SPU are however associated with
certain restrictions. The SPE lacks direct access to main storage (access
provided only by the MFC through scheduled asynchronous DMA transfers)
and critical systems, makes no distinction between user and privileged mode
and lacks synchronization facilities for shared local store access. In addition,
the SPE supports only a single program context, forcing context switching
in a multi-thread program to be done through expensive DMA transfers
between the local store and the main memory.

As a consequence the SPE is less optimized for running programs with sig-
nificant branching, or ones that require a multi thread environment, such
as an operating system. Instead, the SPE focuses on providing high per-
formance for data-rich, compute-intensive SIMD and scalar programs, for
instance game, media and broadband applications.

As illustrated by Figure 4.2, the SPE is internally comprised by two main
components, each focusing one half of a streaming data processing aspect,
as such:

– Synergistic Processor Unit (SPU) - The SPU is an independent pro-
cessor complete with its one program counter, registry file and access
to an unified 256 kB local store containing both data and program
instructions.

– Memory Flow Controller (MFC) - The MFC acts as a hardware bridge
between the SPU and the main storage, providing functionality for
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scheduling concurrent DMA transfers between memory domains.

SPU LS

MFC MMIO DMAC

SPE

(+) SPE Synergistic Processor Element
(+) SPU Synergistic Processor Unit
(+) LS Local Store
(+) MFC Memory Flow Controller
(+) MMIO Memory-Mapped Input/Output Registers
(+) DMAC Direct Memory Access Controller

Figure 4.2: Overview of the Synergistic Processor Element.

Synergistic Processor Unit

At the core of the SPE is the Synergistic Processor Unit, an independent
processor element with its own program counter, register file and associated
memory. Although it lacks a dedicated program memory, it incorporates a
unified 256 kB local storage containing both program instructions and data.

The SPU is defined internally through a set of execution units, each dedi-
cated to a specific instruction class and connected through an shared buss,
as illustrated in Figure 4.3.
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SPU

(+) SPU Synergistic Processor Unit
(+) LS Local Store
(+) SXU Synergistic Execution Unit
(+) SFS SPU Odd Fixed-Point Unit
(+) SCN SPU COntrol Unit
(+) SLS SPU Load And Store Unit
(+) SSC SPU Channel And DMA Unit
(+) SFX SPU Even Fixed-Point Unit
(+) SFP SPU FLoating-Point Unit
(+) SRF SPU Register File Unit

Figure 4.3: Internal composition of the Synergistic Processor Unit.

A key aspect of the processor unit is its large registry file, containing 128
times 128-bit wide general purpose registers (GPR), and an associated float-
ing point status and control register (FPSCR) in order to track information
about computation results and exceptions of floating point operations. This
registry file is dynamically typed as it stores each data type in a unified
fashion. I.e. all data types (fixed point integers, single and double precision
floating point numbers, logicals and bytes in both scalar ad vector form)
utilizes the same registry file. In addition, it is also used to store return
values and similar functional results.

As noted earlier, the large unified registry file allows the SPU to avoid costly
hardware techniques such as out-of-order execution in order to achieve high
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computational performance.

Pipeline The SPU executes instructions in parallel through two pipelines,
labeled as even (pipeline 0) and odd (pipeline 1). Instead of providing
duplicated functionality, one pipeline a copy of the other, they are divided
between the pipelines, in effect limiting the execution of a specific instruction
to only one of the two. Internally this is done through associated each
execution unit to either the even or the odd pipeline, as hinted by the
previous figure.

The dual pipeline design is reflected in the internal program memory struc-
ture as instruction are grouped in doubleword-aligned pairs, named fetch
groups. Each such pair contains one or two instructions depending on the
order in which the instructions are store. The fetch group is defined so as
the first instruction must be of an even type and the second odd.

Ideally two instructions are issued and completed each cycle, one in each
pipeline. This dual-issue mode is achieved when a fetch group contains
two issuable instruction1 of each type and in the exact order. in a less ideal
scenario only one instruction may be issuable, in which case that instruction
is executed to the proper pipeline and the second held back to be issued at
a later cycle. Not until both instructions have been successfully issued is a
new fetch group loaded.

Memory Flow Controller

Each SPE contains a Memory Flow Controller that provides a communica-
tion path between the SPU and external elements. More specifically, it acts
as the primary mechanism for data transfer, protection and synchronization
between the main storage and the local storage domains, and as such plays
a prominent role in application paralellization.

Through the MFC software on the SPE, the PPE and other devices can
issue MFC commands to initiate DMA transfers between storage domains,
control MFC synchronization, query DMA status and issue processor-to-
processor communication through mailboxes and signal-notification.

At the core of the MFC is the DMA controller (as can be seen in Figure
4.4). It manages DMA transfer requests issued by the associated SPU, or
external entities such as the PPE or other SPEs, through two internal queue
structures:

– MFC SPU command queue - Maintains MFC commands issued by the
associated SPU through a channel interface.

1Instructions are considered issuable when registry dependencies are fulfilled, no re-
source conflicts exists with other actors (instructions or DMA or error-correction code
(ECC) activity).
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– MFC Proxy command queue - Holds MMIO-initiated MFC commands
from the PPE or other devices.

The MFC Proxy command queue is typically used by the PPE to efficiently
trigger the initialization of the local storage before the program is executed.

PCQ SCQ

DMA

DMAC

MMIO

REG

SMM

MFC

EIB

CHN LS

SPU

(+) CHN SPU Channel Interface
(+) LS SPU Local Store Interface
(+) MFC Memory Flow Controller
(+) SMM Synergistic Memory Management
(+) REG MFC Registers
(+) MMIO MMIO Interface
(+) DMAC DMA Controller
(+) PCQ MFC Proxy Command Queue
(+) SCQ MFC SPU Command Queue
(+) DMA DMA Request Unit
(+) EIB Element Interconnect Bus

Figure 4.4: Internal composition of the Memory Flow Controller.

The internal ordering of the MFC commands is not strictly guaranteed,
as the MFC DMA controller performs out-of-order execution. This out-of-
order execution enables the MFC to optimize the use of system resources
more efficiently. Where strict ordering is required, however, the CBEA
provides command modifiers and specific commands to force a more deter-
ministic behaviour.

MFC commands with the specific task of asynchronously transferring data
are called DMA commands. By convention, the data-transfer direction of
these commands are from the perspective of an SPE. As such, DMA com-
mands that transfer data to an SPE (from the main-storage domain to the
local-storage domain) are considered get commands and conversely DMA
commands that transfer data from an SPE are annotated as put commands.

Through the use of such commands, the MFC efficiently decouples the SPE
from the main-storage domain and enables DMA transfers to be conve-
niently scheduled to effectively hide memory latency. On an application
level the MFC can be seen as an autonomous and asynchronous load-store
processor used to interface with the main-storage domain (including other
SPEs and I/O devices).

Channels Communication between the SPE software and external ele-
ments (the main storage, the PPE and other SPEs) is done through a set
of channels. These are unidirectional interfaces that are used to transmit
32-bit wide messages and commands. Each SPE is associated with their
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own set of channels which are internally accessed through a set of special
instructions.

In addition to linking the MFC to the SPU, the channels provides an exter-
nal interface between the SPE and the PPE through the use of unidirectional
mailboxes and signals. Each channel interface contains two mailboxes for
sending messages to the PPE, as well as two signals (signal-notification
channels) for receiving messages from the PPE.

The PPE is often tasked with a managerial role, managing and distributing
the workload over each associated SPE. As it can directly operate on the
main storage domain it is often used to prepare the data that is to be
distributed, signaling the target SPEs through their associated channels
when done. In addition, the SPE software may utilize the mailboxes to
signal the PPE at process completion and trigger new data to be prepared.

Command Ordering The MFC DMA controller maintains two internal
queues each responsible for structuring the MFC commands issued by the
SPU or through the external interface. As these commands are issued they
are added to the appropriate queue but without any inherent ordering.
I.e. they may be executed and completed in any order, regardless of the
order in which they were issued. As noted previously, this out-of-order
execution enables the MFC to efficiently manage resources but at the cost
of predictability.

To impose a command order the CBEA provides two command modifiers,
fence and barrier, to order commands within specific tag groups (as ex-
plained below) accordingly:

Suffix Description

b MFC commands with a tag-specific barrier feature bit set sepa-
rates all previously issued commands within the same tag-group
and queue from later issued commands including the command
with the barrier feature bit set.

f MFC commands with a tag-specific fence feature bit set orders
all previously issued commands relative to itself. The ordering
of any subsequent commands is however undefined.

Table 4.1: DMA command suffixes used to impose specific execution order
for the modified command relative to previously and/or subsequently issued
commands.

As described in Table 4.1 a MFC command might be tagged with the fence
feature bit to ensure its execution occur after a set of previous MFC com-
mands in the case it depends on the result of these commands. In a similar
manner a MFC command with the barrier feature bit set might be used to
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synchronise and ensure the completion of a set of MFC commands before
others are executed.

In addition to these tag-specific commands a separate barrier command is
also included to ensure synchronized execution across tag groups.

The CBEA includes a means of tagging each DMA command with a 5-bit
identifiers to structure them into logical groups. The previously mentioned
MFC command modifiers operate on commands within such a specific tag
group providing a means of only enforcing execution order when needed,
allowing functionally independent commands to be efficiently ordered for
optimized performance. Further, these tag groups enables the software to
query DMA status and determine whether or not a command or a group
of commands have completed within a single command queue. The SPU
software can monitor the DMA status by polling, stalling (or waiting), or
through the use of an asynchronous interrupt.

4.1.1.3 Element Interconnection Bus

Functioning as the glue of the Cell Broadband Engine is the Element Inter-
connection Bus which, as its name implies, connects a number of devices to
each other: the aforementioned PPE and the eight SPEs, a Memory Inter-
face Controller (MIC), and a Buss Interface Controller (BIC). This makes
for a total of 12 participants each of which is attributed a single data port
(save for the BIC which occupies two) as can be seen in Figure 4.5.

SPE SPE SPE SPE

IOIF0

IOIF1

SPESPESPESPE

MIC

PPE

ARB

BIC

EIB

(+) EIB Element Interconnect Bus
(+) SPE Synergistic Processor Element
(+) PPE PowerPC Processor Element
(+) BIC Buss Interface Controller
(+) IOIF0 Rambus FlexIO Interface 0
(+) IOIF1 Rambus FlexIO Interface 1
(+) MIC Memory Interface Controller
(+) ARB Data Arbiter

Figure 4.5: Overview of the Element Interconnection Bus.

The EIB distinguishes between transferred data and data transfer com-
mands separating these into two independent networks. Controlling these
is a data arbitration system which handles collision detection and prevention
as well as ensures that each participant have equal access to the command
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buss.

The nine-core processor architecture of the Cell Broadband Engine support-
ing multiple concurrent data transfers imposes a considerable demand on
the bandwidth of the EIB. This is met through the efficient management
of a set of four unidirectional ”rings”, or chains which connection all of the
data ports in a circular fashion. Two of these chains go clockwise and the
other two go counterclockwise enabling bidirectional concurrent transfers,
i.e. in order to move data from one participant to another and back two
connections are required on two differently oriented chains.

Each data port can produce and consume up to 16 bytes per bus cycle and
each ring can handle up to three concurrent transfers given that they do
not physically overlap. This gives a theoretical bus bandwidth of 192 bytes
per buss cycle (or perhaps more relevant 96 bytes per process cycle given
that the EIB runs at half the processors core frequency).

An interesting aspect is how the ordering of the participants, i.e. the phys-
ical locality, impact performance. Even though the data rings support a
theoretical of three concurrent transactions, they may not ”overlap”. As
such, if two SPEs communicate over a single ring this might block commu-
nications from the PPU to the BIC, depending on the physical locality of
the SPUs involved.

4.1.2 Memory Management

The decentralized structure of the CBEA, primarily the asynchronous inter-
actions between internal elements, adds to the complexity associated with
memory management. As each processing unit is associated with a spe-
cific access scope, limited by distinct access restrictions, a clear definition
of storage domains and a unified interface in between becomes important.

This section details the different storage domains defined by the CBEA,
their interactions and perhaps more importantly their implications on ap-
plication development.

4.1.2.1 Storage Domains

The CBEA defines three different storage domains: one main-storage do-
main, and eight SPE local-storage domains and SPE channel domains (one
for each SPE), each of which with different functions and purpose. Figure
4.6 shows the different storage domains in relation to each other.

– The main-storage domain is defined by the entire effective-address
space, and may be shared among all processors and memory-mapped
devices (including I/O channels).
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– In contrast, the local-storage domains are more restricted as they are
private to the associated SPE (mainly accessed internally by the SPU,
LS and MFC).

– The channel domains defined for each SPE outline an interface be-
tween the main-storage domain and the local-storage domain of the
SPE.

SPU LS

MFC MMIO DMAC

SPE

PPU

PPE

IO DRAM

local-storage domain

channel domain

main-storage domain

(+) SPE Synergistic Processor Element
(+) SPU Synergistic Processor Unit
(+) LS Local Store
(+) MFC Memory Flow Controller
(+) MMIO Memory-Mapped Input/Output Registers
(+) DMAC Direct Memory Access Controller
(+) PPE PowerPC Processor Element
(+) PPU PowerPC Processor Unit
(+) IO I/O Interface
(+) DRAM Main Memory

Figure 4.6: The different storage domains of the CBEA.

During development the focus is often put on the separation between the
main-storage domain and the local-storage domains, i.e. emphasising the
difference between the main memory and the SPE dedicated local stores
(LS).

The SPEs memory scope is limited to its associated LS requiring each in-
struction fetch as well as each save and load to operate on the LS using a
Local Store Address (LSA). The SPE or other processing devices can how-
ever indirectly perform data transfers between the SPEs LS and the main
storage using asynchronous DMA transfers managed by the MFC DMA
controller of the targeted SPE. As an alternative, a more direct approach
can be adopted as each SPE is also assigned a Real Address (RA) within
the system memorys address space, that is to say it is aliased into the main
storage domain, allowing privileged software to map the SPEs LS to an ef-
fective address (EA) making it accessible by the PPU, other SPEs and other
device capable of dereferencing EAs. As such the local-storage domains can
be seen as subsets of the main-storage domain as depicted in Figure 4.6.

4.1.2.2 Local Store

Each SPE contains a 256 kB unified software-controlled local store, contain-
ing both instructions and data. It is connected to the SPU through a high
bandwidth interface allowing 16 bytes per cycle load and store instructions
(and 128 bytes per cycle instruction prefetches), and to the MFC support-
ing 128 bytes per cycle DMA transfers. The local store only supports 16
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byte load and store instructions with 16 byte memory alignment. In order
to support intrinsics of smaller size, it relies on an additional byte shuf-
fle instruction position the intrinsic correctly internally, which also allows
for smaller memory alignments (within the 16 byte segment). Considering
these aspects the LS can be regarded as a software-controlled cache between
the SPU and the main storage domain, filled and emptied through DMA
transfer commands.

The local store is single-ported and consequently only supports one actor
to access it each cycle and any attempt at parallel access will result in a
collision of interest. The actors and actions competing for access are:

– SPU - Through SPU load and store instructions as well as instruction
fetches.

– MFC - Accesses the LS through DMA read and write commands.

In order to resolve access conflicts the SPU arbitrates access based on an
internal priority:

1. DMA read and write commands (issued by the PPE or I/O devices).

2. SPU load and store.

3. Instruction prefetch.

DMA transfers are given the highest priority so as to avoid stalling the
main system. However, as the hardware allows for 16 bytes write and read
instructions, the DMA commands occupy at most one of every eight cycles
(one of every sixteenth for each read and write commands).

This leaves more than enough cycles for SPE load and store instructions
which are given a middle priority. Due to the none linear nature of a mod-
erately intricate program instruction fetches are often speculative, whereas
SPU load and store instructions often aid in the programs progression, and
consequently warrants higher priority. Software instructions are, however,
prefetched at 32 instructions per SPU request, and therefore require only
intermittent access.

4.1.2.3 Direct Memory Access Transfers

Behind the core functionality of DMA transfers lies the MFC which acts as
a data-transfer engine accessible by the PPE and associated SPU through
the use of specific interfaces. Internally the MFC manages DMA trans-
fers using command queues and is capable of maintaining and processing
multiple DMA commands requests and transfers in turn. The DMA trans-
fer commands each contain an LSA and an EA thus enabling the MFC to
address both the target SPEs LS as well as the main storage.
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The design of the MFC, however, imposes some restrictions on the data
transferred through DMA commands. The MFC limits its support to nat-
urally aligned transfer sizes of 1, 2, 4, 8, or multiples of 16 bytes, up to a
limited maximum of 16 kB. In addition, the alignment of both referenced
addresses is required to be of multiples of 16 bytes.

These requirements represents a minimum level of compliance, but further
restrictions can be inposed in order to improve transfer latencies. An op-
timal transfer performance can be achieved when both ends of the DMA
transfer are aligned on cache lines and the transfer size is at least a cache
line in size, i.e. the EA and the LSA of a DMA transfer is 128 byte aligned
and the transfer size is a multiple of 128 bytes.

In order to ensure these requirements are fulfilled during application design,
each one can be explicitly incorporated in the design of data structures that
are to be accessible across memory domains. For instance, the size and
alignment of aggregate data structures may be directly defined through the
use of compiler type attributes and data structure padding.

4.1.3 Program Design

In application design a trade-off is often made between generality and per-
formance, depending on a multitude of aspects, such as target platforms,
operation environment, functional requirements, etc. A high level applica-
tion might benefit from an abstract design in order to decoupled it from the
underlying system, in turn allowing for a broader compatibility, at the price
of performance.

The CBEA was, however, specifically design targeting game consoles and
media-rich consumer-electrics devices, and consequently focuses on appli-
cations with heavy requirements on performance. In order to facilitate the
creation of such application certain design patterns are advocated, and to
a degree incorporated in this thesis project.

These design patterns focus primarily on the compute load distribution
between the processing units, and data flow optimizations (as mentioned in
detail below), each of which is accomplished by utilizing the unique aspects
of the CBEA.

4.1.3.1 Application Design Patterns

The decentralised design of the CBEA allows for different work partitioning
models to be utilized by the end program. Each of these aim to address
a specific application type determined for instance by program structure,
processing-load distribution, data flow and data access patterns as well as
data translation latencies and complexities.
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These models define the relationship between each processor element and
consequently the overall work flow. The work partitioning is primarily de-
signed using one of the following models:

– PPE-centric model - The overall data flow is supervises and managed
by the PPE delegating the actual computation to the SPEs.

• Multistage model - The SPEs are sequentially chained in order
to incrementally process data in discrete stages.

• Parallel stage model - Computational functionality is duplicated
over each SPE onto which the data is distributed and processed
concurrently.

• Service model - Each SPE is assigned a specific service, emulating
the functionality of special purpose processing elements.

– SPE-centric model - The application code is distributed across the
SPEs, reducing the PPE to a centralized resource manager for main
storage domain access synchronisation.

Applications utilizing a PPE-centric model rely on the PPE for providing
the main environment for program execution, and the specialized architec-
ture of the associated SPEs for efficiently offloading individual computa-
tional tasks. The PPE is tasked with scheduling and coordinating each
delegated task as well as interpreting the resulting data.

In contrast, applications defined through an SPE-centric model distributes
the main functionality of the main program across each SPE, synchronizing
work-flow through intra-processor communication (signals and mailboxes).
The PPE is task with mediating access requests to the main storage domain
and external devices.

When designing an application using the PPE-centric model the SPEs can
be configured using any of the three models mentioned above.

Multistage Model

If the functionality to be delegated features distinct computational steps,
the SPEs can be configured to act as a multistage pipeline (Figure 4.7a).
In this model the SPEs are connected sequentially to form a data stream
going from one SPE to the next. The PPE initializes the data processing
by sending data packages to the first SPE, which performs the first stage
of the processing. The processed data is then forwarded to the next SPEs,
in turn, until the last SPE has processed the data and can return the end
result back to the PPE.

The pipeline design allows each stage to be concurrently performed (on
separate packages of data) with a optimal performance of one data package
being shifted in and one out per increment.
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(a) Multistage model.
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(b) Parallel stage model.
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(c) Service model.

Figure 4.7: Three distinct SPE program design models.

The multistage model, however, suffers from difficulties in load balancing,
as it requires the performed task to be explicitly divided into a fix number
of steps (reflecting the number of attributed SPEs). Even though a task
features distinct computational steps, the performance overhead might not
be equally distributed between them.

Further, a direct consequence of the load balancing difficulty is the models
ineptitude at scaling. In order to incorporate additional processing elements
the distributed functionality would have to be rebalanced, in effect requiring
each step to be redesigned.

Parallel Stage Model

Instead of dividing the functionality across multiple SPEs, the parallel stage
model (Figure 4.7b) focuses on distributing the data over identical process-
ing units, relying on data level parallelization for performance. In this model
the PPE directly interacts with each associated SPE, which can be through
of as multiple one stage pipelines.

In comparison to the previous model, the parallel stage model requires a
higher execution time for each shift-in-shift-out increment (as each ”stage”
includes the entire task functionality) but achieves greater throughput as
multiple data packages are shifted in and out in parallel.

Also, the isolated design of each processing unit allows the model to be easily
scaled through adding or subtracting additional SPEs. In turn, as each SPE
performs identical tasks, load balancing across each SPE no longer becomes
an issue.
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Service Model

The last SPE composition associated with the PPE-centric model is the
SPE service model (Figure 4.7c). This model configures the SPEs to act as
independent service providers, mimicking the behaviour of special purpose
processing units.

As an example, in an game application one SPE might be explicitly as-
signed to allow physics driven interactions, another used solely for anima-
tion blending, whereas a third might be configured to provide advanced
rendering effects. However, such a model implies fixed static assignment
of SPE tasks which arguably should be avoided [26], in favour of a more
dynamic demand-initiated approach.

4.1.3.2 Data Transfer Schemes

The asynchronous architecture of the SPE allows for different approaches in
regards to how data is transferred between the main and local storage do-
mains. As DMA transfers are scheduled asynchronously, and synchronized
through specific instructions, program design becomes paramount.

Three different approaches are presented below to emphasis how the SPU
architecture can be reflected in the program to efficiently utilize the separa-
tion of the SPU and MFC. Each of the examples is tasked with processing a
collection of data chunks located arbitrarily (but fulfilling the required data
size and alignment) in main memory.

The first of the three approaches structures the program using an tradi-
tional sequential and iterative data flow, disregarding any possible opti-
mization through parallelization. The second approach, however, is de-
signed to efficiently hide DMA transfer latencies through concurrent data
processing. Lastly, the third approach represents the logical continuation
providing greater flexibility for complex data processing.

Single Buffering

As an initial approach the SPE software might be implemented using a single
buffering data transfer scheme. As the name implies this method relies on
a single buffer to load, process and return each chunk of data assigned to
that specific SPE thread.

When multiple chunks of data is assigned to the SPE they are processed
sequentially, synchronizing the DMA load and DMA store commands so as
to guarantee one chunk has been successfully processed before the next is
accessed.

An example SPE program might implement the single buffer scheme through
the set of steps listed below, with the resulting data flow as depicted in
Figure 4.8.
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1. Allocate memory.

2. Reserve MFC tag.

3. Determine the number and location of data chunks in main memory.

4. For each such chunk:

(a) Issue a DMA get command to transfer a single chunk to the
buffer in the local store.

(b) Process the data chunk inplace.

(c) Return the processed data to the main memory by issuing an
DMA put command.

Schedule DMA
transfer to buffer

Wait for DMA
transfer to buffer

Use data
in buffer

Start

Single Buffering

Figure 4.8: Example program utilizing a single-buffer approach.

Double Buffering

In the previous example a single buffer was used to load, process and store
a sequence of data chunks. As the buffer only held one chunk at a time, a
lot of time was wasted on waiting for DMA transfers to complete.

Instead, the buffer can be split into two allowing an extra data chunk to be
shifted in as the data is processed in the other. Through overlapping the
initialization of one buffer with the computation of the other, performance
is increased as the DMA transfer latencies are hidden by the concurrent
processing. This technique is called double buffering.

Similar to the previous example, an example SPE program might implement
the double buffer scheme through the set of steps listed below, with the
resulting data flow as depicted in Figure 4.9.

1. Allocate memory for two buffers, B1 and B2.

2. Reserve two MFC tag, one for each buffer.

3. Determine the number and location of data chunks in main memory

4. Transfer loop:

(a) Initiate DMA transfer to B1.

(b) Initiate DMA transfer to B2.
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(c) Wait for transfer to B1 to complete and process the data chunk.

(d) Initiate DMA transfer to B1.

(e) Wait for transfer to B2 to complete and process the data chunk.

(f) Repeat from step 4b until all data chunks have been processed.

Schedule DMA trans-
fer to buffer B0

Schedule DMA trans-
fer to buffer B1

Wait for DMA trans-
fer to buffer B0

Use data in
buffer B0

Use data in
buffer B1

Wait for DMA trans-
fer to buffer B1

Schedule DMA trans-
fer to buffer B0

Start

Double Buffering

Figure 4.9: Example program utilizing a double-buffer approach.

The double buffer approach focuses on minimizing the time spent waiting
for one set of data, by processing another. If the time spent processing
the data exceeds the time required to transfer it, transfer latencies may be
entirely omitted. If however the reverse is true, double buffering may end
up only adding memory overhead. In general, the higher the ratio τt/τp is
(where τt and τp represents the time spent transferring data and processing
data respectively) the more performance may be gained through a double
buffer approach.

Pipeline

The double buffered approach incorporates a notion of concurrent process-
ing through software level threads. Each buffer represents a memory con-
text associated with an isolated thread, which intermittently processes and
transfers data. However, this approach is limited to SPE programs which
can be represented through a two step design. If the program was designed
instead to transfer data chunks incrementally, for instance in order to mini-
mize the memory impact of each thread or through functional dependencies,
two steps might not suffice.

Therefore, in order to incorporate a sense of incremental transferring and
processing, the double buffered approach needs to be expanded further to
encompass an arbitrary number of concurrently running threads. This num-
ber will directly depend on the longest chain of incremental data transfers,
as each increment is attributed one thread.

This is realized through the construction of a fixed step pipeline, internally
structured as a set of data processing elements. These are linked together
in sequence so that the output of one element will be the input of the
next. At each iteration of the pipeline each processing element is executed,
allowing the DMA transfer latencies of one element to be masked by the
data processing of another. Figure 5.32 illustrates this concept through a
four step pipeline processing data in four distinct steps.
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Figure 4.10: Example program utilizing a pipeline approach.

One of the key aspects in designing an efficient pipeline is balancing each
stage. Care should be put into the design so as to assure each DMA transfer
is interspersed with data processing so as to minimize the time spent waiting
at each step.

However, designing the pipeline through simply expanding the double buffer
approach will result in an heavy memory impact as each pipe requires and
isolated memory context to store intermediary result. As the local store of
an SPE is somewhat limited, simply dividing the available memory across
each pipe might not be enough.

This problem may be addressed though redesigning memory allocation to
utilize a dynamic approach where memory is reserved, as needed, from a
common memory pool. Althought this design allows for efficient memory
utilization, it however breaks the previous deterministic behaviour as it
introduces an uncertainty: is there enough memory? As detailed in Section
5.3.1.1, if a pipe is unable to reserve enough memory execution will stall at
the cost of overall performance. As a consequence, a badly designed system
with frequent stalls will efficiently render the benefits of a pipelined design
null and void.

4.1.3.3 SIMD Vectorization

An important means of the optimization on the Cell BE is the exploitation
of data-level parallelism through SIMD vectorization.

A common aspect of computational algorithms is their tendency for repet-
itive patterns, performing the same operation on a wide set of data. The
single-instruction, multiple-data (SIMD) paradigm provides an efficient means
of hiding computational latencies by executing low level instruction on mul-
tiple sources of data in parallel.

For example, in a linear algebra library SIMD instructions can be efficiently
employed to increase performance in arithmetic instructions such as vector
and matrix multiplication. Instead of multiplying each internal member
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consecutively the multiplication can be done in parallel. The difference
between scalar and simd multiplication is depicted in Figure 4.11.

A0 × B0 = C0

A1 × B1 = C1

A2 × B2 = C2

A3 × B3 = C3

(a) Scalar Operation

A0

A1

A2

A3

×

B0

B1

B2

B3

=

C0

C1

C2

C3

(b) SIMD Operation

Figure 4.11: Scalar vs. SIMD operation.

SIMD operations are supported by both the PPE and the SPE, although
internally implemented in different forms. The PPE relies on a vector/SIMD
multimedia extension unit to provide the additional instructions, whereas
the SPE already incorporates SIMD instructions in its original instructing
set.

The SIMD instructions in the CBEA operate on specific instruction operands
internally composed by multiple scalars in a one-dimensional array repre-
sentation. Each such vector is 128 bits in size reflecting the width of the
data paths and registers utilized by the PPE and the SPE during SIMD
instructions. The internal structure of these SIMD vectors is dynamic and
depends on the size of the vectorized data type. Smaller scalars can be more
efficiently packed resulting in a higher performance gain as more values can
be computed concurrently.

The elements contained in a SIMD vector are as such:

– Sixteen 8-bit integersa

– Eight 16-bit integersa

– Four 32-bit integersa or single-precision floating point numbers

– Two double-precision floating point numbersb

aInteger values are supported in both signed and unsigned form.
bInteger values are supported in both signed and unsigned form.

Applications often structure data collections as arrays of structures (AOS).
However, to efficiently utilize data-level parallelism the internal state of
the structure needs to be represented as SIMD vectors, which might only
be partially possible. In the case of the three dimensional mathematical
vector, mentioned above, one quarter of the potential performance gain is
lost as each vector only contains three scalars.

In contrast, the data may be represented in a structure of arrays (SOA)
patter. In such an approach the internal state of multiple vectors would be
spread across multiple separate array allowing each SIMD instruction to op-
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erate without loss2. This is a key foundation in Data Oriented Programming
(DOP).

4.2 Game Animation

With the advancements in computer hardware the interactive nature of com-
puter games has increasingly come to revolve around the concept of charac-
ters. These represents the will and intentions of the player and provides a
means of interaction with other in-game agents and content. Visually these
are, more often than not, portrayed as humans, or humanoids, an aspect
that has come to create a range of new technological challenges, the vari-
ous approaches of which has come to provide the foundation for computer
animation.

Computer animation draws inspiration heavily from the area of conventional
animation, which has provided a basis for both techniques and terminology.
Therefore, this section begins by illustrating this classic discipline outlining
its influence on the development of computer based character animation.
Conventional animation is however a branch of study in itself and the extent
of this digression is limited to reflect only the aspects relevant to computer
animation. Focus is then shifted to computer based animation, giving a
brief description of its evolution from the first interpretation to the specific
techniques used in the thesis project.

4.2.1 Conventional Animation

In conventional animation the illusion of motion is achieved by displaying
a sequence of still images, or frames, in rapid succession. Each individual
frame is drawn to depict the animated object arranged into a specific pose,
each of which represents the discrete continuation of the previous frame.

The design process of an animation sequence is often characterized by four
distinct steps:

– Storyboard layout

– Object definition

– Key-frame conception

– Sub-frame generation

2The operands of the last SIMD instruction is likely to be only partially defined as
the number of structures otherwise would be required to be divisible by the number of
internal elements packed into the SIMD vector.
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The storyboard represents a detailed description of the animated event defin-
ing the structure and ideas of the animation. These are conveyed through
the use of simple notes or sketches, depending on the animation type.

When the overall flow of the animation has been outlined, each object, or
actor, in the storyboard is identified and defined. They are attributed ba-
sic shapes and annotated with their associated type of animation, such as
motion or change in size.

Next, key events at specific times in the animation are drawn in detail creat-
ing so called key-frames. These are often chosen to illustrate characteristic
or extreme positions of the animated actors, so as to allow the intermediary
animation flow to be unambiguously inferred. The level of information con-
tained in each segment of the animation therefore impacts the interval in
which the key-frames are defined. Animation segments depicting intricate
motions will contain more key-frames to compensate, and in segments with
little or no motion key-frames may be more sparsely allocated.

As the final step, sub-frames are drawn to fill in the gaps in between each
key-frame (which is why the processes is often referred to as inbetweening).
They are created so as to provide a smooth transition from one key-frame
to the next. However, depending on the frequency of the key-frames the
number of required sub-frames will vary.

The end product of these four steps is a trial clip (or pencil test) that
shows the animation in full. At first small animations were animated in
this fashion but the technique soon evolved due to the large amount of
information required to be drawn each frame.

The evolved variant of this technique, that has relevance as the art of anima-
tion is digitalized, is called cel animation. Instead of drawing the animation
as part of an intricate scene they are drawn isolated on transparent sheets
of plastic (originally celluloid), or cels. This has the benefit that static con-
tent, that does not change with the animation, such as background, can be
separated and drawn only once. The cels are then sequentially placed on
top of the static content creating the illusion of motion in a intricate sur-
rounding. In complex scenes multiple layers of cels can be stacked, creating
an aggregate multiplane animation.

This type of animation is broadly called key-frame animation due to the
characteristic use of key-frames to mark out the important events of the
animation. This name has been carried through to the computer based
animation systems that was designed to mimic this process, as noted below.

4.2.2 Computer Animation

A defining feature of computer games is their interactive nature. In the field
of conventional animation the animation of a character takes the form of a
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single animation sequence, detailing the various motions performed by that
character in a linear fashion. In computer games however, this interactive
notion introduces an unpredictability creating an non-linear animation flow.

As a consequence, game animations are generally created to reflect short
isolated core motions. The interactive elements in the game then influences
or directly define to what extent and in which order these animation clips,
or just animations, are played.

Although the concept of animation is often closely associated with motion,
the underlying meaning behind the word animate, literally means to bring
life to. As such, an animation may be defined through any change that
alters the visual appearance of a object and not just only its motion.

For instance, an animation may modify the time-varying position and ori-
entation (motion dynamics), and the structure, shape, color and texture
(update dynamics) of an object. They are however not limited to only the
modification of the inherent aspects of an object, but may also include as-
pects which indirectly defines how an object is perceived such as lighting and
camera position, orientation and focus. However, in the area of computer
character animation only the first four aspects are typically considered, lim-
iting the concept of animation to kinetic and structural changes.

The concept of game animation have evolved extensively since it was first
adopted from conventional animation to a digital environment. At first the
border separating the two areas was vague as game animation borrowed
many ideas and techniques and adapting them into computer driven 2D an-
imation. However, soon techniques and approaches unique to the computer
environment began to emerge, better reflecting the capabilities of a digital
system.

In the following sections four commonly used computer animation tech-
niques are introduced, illustrating the technical development that has lead
to the technique utilized in the thesis project. These are in chronological
order:

– Sprite Animation

– Morph Target Animation (Per-Vertex Animation)

– Hierarchical Object Animation (Skeletal Animation)

– Skinned Animation (Skeletal Animation)

Sprite Animation

The earliest attempt at computer character animation greatly resembled
that of conventional animation. The concept of cels in multiplane animation
was directly adopted in a technique called sprite animation. This technique
focused on the use of small isolated bitmaps, labeled sprites, which could
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be seamlessly imprinted on a static background image, often through the
use of specialized rendering hardware.

Animation was achieved by representing an object through interactive se-
quences of bitmaps each sequence depicting a special, often iterative, mo-
tion. At each frame the sprite associated to a character would be updated to
reflect its current state in the animation creating the illusion of motion. Fig-
ure 4.12 illustrates a typical sequence of sprites, used to create the illusion
of a 2D character running.

Cell 0 Cell 1 Cell 2

Figure 4.12: A simple sequence of sprites representing a running animation.

Some motions display temporal cohesion in that they rely on reoccurring
patterns. This cohesion can be taken advantage of by approximating the
entire animation through this pattern. Instead of representing the entire
motion sequence, an animation can be modelled so as to isolate these pattern
which are then simply repeated. The previous figure is an example of such a
looping animation in which a running pattern is represented by thee distinct
poses. Such patterns are often referred to as cycles, the previous figure being
a running cycle.

With the gradual shift to 3D games sprite animation, however, quickly
became outdated. In the beginning the concept was tentatively adapted
to a 3D environment through the use of a technique known as animated
texture. These animated textures allowed the early now iconic games, such
as Doom and Wolfenstein, to give the illusion of an animated character
in a 3D environment by showing an interactive sequence of bitmaps on an
camera aligned quad. Although this method is outdated and seldom used
as a primary means of 3D character animation, it is sometimes used by low
resolution or distant objects, as a means of performance optimizations.

Per-Vertex Animation

As the paradigm shift to a three dimensional environment within computer
graphics became well established, character animation needed to be rein-
vented to reflect the different visualization approaches. Instead of illustrat-
ing character animation through two dimensional sprites, new game appli-
cations relied on a polygon mesh to define the visual representation of the
character.

Initially, animation was achieved by directly modifying the polygon mesh,
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on a per-vertex level, through different techniques collectively known as per-
vertex animation. These brute-force techniques are extremely versatile and
can be used to emulate any kind of animation as the polygon mesh can be
freely deformed. As a direct consequence of this, per-vertex animation is
often very labour-intensive and data-intensive, as the animation is required
to be defined, as the name implies, per-vertex.

One approach to attempt to limit the memory impact of per-vertex ani-
mation, for instance adopted by id Software in Quake II, is the adaption
of key-frames mimicking the use in conventional animation. Instead of en-
coding the time-varying animation data of each vertex for each frame, the
memory-heavy information is limited to key-frames relying on linear inter-
polation to fill in the gaps in between. Throught such an approach, any
given sub-frame (vi) can be described as the weighted combination of two
key frames (ki), as such:

vi(t) = w(t) · ki(t) + (1− w(t)) · ki+1(t) and w ∈ [0, 1] (4.1)

where both the linear weight (w) and the key-frames depend on the time
index animated.

However, this approach falls somewhat short as it requires a high frequency
of key-frames in order to encompass complex and intricate animations. In-
stead, an approach that efficiently takes advantage of the inherit constric-
tions imposed on motion by the anatomy of the animated object would be
preferable.

However, one specialized adaptation of per-vertex animation, that is still
frequently used, is a technique called morph target animation, or simply
referred to as blend shapes. This method modifies an original mesh by
providing a small set of alternate target shapes, often chosen to portray an
extreme or characteristic variation of the original mesh.

As hinted by the name, an object is animated by linearly blending the
original mesh, on a per-vertex level, with one or more such blend shapes.
I.e. the vertices (v) of the resulting mesh are derived from the weighted
linear sum of typologically similar blend shapes (b), as such:

vi =
∑

wjbji (4.2)

where i expresses the vertex index and j the source blend shape. By control-
ling the blend weight (w) of each source blend shape through a time-varying
weight function (in the form wj = fj(t)), the original shape can be smoothly
morphed to produce intricate variations of the original appearance.

Due to the inherent artistic freedom associated with per-vertex animation,
morph target animation has gained much in favour as a light-weight alterna-
tive in real-time applications that requires the animation to express diverse
and minute changes in appearance. One such field in which blend shapes is
commonly used is animation of facial expressions.
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Due to the complex nature of the human facial anatomy and our inherent
sensitivity to facial expressions, approximating animation methods (such as
the skeletal animation approaches mentioned below) often fail to produce
natural appearances or realistic emotions. Blend shapes, however, allows
the animator full control to create natural looking motions that for instance
accurately reflects the subcutaneous influences of facial muscles.

Skeletal Animation

As previously noted, the negative aspects of per-vertex animation makes it
unsuited for application in real-time games (at least as a primary means).
This lead to the development of a set of different techniques that took ad-
vantage of the inherent information of the anatomy of the animated object,
by drawing inspiration from the skeletal structure of vertebrates. Therefore,
these are often collectively called skeletal animation.

The earliest installment within this field is a technique called hierarchical
object animation. It represented character animation by modelling the an-
imated object as an collection of rigid sub-objects, interconnected through
a hierarchical tree structure, defining each objects reference base in terms
of its parent.

By constraining each sub-object in an hierarchical tree order, animation
becomes relative as any visual change in one sub-object is reflected in its
children. This approach offers a natural means of portraying motion in
especially humanoid characters, creating realistic visual behaviour. For in-
stance, this allows the entire arm of a character to be animated by animating
only its shoulder.

When applied, the static visual design of each sub-object however leads
to a few unwanted visual artifacts. As the joint between two sub-objects is
animated the non-deformable connection results in ”cracking” (mesh separa-
tion), at the expanding end of the joint, and ”clipping” (mesh intersection),
at the contracting end, as depicted in Figure 4.13a and 4.13b respectively.

clip

clip

clip

(a) Joint clipping

crack

crack

crack

(b) Joint cracking

Figure 4.13: Visual artifacts associated with static mesh deformation.

As the computer hardware became more capable, incorporating dedicated
hardware for graphical rendering, the aforementioned analogy was extended
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to complement the skeleton structure with a concept of skin, through a
technique aptly called skinned animation. This technique extended the hi-
erarchical object animation by separating the visual aspect of the object
from the animated, relying on the application to perform the translation
between the two through a process called skinning.

Similar to hierarchical object animation, skinned animation relies on a hier-
archical structure of ”bones” to represent the actor on which the animation
plays. This strictly non-visual skeleton structure is linked to a smooth poly-
gon mesh in order to provide the visual form of the animation. This linking
is achieved by binding each vertex of the polygon mesh with one or more
joints in the skeleton, through a set of vertex specific weight values. These
define the influence each joint has on the overall position of each vertex.

By restricting each vertex to only be influenced by one skeleton joint a
behaviour similar to that of hierarchical object animation can be achieved.
However, by weighting each vertex to multiple joints, the skinned mesh can
be constructed so as to stretch to reflect the motion of the skeleton in a
fluid and natural way.

Skinned animation can be seen as a compromise in that is allows individ-
ual vertices of a mesh to be deformed, through weighted subdivision, but
without the memory overhead associated to per-vertex animation. It also
incorporates the efficient performance and light-weighted aspect of hierar-
chical object animation, through its similar internal structure.

4.2.3 Skinned Animation

The animation in the thesis project is done exclusively using the skinned
animation technique and so the remainder of this chapter is dedicated to
outline the underlying theoretical concepts. However, as the project only
deals with the animation aspect of the technique (i.e. animation of the non-
visual skeleton) the concept of skinning is left untouched.

The technique of skinned animation is comprised by various components
and intermediary representations:

– Skeleton - Represents the functional part of skinned animation.

– Pose - Defines a spacial instantiation of an animation at a single point
in time.

– Animation - Acts upon the skeleton in order to create an illusion of
motion.

– Blending - Provides a means of approximating complex motions through
multiple primitive animations.
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Skeleton

As noted earlier, the functional link between the visual representation of
an object and the animation is established through an internal skeleton
structure. This skeleton is comprised by a set of joints, laid out in a hi-
erarchical structure. The level of information encoded within this skeleton
might vary (depending on the underlying functional need). However, it is
often represented indirectly by attributing three properties to each joint, as
such:

– Parent Joint Index

– Unique Identifier (optional)

– Default Pose (optional)

As a minimum the skeleton needs to encode the hierarchical ordering be-
tween the internal joints. As it typically is represented as an linear collection
of individual joints, this is often done by storing the index of each parent for
each joint. This allows the hierarchical position of a joint to be uniquely de-
fined through that of its parent (the index also determining priority between
siblings).

Referring to a joint by its internal index however couples the reference to
the internal ordering of the set of joints. If an additional joint was to be
introduced, any reference to subsequent indices would be invalidated. As
an alternative, each joint structure may be attributed a unique identifier,
a name. This approach allows for not only unique but unordered referenc-
ing, an aspect utilized in for instance animation retargeting (as mentioned
below).

A skeleton may be defined as a purely abstract entity, lacking any spatial
information. If so, it relies entirely on the animations that acts upon it
to provide it with a tangible body, to uniquely defined it in the target
space. An alternative approach to this, however, is to explicitly position the
skeleton by attributing each skeletal joint a default spacial representation.
Collectively, these special representations constitute the default pose of the
skeleton, the concept of which is described further below.

The skeleton structure represents an ordered directed tree, where each joint
is guaranteed to have exactly one parent, with the exception of the root joint
which has none. Figure 4.14 depicts a possible instantiation of such a struc-
ture, by illustrating the skeleton of a humanoid character. For simplicity,
the sub-tree representing each hand is depicted as a separate sub-skeleton
(which might be omitted entirely if the application does not require a level
of detail where individual fingers can be animated). Incidentally this is a
simplified3version of the skeleton used in the thesis project.

3Additional joints that does not equate to any physiological counterpart may be
added in order to simplify skinning or enable the animation of equipment that is made
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00 Hips
01 Spine0
02 Spine1
03 Spine2
04 LeftShoulder
05 LeftArm
06 LeftElbow
07 LeftHand
28 Neck
29 Head
30 RightShoulder
31 RightArm
32 RightElbow
33 RightHand
54 LeftUpLeg
55 LeftKnee
56 LeftFoot
57 RightToeBase
58 RightUpLeg
59 RightKnee
60 RightFoot
61 RightToeBase

00 Hand
01 HandPinky1
02 HandPinky2
03 HandPinky3
04 HandPinky4
05 HandRing1
06 HandRing2
07 HandRing3
08 HandRing4
09 HandMiddle1
10 HandMiddle2
11 HandMiddle3
12 HandMiddle4
13 HandIndex1
14 HandIndex2
15 HandIndex3
16 HandIndex4
17 HandThumb1
18 HandThumb2
19 HandThumb3
20 HandThumb4

Figure 4.14: The skeleton structure of a typical humanoid character.

As an ending note, one important aspect of the skeleton analogy is the dis-
tinction between bones and joints. In the physiological sense joints are an in-
direct property, derived from the interactions between bones. In skinned an-
imation, however, the opposite is true: bones are indirectly defined through
the interconnection of joints. As a result bones and joints are thought of
as interchangeable concepts, each defining the other. However, since the
underlying data structure conform to the idea of a skeleton being defined
through a set of joints rather than bones, joint is the terminology favoured
in this thesis.

Pose

Analog to the representation of animation in conventional animation, 3D
character animation relies on sequentially arranging the animated object
into discrete postures, each such pose depicting the object at a specific
point in time.

In conventional animation the character pose was directly incorporated in
the illustrated cel. In skinned animation, however, the visual character
pose is a reflection of the pose of the underlying skeleton, and so skinned
animation is achieved through uniquely positioning the characters skeleton
each frame.

part of the skin.
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The skeletal pose is recursively defined through the spacial representation
associated with each joint. As noted earlier, the concept of animation in-
cludes various time-varying aspects, but limiting the affect of the skeleton on
the visual mesh to include only motion dynamics, the spacial representation
of a joint can be defined by three parameters:

– Scale (scale)

– Orientation (rotation)

– Position (translation)

Together these represent an affine transformation positioning the joint in
space relative to a specific frame of reference. There are various approaches
to representing such a transformation, however two in particular are fre-
quently used, as noted below.

Each parameter of the joint pose may be defined collectively as a n × m
affine transformation matrix P in the form:

Pi =

(
SjkRjk 0k

Tt
j 1

)
(4.3)

where the elements S and R denote scale-shear and rotation matrices of
dimension n − 1 ×m − 1, 0 representing the null-vector and T a transla-
tion vector. I.e. scale, rotation and translation is defined by S, R and T
respectively. The skeleton can then be defined as the ordered set of these
transforms, as such:

Pskel = {Pi} |n−1
i=0 (4.4)

The expansion to 4D space is a mathematical curiosity done in order to
achieve translation through matrix multiplication.

The necessary joint transformations, however, only represents a small subset
of the transformations possible through such a representation which means
a lot of information is stored unnecessarily. As an alternative, the three
joint parameters can be represented separately, each in a computationally
suitable form with minimum memory overhead. One such way would be to
represent the scale, rotation and translation as a scalar, a quaternion and a
vector respectively.

These two methods are by no means mutually exclusive and may be used
in parallel, favouring one over the other at different stages in the animation
process.

Besides the poses defined by the animations, there is one of special interest
which has been previously mentioned but not defined. As noted the skeleton
might be attributed with a default spacial representation, or default pose.
This pose may be chosen arbitrarily, but more commonly it is defined in
such a manner so as to simplify the work connecting the visual mesh to the
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skeleton. In a humanoid character this bind pose is typically defined by po-
sitioning the character in an upright ”relaxed” stance, with arms stretched
out horizontally to resemble the letter ”T” (which is why it is also know as
T-pose).

This distinct appearance also serves to simplify the localisation of errors
caused by malformed animations, in which case the character may be visu-
alized by partially reverting the skeleton structure to this bind pose.

Animation

Drawing a parallel to conventional animation, the skeleton structure cor-
relates with object definition. It defines the visual and functional repre-
sentation of the animated object as well as provides inherent information
of motion patterns. In a similar fashion, the key-frames, portraying the
animated object in pivotal positions, and the fine-grained sub-frames, pro-
viding a sense of continuity, define the time-variant aspect of the animation.
In skinned animation this aspect is represented through animation clips, or
just animations.

As previously noted, these animation clips are defined to reflect separate
distinct sequences of motion, centred around a specific well-defined action.
The level of detail in which this is done may vary. An animation clip may
define a complete animation, such as a running motion that animates the
entire skeleton, or a partial animation focusing on a subset of the skeleton
joints, in order to animate for instance an arm waving or a specific hand
gesture.

In either case, the animation clip defines a time-variant set of joint trans-
forms, the joints of which can be seen as a subset4 of the set defined in the
targeted skeleton structure, as such:

A(t) = {Pi(t)} |m−1
i=0 ⊆ Pskel (4.5)

Conventionally the animation and the visual appearance of an object is
closely coupled, the animation clip directly defined through a sequence of
discrete visual changes. A per-vertex animation clip, for instance, directly
modify the vertices in the polygon mesh that defines the shape of the object.

However, the separation between visual and functional representation in
skinned animation allows an animation clip to be defined decoupled from
the animated objects visual aspect, as the animation clip only animates
the non-visual skeleton. This provides the foundation for a discipline called
animation retargeting.

Animation retargeting allows the same animation clip to animate two visu-
ally separate object, as long as they share a common skeleton. This restric-

4This is not strictly the case as animation may be allowed to define joint transforms
for joints not in the targeted skeleton structure, as seen in animation retargeting.
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tion can however be made less rigid to incorporate skeletons that are not
identical but instead closely related. This increases reusability, as classes of
objects can be animated as one, but at the cost of uncertainty.

If the joints defined in the animation clip and skeleton are allowed to differ
two scenarios needs to be considered:

– The animated joint is not in the skeleton.

– The skeleton joint is not animated.

In the first scenario the animation clip tries to animate a joint that is not
defined in the target skeleton. A trivial solution to this is to simply ignore
animating that specific joint, i.e. data associated with joints defined in the
animation clip but not in the skeleton is omitted.

The second case, however, poses somewhat of a problem. The visual aspect
of skinned animation requires the skeleton structure to be uniquely defined
for each joint at any given time. As such an animation that defines only a
subset of the skeleton joint may cause undefined visual behaviour (such as
the object imploding upon itself) if not handled properly.

One approach to solve this is to guarantee that each skeleton is associated
with a default pose and to use this to fill in the blind spots of the anima-
tion, an method used by, for instance, Havok AnimationTM. However, this
method results in static behaviour for the unanimated skeleton joints which
may translate to unnatural visual behaviour.

An alternate solution, adopted by the Diesel engine, is to animate the object
with more than one animation clip, asserting that each skeleton joint is
collectively defined. This method relies on a technique known as animation
blending, in order to animate a single object through multiple animation
clips.

The animation clip represents a central concept of the thesis project, as it
provides the building blocks from which each intricate motion is created.
The project specific sections therefore provide an in detail description, mov-
ing from the theoretical to the implementation specific, which is divided into
two sections.

In Section 5.2.2.2 the implemented animation data structures are illustrated,
emphasising the hardware specific requirements that has influenced the de-
sign. Also, related structures are presented in order to provide an overview
on structural dependencies. This structural focus is complemented by Sec-
tion 5.3.3.3, which ties together each data structure by illustrating their
associated functionality. This section emphasises, not interdependencies,
but the functional data flow between each part of the system.
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Blending

The final core building block of the animation system, and the focus of the
thesis project, is the concept of animation blending.

The increasingly interactive nature and realistinc portrayal of the animated
characters complicates the animations system as each individual motion
requires a distinct visual representation. When such motions depend on a
multitude of variables (mode, speed, direction, orientation, health, etc.) the
possible permutations quickly becomes unmanageable.

As a solution, animation blending aims at representing the animation of
a character, not as a multi-variable function, but as the approximated
weighted sum of multiple single-variable5 animations through a unifying
”blend” function (B), as such:

A(t, x0, ..., xn) ≈ B [A(t, xi)]
n
i=0 (4.6)

each influencing aspect (xi) encapsulated through one or more primitive
animations. For instance, the speed of a humanoid character might be
represented by a still, walking and running animation. The definition of
this blend function constitutes the core of the blend system.

The general concept of animation blending incorporates any technique that
allows for more than one animation to contribute to the end pose of an
object at any given time. I.e. it allows for the animation of an object to be
expressed as an aggregate of multiple animations.

There are various techniques that allow such blending but primarily focus
is put on three distinct aspects of animation blending:

– Complete blending

– Partial blending

– Temporal blending

Complete Blending The first form of animation blending, complete blend-
ing, focuses on blending together two distinct animations into an interme-
diary representation. As previously noted, an animation can be seen as a
specific skeleton pose evaluated at a specific point in time:

A(t) = {Pi(t)} |m−1
i=0 (4.7)

As such, given two animation Aa and Ab this initial blend method may be
represented as the weighted sum of the two, accordingly:

Aab(t) = (1− ω)Aa(t) + ωAb(t) (4.8)

5Excluding time.
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where ω ∈ [0, 1] is the blend factor, determining each animations influence
on the end result (Aab). For instance, ω = 0 and ω = 1 would result
in Aab = Aa and Aab = Ab respectively. In this specific interpretation, the
blend factor is defined as a scalar value, the resulting animation representing
the linear interpolation of each contributing animation.

This blend method may for instance be utilized in imbuing a sense of vari-
ation onto an otherwise repetitive animation cycle. A running animation
cycle might be complemented with an alternative version depicting the ani-
mated object heavily exhausted. By varying the blend weight the animated
character could then be illustrated as running while exhibiting various de-
grees of exhaustion.

However, instead of representing the blend factor as a relative value between
two specific animations, it may be defined as an absolute value inherent to
each animation. The blend factor then indicates a notion of importance, a
blend weight. For instance a value of ω = 1 might signify normal importance
whereas ω = 0.5 would mean only half as important. In this notation the
previous example would equate to:

Aab(t) =
ωa

ωa + ωb
Aa(t) +

ωb

ωa + ωb
Ab(t) (4.9)

(each weight normalized to prevent energy increase or decrease).

Partial Blending However, often when applying an animation to a char-
acter, the target of the animation is only a subset of the joints defined in
the skeleton. Complete blending does not allow for this level of detail as
it blends joints uniformly between animations. However, by representing
the blend factor associated with each animation, not as a constant but on
a per-joint basis (i.e. by associating each animation not with a single scalar
blend factor but a set), further level of detail can be achieved. This allows
for not only complete blending but also partial blending.

Partial blending enables a single animation to be applied on a subset of the
joints associated to the animated object. Similar to complete blending, the
animation of a single joint (Ai) can be described as the weighted sum of
each animation. However, instead of defining a blend weight per anima-
tion, partial blending increases granularity by specifying a blend weight per
animation and joint, through blend sets, as such:

Ai(t) =
∑
j

ωijAij(t), where
∑
j

ωij = 1 (4.10)

This allows an object to be divided into segments, each segment playing
different animations. For instance, the upper body of a character might
be playing a specific animation while the lower body is animated by an
idle, walk or running animations in order to achieve the appearance of the
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character performing the specific animation while being idle, walking or
running.

Figure 4.15 illustrates three possible weight sets defined to target the upper
body, lower body and left arm of the skeleton depicted in Figure 4.14. As
noted the possible values are not defined to be binary, but rather allow for
gray areas in order to achieve spatial fading between animated segments.
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Figure 4.15: Three weight-sets defining the upper body, lower body and left
arm of a skeleton.

Similar to partial animations, partial blending introduces an aspect of un-
certainty into the blend system, as a complete animation associated with a
partial blend set will not uniquely define a skeleton pose. This constitutes
a risk of run-time exceptions and should be handled in a similar fashion.

Temporal Blending Lastly, temporal animation blending deals with the
transition between two animations. It provides a means of seamlessly fading
between animations to create the illusion of a single continuous animation.
However, in order to achieve realistic and smooth transitions between ani-
mations certain restrictions arise. An important aspect in this is the notion
of mathematical continuity.

The time-dependent position in space of a single skeleton joint can be de-
scribed as a function of time, fj(t) : R3 → R3. Any discontinuous points
in this function will result in the animated character ”jumping” between
poses, partially or at a whole. This type of visual artifact is often referred
to as popping. In order to produce a seamless transition between animations
each joint function should contain no sudden jumps, i.e. they should exhibit
geometric continuity or C0-continuity (continuity of position).

This, however, is only part of the problem. A sudden transition between
a standing and a walking animation might be perceived as unnatural, even
though it exhibits C0-continuity, due to the instantaneous increase in veloc-
ity. As such, in order to achieve a smooth transition not only C0-continuity
but C1-continuity (continuity of velocity) is required.

This notion can be expanded noting that: the perceived quality of the an-
imation transition increases in relationship with the order of continuity.
Ideally, the function is defined so as to exhibit C∞-continuity, that is con-
forming to the concept of a mathematically smooth function. C∞-continuity
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is, however, somewhat difficult to achieve and is often substituted for an ap-
proximating solution.

One such solution to animation transitions that exhibits C0-continuity and
provides a fair approximation of C1-continuity is cross-fading through linear
interpolation. This method relies on linearly fading between two animations
(fa and fb), over a short period of time ([t0, t1]), based on the function:

fab(t) = (1− ω(t))fa(t)− ω(t)fb(t), t ∈ R+ (4.11)

where the function ω(t) ∈ [0, 1] represents the blend factor expressed as a
function of time.

In linear interpolation the blend factor ωlerp is represented by the linear
equation:

ωlerp(t) =
t− t0
t1 − t0

, t ∈ [t0, t1] (4.12)

An alternative but similar approach is to represent the blend factor, not as
a linear equation, but based on the trigonometric cosine function in order
to provide an additional ”ease-in” effect, as such:

ωcos(t) = (1− cos( t− t0
t1 − t0

π))/2, t ∈ [t0, t1] (4.13)

Further, temporal animation blending is often non-trivial in nature as the
visual aspect of the transition between two animations depend on infor-
mation inherent in each animation. The transition from a walking to a
running cycle for instance requires the ”step” to be in phase in order to
avoid interference patterns causing jerky and unnatural behaviour.

The various blend techniques used in the thesis project is described in detail
in the corresponding section. Section 5.2.3 defines the blend specific data
structures and details their internal structure and means of data represen-
tation. Further, Section 5.3.3 illustrates the animation blending process
emphasising the data flow and intermediary structures and interactions.

4.3 Related Work

The unique architecture of the Cell BE and its parallel computational ca-
pabilities has made it a focal point of scientific research, giving rise to a
multitude of research projects in fields such as scientific computation, im-
age processing and game development.

The Cell Broadband Engines amiability towards compute-intense multime-
dia and game application has come to broaden the scope of viable algorithms
in real-time applications. Algorithms that were previously restricted to of-
fline execution could now be efficiently adapted for interactive real-time
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applications. One such algorithm that has long been considered a strictly
offline algorithm, and the use of which regarded as unsuitable for interactive
applications, is ray-tracing.

Ray-tracing represents an alternative method for graphical rendering that
can achieve higher visual realism compared to the other, often standard,
methods, as it more accurately simulates the physics of light. This added
realism however, comes at a high cost and has traditionally required the
algorithm to be distributed over tens to hundreds of interconnected CPUs
in order to perform interactively at full-screen resolutions.

At present modern graphics processing units primarily rely on the z-buffer
algorithm, as introduced by Catmull [6], in order to calculate the set of
visible surfaces required to correctly render a certain graphical scene. This
method has been made further favorable through standardized hardware
support allowing for higher interactivity at even lower cost.

However, the inherent simplicity of the scan-line rasterization approach lim-
its the scope of visual effects that can be naturally achieved. As such, the
wide variety of optical effects that can be simulated through ray-tracing,
such as reflection, refraction, scattering, depths of field and motion blur,
has fueled the pursuit for a viable real-time alternative.

Bingel and Hinkenjann [5] and Benthin et al. [4] presents different ap-
proaches to interactive real-time ray-tracing, each emphasising specific prob-
lematic aspects and proposed solutions for efficient ray tracing paralleliza-
tion and real-time realization on the Cell BE. In a similar fashion Minor
et al. [19] presents an interactive terrain rendering engine, based upon real-
time parallelized ray-casting as an alternative to the more common stream
based GPU coupled approach.

When offloading data-intense tasks to the SPEs (with their limited local
memory) efficient data streaming becomes an issue. This concern is equally
present in both ray-tracing as well as animation blending. Both Bingel and
Hinkenjann [5] and Benthin et al. [4] adopts similar approaches as used in
this thesis project; relying on the inherent parallelism of a pipeline design to
hide the transfer latencies associated to cross memory domain data access.

The high performance and ready availability has also made the Playstation
3 an attractive target as a client for distributed computing. This relatively
young field of computer science aims at extending the limited computational
resources of individual computers by interconnecting them into cooperative
clusters mimicking single systems.

Both Folding@home and Rosetta@home are two such similar distributed
computing research projects in the field of molecular simulation, developed
using the Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC),
that have been adopted to run on the Cell processor of the Playstation
36. These two projects targets the simulation of biomolecular phenomena,
such as protein folding, in order to gain a deeper understanding of common
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ailments associated with protein misfolding and aggregation, notable among
which are Alzheimerfs and Parkinsonfs disease.

The parallel Cell BE architecture with its high performance floating point
arithmetic capabilities allows for high performance processing, in this spe-
cific incarnation achieving a throughput on the scale of 20 gigaFLOPS,
outperforming an average PC by a factor of roughly 30. In relative terms
this allowed a mere 10% of the client base to provide roughly a third of the
overall computational power[3].

In terms of throughput, the Cell client is only outperformed by the optimized
GPU client. However, the limitations imposed on the GPU, both in terms
of the architecture as well as ease of development, restricts the scope of
possible simulations. This allows the Cell processor to provide the much
needed middle ground between performance and computational versatility,
an aspect that is seen repeatedly and is also reflected in this thesis project.
Although scientific computing exhibits parallels to the approaches adopted
in this thesis project, the underlying design principles differ however from
those of game development.

With the advancements in hardware technology and the introduction of
multi-core processor architecture, game applications have come to see a
change in terms of engine design. The previous serial design, relying on
sequentially called sub-system, have come to adopt an increasingly more
dynamic parallelized appearance, isolating sub-system dependencies to al-
low concurrent execution.

As multiple hardware threads became available game architecture took on
the shape of a pipelined design, structuring core game aspects (such as
game logic, scene management and rendering) into parallel processes. How-
ever, as the number of parallel processing unites increased further the game
architecture have come to favour a task driven design, representing each
computationally parallel element as single tasks, in order to cope with the
increasing difficulty of efficient load balancing[21].

Olick [21], Tilander and Filippov [28] and Andersson [1, 2] illustrates the
architectural design of cutting-edge game engines used at acclaimed game
development studios, emphasising the caveats and areas of interest associ-
ated with efficient parallelization on different or specific platforms through
an varying degree of task driven design.

Tilander and Filippov [28] presents a typical hybrid solution to multi-core
engine design, as used by SCE Santa Monica Studios. Key aspects of the
game engine (categorizing into the three sequential stages: simulation, scene
and rendering) are attributed to specific hardware threads in a pipelined
design, utilizing a task driven delegation sub-system to offload specific heavy
task to additional helper processing units.

6As of firmware version 1.6, Folding@home is included by default as part of the ”Life
With Playstation” application.
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In order to be able to efficiently delegate specific task to helper threads on
the Playstation 3, Tilander and Filippov [28] advocates the use of a task
design convention favouring quasi-independent code, primarily by limiting
the task’s memory behaviour. By encapsulating the underlying memory
access model between the processing unit and the main memory (be it syn-
chronous as on the PPE or asynchronous through DMA transfer calls as on
the SPEs), tasks are kept compilable on different platforms through minimal
changes. This, in turn, allows the tasks to be efficiently distributed during
runtime between the PPE and SPEs alike. A similar design approach has
been adopted in this thesis project in order to provide a basis for comparison
between a serial PPE-centric and a parallel SPE-centric design.

Further, the need for manual optimization in order to achieve the potential
performance increase of the architecture, is pointed out. This is, however,
an aspect that has been only tentatively explored, but one that may have
proved to yield a distinct impact on the resulting performance.

The Playstation 3 presents game engine developers with somewhat of a
challenge. The conventional method of CPU parallelizations does not help
much as the main processing unit only supports 2 hardware threads. The
synergistic processing units does not do much to alleviate this problem, as
their limited local memory and memory scope makes them unsuitable for
running high-level threads, albeit technically possible.

As the logical next step to the hybrid solution previously described An-
dersson [1, 2] presents an engine design that entirely circumvents the load
balancing problems of the inherently serial nature of conventional CPU
parallelization. This design, as adopted by the Frostbite R©2 engine, is of
special interest as it defines its internal functionality entirely in terms of
asynchronous tasks. I.e. the idea of representing functionally independent
sections as discrete tasks is extended to encompass not only computationally
heavy functions but the majority of the engines functionality. This allows
each processing unit to act as a task consumer, instead of being statically
assigned specific functionality.

However, one drawback with asynchronous tasks is that the execution order
is no longer guaranteed. This poses a problem as specific tasks or groups
of tasks may depend on the previous completion of others. As such, the
load balancing system must incorporate and support the concept of task
dependencies.

These dependencies can be visualized through a task dependency graph,
which represents the effective parallelism of the engine. In addition, the
graph exposes the relative execution order of each task, allowing easy iden-
tification of synchronization points as well as providing hits at possible
bottle necks.

However, the design of the underlying system may change the composition
of such task graphs. The tight coupling between the SPEs and the GPU
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on the Playstation 3, for instance, allows for specific tasks, traditionally
considered strictly part of the GPU domain, to be efficiently offloaded onto
the SPEs. In his masters thesis R̊anes [23] presents such a method where
the computationally heavy mesh deformation associated with skinning is
efficiently migrated from the GPU (as would be the traditional solution) to
run asynchronously on the SPEs.

This task based engine design gives an invaluable insight into the possibili-
ties of extending the thesis project beyond the parallelization of the single
task of animation blending.

However, as a final note it is worth mentioning that game development
industry is a highly competitive field, and as such the amount of relevant
information published on an academic level is somewhat limited. As a
consequence, it may be valid to assume that the conference proceedings
previously referenced do not in fact reveal everything, but rather carefully
selected parts of something bigger. On a general level they however provide
an invaluable source of information on contemporal engine design.
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Chapter 5

Parallelization of
Animation Blending on
the Playstation 3

With a working theoretical foundation of the hardware architecture of the
Playstation 3, the specific character animation technique adapted in this
project and an insight of the possibilities of efficient game engine paralleliza-
tion, this chapter details the end implementation and its various aspects.
The description is divided into two sections which reflects the two primary
design aspects of the proposed method:

– Data Structures

– Evaluation And Blending Algorithms

The various design requirements imposed on the different data structures,
the building blocks of the parallel animation system, has had a profound
influence on the overall design approach. Limitations in the Playstation 3’s
unique hardware architecture has motivated a specific approach to repre-
senting character animation data which in term has influenced the design of
the algorithms underlying the system. As such, before the functional aspects
are illustrated, an in-depth depiction of the implemented data structures is
given.

Having detailed the building blocks of the parallel system the animation
evaluation and blending process is illustrated. Each step of this process is
outlined and illustrated, taking heed to include each possible data path as
well as detailing how run-time exception are handled.

These in-depth section are however preceded by an brief overview of the
proposed method’s design. This overview aims to outline the key differences
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between the classical serial approach to animation evaluation and blending,
as previously used, and the parallel approach chosen in this project.

5.1 Design Overview

A central concept of computer game design is the game loop. This itera-
tive aspect constitutes the core of the continuous interactive nature that
separates a computer game from a conventional event-driven software ap-
plication. The main functional responsibility of the game loop lies in the
dynamic update of each engine sub-system that exhibits time dependent
behaviour. This often extends to incorporate a multitude of different sub-
systems such as AI, animation, physics, rendering, sound and user-input.
For instance, in the case of the animation system the game loop allows the
animation state of each animated object to be updated, to reflecting the
visual changes between the short time intervals separating each rendered
frame.

In a serial system design the game loop updates each such sub-system in
a concurrent fashion. The update order between some systems may be
interchanged whereas others may require a specific position. Rendering
for instance is typically done after each subsystem that impacts the visual
appearance has been updated.

5.1.1 Animation
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Engine UnitManager Blender

Initialize()

StartFrame()

Update()

Update()

Blend LoopBlend Loop

EndFrame()

Run LoopRun Loop The main loop

Finalize()

Core 0 (PPE): Master

Figure 5.1: Sequence dia-
gram of a simple serial an-
imation system.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the internal interactions
of a simplified serial animation system associ-
ated with a single iteration of the game loop.
This system reflects the design of the preex-
isting serial animation system incorporated in
the Diesel game engine.

The animation of objects, represented inter-
nally as units, is done as part of the update of
the UnitManager. The UnitManager contains
a selective list of active units which are up-
dated in turn. Simple units that limits their
animation to spacial displacements may be ex-
plicitly updated. However, if a unit requires a
more complex motion patter specifically tai-
lored animations can be applied by associated
the object with an animation blender.

The blender manages and updates an anima-
tion state by evaluating each associated an-
imation and blending them together to cre-
ate a final animation pose detailing the visual
configuration of the object. This update of
animation state of a single animated object is
referred to as an animation job.

The UnitManager may update each and ev-
ery animated unit equally, but typically a se-
lective update approach is favoured where only a subset of the units are
updated according to specific criteria. Units deemed less important may be
updated less frequently or skipped entirely.

As noted in the problem description the proposed method aims at migrating
these animation jobs from the main processor to the parallel coprocessors.
This is accomplished, as illustrated in Figure 5.2, by isolating each ani-
mation job and scheduling them for asynchronous evaluation through an
additional component layer, JobManager.

Instead of directly evaluation the animation job during the update phase of
the blender, as done previously, the animation state is serialized, and the
encapsulated representation is sent to a dispatch queue. The update phase
of the UnitManager is then concluded by flushing all scheduled animation
jobs to the internal SPE Runtime System. This allows the animation jobs to
be seamlessly integrated with the evaluation of jobs from other sub-system,
in turn allowing for efficient load balancing supporting intra-sub-system
priorities and resource scaling.

Each of these two animation systems are however simplistic in their design.
The update process is often made more complex through interdependencies
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Engine UnitManager Blender JobManager Kernel Blender Kernel Blender

Initialize()

StartFrame()

Update()

CreateJob()

Serialization LoopSerialization Loop

DispatchJobs() RunJob

Update() Update()

Blend LoopBlend Loop

EndJobSyncronize()

Wait()

EndFrame()

Run LoopRun Loop The main loop

Finalize()

Core 0 (PPE): Master Core 1 (SPE): Slave Core 2 (SPE): Slave

Figure 5.2: Sequence diagram of a simple parallel animation system.

imposing restrictions on evaluation order, both between sub-systems as well
as animation jobs.

In the case a character is animated both statically through predetermined
motions (i.e. animations) and dynamically incorporating physically interac-
tions with the environment, the required evaluation couples the physic and
animation sub-systems. In order to resolve the evaluation order a single
update may require an interlaced approach, i.e. the update of each system
is divided into smaller independent parts which are then interleaved.

Further, a typical example of interdependency between animation jobs arises
from allowing hierarchically structured animated objects. For instance, if
a character picks up an animated item, the item becomes dependent on
the character, or more specifically on the hand of the character by which
the item was picked up. As such, in order to completely animate the item,
the position of the characters hand must first be resolved, requiring the
evaluation of the character’s animation job to precede that of the item.
These dependency graphs can become arbitrarily complex but are typically
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shallow1 due to the nature of the animated objects [13].

These dependencies, however, adds to the complexity of the animation sys-
tem, especially so in a parallel design as the interactions between the logical
units evaluating the animation jobs may be severely limited. The approach
taken to overcome this is described in detail in the following two sections.

5.2 Data Structures

When illustrating the inner workings of a specific method or implementa-
tion, emphasis is often put on the functional aspects, detailing for instance
specific algorithms and associated data flows. The structural design is typ-
ically trivialized through high level abstract description (such as UML and
pseudo-code) conveying detail through brief references to common low level
data structures.

However, the specific restrictions imposed by the parallel hardware architec-
ture of the Playstation 3 have had a substantial impact on the design of the
animation system. These hardware limitations have created a need for ab-
straction layers, each aimed at encompassing a specific design requirement.
Consequently, underlying the design of the animation system is the design
of the data structures comprising these abstraction layers. Therefore, be-
fore the functional aspect of the animation system is detailed, outlining the
animation evaluation and blending, the data structures used to represent
the data is illustrated.

There are primarily two aspects of the parallel architecture that is encap-
sulated through abstraction layers as outlined in Table 5.1; Inplace data
structures and DMA Blob data structures. In the table the name of the
abstraction layer refers to the general label of the data structure set. Both
these abstraction layers aim at providing memory domain independent data
access, by each targeting a specific restriction.

The inplace data structures provides various dense container structures with
different internal reference models. These allow the creation of complex ag-
gregate data structures that are allocated sequentially in memory, i.e. each
aspect is isolated to a specific continuous memory segment. The DMA Blob
data structures, on the other hand, asserts that this aggregate data struc-
ture conforms with the size and alignment restrictions imposed on DMA
transferables, as well as provides functionality for managing reallocations
across memory domains. Each of these classes of data structures are de-
tailed further in the following sections.

These data structures are primarily used to create a bridge between the
two primary memory domains and only extends the functionality base with
which to define the animation system. Therefore, the later part of this

1The Diesel engine for instance only allows one depth of dependencies.
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Hardware Restriction Abstraction Layer Description

Memory Allocation Inplace Inplace data structures
provides functionality for
dense memory allocation
of data collections and
virtual objects.

DMA Transfer DMA Blob DMA Blob data structures
implements interface and
functionality for memory
domain independent data
structures, managing allo-
cation and internal struc-
turing.

Table 5.1: Shows the data structure abstraction layers that encapsulates
the hardware limitations imposed by the parallel system.

section aims to illustrate the various data structures that constitutes the
information units of the animation system, as such:

– Blending Data Structures - These defines a complex three-layered
structure representing the intricate animation state of a single ani-
mated character.

– Evaluation Intermediates - Each intermediate represents the blend
data structure, partially or at a whole, evaluated at a specific point
in the blend process.

As the blending data structures represents the character animation interface
to the neighbouring systems of the game engine, unique to the main memory
domain, the structure is designed emphasising scattered access performance
and modification amiability. The evaluation intermediates, however, are
primarily designed to be accessed on the local storage domain and therefore
are designed focusing on linear access performance and memory efficiency.

5.2.1 Inplace Data Structures

Data structures that are to be accessible on both the PPE and the SPE
through DMA transfers need to be allocated in an sequential ”inplace”
manner to avoid fragmented DMA calls. Some simple data structures, such
as arrays and stacks, are often explicitly implemented relying on continuous
memory allocation and, as such, are easily adopted to be accessible across
storage domains. However, as the transferred data grows, so does also the
complexity of the containing data structure.
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The MFC imposes restrictions on memory alignment and size alignment
as well as structure size for all DMA data transfers, further adding to the
complexity of DMA data management.

As a result DMA data structures are implemented using a specific in-
place package incorporating inplace implementations of commonly used data
structures (such as vector, string, and map, similar to the STL counterparts)
as well as functional data structures (mapping functionality to data struc-
tures, such as RTTI and virtualization, which might otherwise be lost in
serialization).

This package also contains inplace allocators in order to automatize the
construction of nested inplace data structures as well as provide limited
functionality for data reallocation.

5.2.1.1 Inplace Data Structures

The inplace data structures have been adopted from a previously existing
set of structures aimed at providing functionality for loading and saving raw
chunks of data. These were design to focus on minimal serialization and de-
serialization at each step by utilizing the undefined behaviour associated
with uninitialized member variable allocation. In addition, they relied on
an allocation scheme which eliminated the need for data isolation during
serialization, as described below.

A brief description is included of the inplace data structures used by the
animation system in the construction the various DMA transfer objects.

Serialization

Serialization can be described as the conversion of a data structure or object
state into such a format that it can easily be stored, or transmitted, to later
be recomposed in the same, or possibly different, environment. Depending
on the level of serialization the environment may represent either a software
or hardware domain or both.

The conversion of a data structure or object state focuses primarily on two
(not necessarily separated) aspects:

– Data Isolation (External Decoupling)

– Data Conversion (Internal Decoupling)

Data Isolation Serialization requires each part of the object state to be
isolated in an autonomous form. When a data structure (such as the default
STL list) utilizes a scattered allocations scheme, storing internal elements
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throughout the memory, each interconnected with absolute pointers, serial-
ization becomes inefficient.

In this case, the problem can be circumvented entirely by forcing the internal
layout of elements of naturally scattered data structures by using inplace
allocation. However, this severely restricts the dynamism of objects but
it is preferable for constant data that are unlikely to be modified, such as
memory transfer blobs.

Data Conversion In addition to the external coupling, the internal rep-
resentation of data types and structures may impose an inherent coupling
to the underlying hardware and system, an example of which is:

– Endianness - The internal byte order of nontrivial data types.

– Absolute Referencing - Data structures relying on internal pointers.

Endianness The order in which non-trivial (multi-byte) data types are
stored in memory efficiently restricts the interpretation of that data to sys-
tems utilizing the same endianness notation. In the rare occasion data
is transferred across endian borders unmanaged, the integrity of the data
will efficiently be broken. As such, when designing serialization, as a step
in transferring data across arbitrary hardware borders, efficient control of
endianness is important.

An example of this is content developed on a x86 (including x86-64) based
system for the Playstation 3. The former traditionally uses a little-endian
notation whereas the Playstation 3, with its PowerPC Element (PPE) at its
core, defaults to a big-endian notation. Any raw content, such as inplace
memory blobs, needs to be stored in opposite endianness.

Absolute Referencing Data structures that utilize absolute pointers, to
reference internal elements, implicitly couples instantiated objects to specific
points in memory. A serialization approach might address this by changing
the representation of the data to a memory independent data structure.
This, however, comes with the added overhead of reallocation and extra
processing, something preferably avoided.

An inplace solution might instead focus on decoupling the pointers by chang-
ing the value from that of an absolute memory location to a local represen-
tation, relative to a common point within the serialized object.

Common Traits

Serialization of inplace data structures is accomplished by isolating the
memory of the object state as a chunk of raw memory, or a blob. Ex-
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ternal and internal dependencies (as described above) are resolved and the
blob is used as is or compressed.

In order to reconstruct an inplace data structures from an serialized blob,
however, a rather unorthodox approach is taken. The inplace data struc-
tures utilize the specific undefined behaviour associated with uninitialized
variables in order to initialize whole inplace objects in an efficient, albeit
rather risky, manner.

The C99 standard describes uninitialized variables accordingly:

If an object that has automatic storage duration is not initialized
explicitly, its value is indeterminate.

(ISO/IEC 9899:1999[14], 6.7.8/10)

In other words, the value of such objects before they are initialized is in
theory unknown, could be anything.

However, in practice compilers2 often implement this undefined behaviour
by letting the instantiated uninitialized variables inherit the value of the
underlying memory, a sort of memory inheritance if you will. The easiest
thing to do is to do nothing, so to speak. But, as a result of this uninitialized
variables are error-prone at best and can give rise to highly unpredictable
sporadic behaviour that is insidiously tricky to isolate and identify. This
is because the underlying memory is often unknown. However, by explic-
itly controlling the content of the target memory location. This memory
inheritance can be efficiently controlled.

This is accomplished by utilizing placement-new for creating new instances
of inplace data structures at a memory location previously allocated with a
chunk of memory representing the serialized object state of that specific data
structure. The dynamic allocation can here be seen as a de-serialization of
a previously allocated object as it does not result in any additional mem-
ory being allocated. This de-serialization in done by invoking the default
constructor of the instantiated data structure, or through a specialized con-
structor as described below.

In order to allow object construction through memory inheritance each
inplace data structure contains an empty constructor explicitly not defining
default values for member variables. Likewise, any included data structure
(of non-POD type) is required to have a similarly empty default constructor
in order to not corrupt the values of the underlying memory.

However, this creates a conflict of interest as in many cases the default con-
structor is required to initialize member variables to conform to an expected
default behaviour. An example of which is the linear algebra vector which
default constructor is expected to instantiate a null-vector, i.e. a vector
where each member variable is initialized to zero.

2Both GCC and MSVC interprets the C99 standards ”indeterminate” as do nothing.
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In order to incorporate both aspects, favoring a cautious approach, the
concept of a transparent class is introduced.

Transparent class Any class may be declared transparent indicating that
it supports memory inheritance through a specialized constructor, as illus-
trated in Figure 5.3. The constructor uses a global enumerator to distin-
guish it from the default constructor and may be used manually to explicitly
construct an uninitialized instance of the class.

InplaceClass

TRANSPARENT CLASS
+ InplaceClass(SKIP INIT)

+ min : uint32 t
+ max : uint32 t
+ data : InplaceArray

uint32 t

data
*

Figure 5.3: Simple inplace class annotated as a transparent class.

More importantly however, any inplace data structure will adapt to utilize
this specialized constructor when initializing internal elements during con-
struction or if modified and therefore requiring additional instances to be
crated.

As hinted earlier the mathematical data structures defined in the linear
algebra library are defined as transparent classes. This allows the contain-
ing class to explicitly define whether the vector, matrix or quaternion is
to be constructed with a default value or be initialized through memory
inheritance.

Figure 5.4 depicts in two steps the inplace memory allocation of a sim-
ple transparent class, illustrating how the value of the underlying memory
provides an initial state for the allocated class as well as its associated data.

00h

10h 00 00 04 00 00 00 20 00 00 00 00 06 00 00 00 20

20h 00 00 0F 00 00 00 1E 00 00 00 04 00 00 00 08 23

30h 00 00 14 79 00 00 20 00

0 4 8 12 16

Byte

(a) Target memory location is initialized
with raw data.

00h

10h min=1024 max=8192 data=[6,20h]

20h data[0]=3840 data[1]=7680 data[2]=1024 data[3]=2083

30h data[4]=5241 data[5]=8192

0 4 8 12 16

Byte

(b) On top of which the transparent class
is allocated.

Figure 5.4: Transparent classes utilize a specific constructor to inherit the
data at the target memory location.
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Inplace Array

A frequently used inplace data structure is the inplace array. As expected, it
implements functionality for managing a collection of inplace items laid out
sequentially in memory, and a mean of efficiently referencing these items.

Internal representation Figure 5.5 shows the internal representation
of the inplace array data structure. It holds the size of the array as well
as a reference to the first item (or an invalid reference marker in case of
an empty array). The internal items do not need to be allocated directly
after the inplace array structure, as this would prevent any structure from
containing more than one inplace array, but rather within a predetermined
bound.

InplaceArray

+ size : uint32 t
+ data : uintptr t

00h

10h size=[n] data=[18h] 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

20h 8 9 ... n-1

0 4 8 12 16

Byte

Figure 5.5: Inplace array data structure.

A natural way of implementing the inplace array element reference would
be to represent it as a pointer in which case it would contain the absolute
address of the referenced element in memory. This is a common approach
as it allows for efficient dereferencing, but does however couple the inplace
data structure to one specific memory location of a specific storage domain.

Any memory translation would render the references invalid, and as such
the entire inplace memory chunk is efficiently rooted in memory. But, seeing
as the inplace data structure are to be used primarily for memory transfers
between storage domains, incorporating functionality for efficiently decou-
pling them from a specific memory location or storage domain becomes
paramount.

As any memory translation would only occupy a small part of the lifespan
of the inplace data structure the decoupling would only have to temporary,
allowing for different design approaches.

Inplace Array Element Referencing Two approaches for referencing
internal elements in inplace data structures has been adopted, each focus-
ing on the same problem but catering to different performance needs, as
described in Table 5.2.

By default internal pointers rely on absolute referencing, efficiently coupling
any instantiated object to the specific point in memory at which it was
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Reference Model Description

Absolute Allows for efficient dereferencing but requires pointer-
patching each time the referenced data is moved in
or between storage domains.

Relative Decouples the reference from the containing storage
domain allowing for easy data translation at a slight
dereferencing overhead.

Table 5.2: In-place data reference models. Two strategies to reference in-
place data using pointers, with different pros and cons targeting different
needs and situations.

originally allocated, as noted above. As the inplace data structure are used
explicitly to transfer data this constitutes a rather significant problem.

The coupling can be solved by explicitly modifying each internal reference
after a memory translation so as to reflect the overall offset of the transferred
memory. I.e. each internal absolute address is offset with the difference be-
tween the address of the new location and the old, a post-move process
referred to as pointer-patching. Through this approach the inherent perfor-
mance of absolute addressing is maintained, instead shifting the impact on
memory reallocation.

An alternative approach would be to use relative referencing, by represent-
ing the inplace array element as a relative pointer, efficiently decouple the
reference from the storage-domain rendering any post-move processing, such
as pointer-patching, unnecessary. However, this comes with a slight over-
head as dereferencing a relative address requires an additional arithmetical
instruction in order to calculate the corresponding absolute address.

5.2.1.2 Inplace Allocators

In order to automatize the construction process of inplace data structures
the inplace package provides various allocators each focusing on a specific
task or situation. Of these primarily two are of interest, namely a basic
blob allocator which provides basic memory allocation functionality as well
as an estimate allocator focusing on estimating memory usage.

BlobAllocator

The BlobAllocator implements rudimentary inplace memory allocation func-
tionality allowing explicit memory allocation with optional alignment. Allo-
cated data is laid out in a deterministic sequential manner making internal
placement easily predictable. In addition, the allocation provides two spe-
cialized functions for convenience and optimization:
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– Strings - Optimized through data coherence.

– Objects - Simplified interface through the use of templates.

Some DMA data structure contains arrays of dynamically allocated strings.
In order to optimized memory placement and minimize overall size string
are allocated through a separate interface. This allows the allocator to take
advantage of data coherence preventing one string to be allocated more than
once.

Further, the allocator relies heavily on templates to automate the allocations
of objects and inplace data structure. Distinction is made between normal
objects and DMA data structures implementing the common header (as
described in section 5.2.2.1), which are location and size aware, allowing the
allocator to initialize and continuously update member variables to reflect
the currently allocated memory.

Allocation of inplace data structures is done through templated allocator-
specific mutator functions. These provide an interface to recursively allo-
cated data collections and nested structures.

EstimateAllocator

An alternative allocator is the EstimateAllocator which as its name implies
does not allocate any memory but rather only keeps track of the size needed
to allocate specific inplace data structures. Similar to the blob allocator it
takes into account alignment, padding and data coherence.

5.2.2 DMA Data Structures

The inplace data structures, detailed in the precious section, provide the
building blocks with which to build the composite DMA data structures used
to encapsulate each part of the animation system that needs to be shared
across memory domains. Each of these DMA data structure represents one
data transfer blob bridging the PPE part of the engine with the peripheral
SPEs.

As mentioned in Section 4.1.2.3 the SPEs MFC DMA controller imposes
some restrictions on the composition and memory layout of DMA data
structures and as such each following data structure is design to fulfill two
specific requirements, as described below.

Size

The MFC requires all data to be transferred between storage domains to
be dimensioned to natural sizes (such as 1, 2, 4 or 8 bytes) or multiples of
16 bytes. As will become clear later on, all DMA data structures are none
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primitive in nature and allocated in two parts: one explicit part, contain-
ing the data structure body, and one implicit part, containing the actual
associated data.

Mirroring this design the data structure size is managed through two distinct
steps:

– kSize - The static size of the data structure body is padded to 16 bytes
borders (and indicated by the static member variable kSize).

– kPad - The size of the associated data is somewhat more flexible and
is instead padded to an even n bytes border (usually 16 bytes), where
n is specified by the associated data structure (and indicated by the
static member variable kPad).

These two values together assures that the overall size of the data structure
still conforms to MFC requirements.

Alignment

The restrictions imposed by the MFC also affects the allignment in memory
of each DMA data structures. To address this requirement each DMA data
structure is design to also incorporate an structure alignment (indicated by
the static member variable kAlign).

Each DMA data structure may include any of these three static variables
in order to automate memory allocation and optimization. In case they are
omitted default values based on the above mentioned restrictions are used.

Reference

The DMA data structures are referenced across memory borders through
the use of DMA signatures. These are in effect aggregate intrinsics storing
both the effective address as well as the size of the referenced data structure.
The DMA signatures are utilized during object state serialization to provide
a means of passing data by reference instead of by value.

5.2.2.1 Common Header

All DMA data structures share a common header, allowing external entities
to reference them as generic inplace chunks of memory. This serves various
purposes foremost of which is to provide a common interface for DMA calls
across storage domains.

As can be seen in Figure 5.6 the DMA data structure header is comprised
of four scalar values:
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BlobHeader

+ size : uint32 t
+ type : uint32 t
+ version : uint32 t
+ origin : uint32 t

00h

10h size type version origin

20h

0 4 8 12 16

Byte

Figure 5.6: The DMA data structure header.

– size - Specifies the overall size of the DMA data structure, including
both the size of the static data structure as well as the associated
data, aligned to an MFC DMA compliant border.

– type - Is a unique identifier specifying the type of the DMA data
structure.

– version - Is used for legacy purposes to differentiate between struc-
turally different versions of data.

– origin - Contains the original memory location where the structure
was allocated and provides a useful reference point when moving data
within or between storage domains. If explicit referencing is used
within the data structure this value provides a means of realigning
any invalid references (i.e. pointer-patching).

The header in itself also complies with the requirements imposed by the
SPEs MFC controlling DMA transfers and as such can be referenced and
access across storage domains without explicitly referencing the data struc-
ture to which it adheres. This allows the SPE software to query the size,
type and version of a DMA data structure as such information might be
fully or partially unknown. In effect this allows for a two step identification
process where the header, of fixed size, is first accessed giving information
as to the type and size of the entire memory chunk.

5.2.2.2 Animations - AnimationBlob

The internal data members of the data structure used to represent anima-
tion data, the AnimationBlob, is separated into different fields according
to functional similarities (as depicted in Figure 5.7). These fields focus on
different aspects of the animation evaluation and synchronization, as such:

– Names - Textual names for each channel defined by the animation.

– Synchronization - Contains beat time and trigger information to syn-
chronize between animations and with external events.

– Animation data - Stores positional and rotational data for each target
animatable.
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AnimationBlob

+ names : InplaceArray
+ beat times : InplaceArray
+ trigger times : InplaceArray
+ positions : InplaceArray
+ rotations : InplaceArray
+ length : float

PositionData

+ value : Vector3
+ time : float

positions

RotationData

+ value : Quat
+ time : float

rotations

idstring
names

**

*

00h

10h names=[n,40h] beat times=[0,00h]

20h trigger times=[0,00h] positions=[n,50h]

20h rotations=[n,70h] length

40h names[0] names[n-1]

50h positions[0]

60h positions[n-1]

0 4 8 12 16

Byte

Figure 5.7: The DMA data structure of an animation.

– Information - Holds static information about the animation data struc-
ture (such as size, alignment and such) as well as animation specific
information (specifically animation length).

Names

Each animation contains a list of names of animatables that outlines the
scope, or domain, in which the animation is defined. However, this list
contains no information regarding the underlying hierarchical structure of
the animatables but rather only lists them in a sequential fashion. Further,
the internal order of the list is reflected in the collections of positional and
rotational data (mentioned below) effectively associating each name with a
specific data channel.

The names are stored in a textual representation serving as mnemonic iden-
tifiers. This representation is convenient as it provides a human readable
form of each animatable inferring implicit information of the hierarchical
structure. For example one might expect an animatable with the textual
identifier ”left hand” to be closely related to the one named ”left arm” which
in turn is likely to be dependent on the ”left shoulder” animatable.

This representation, however convenient during production, is less than ideal
with regards to performance. As such, the animation data structure pro-
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vides functionality to generate an animation specific look-up table, where
each name is uniquely represented as a 64-bit hash number. The textual
representation is not used directly as animation evaluation is instead done
through this look-up table.

Figure 4.14 on page 46 shows the different animatable nmemonics used to
define a simple humanoid character and the hierarchical structure binding
them together.

Synchronization

Each animation includes two structures to manage synchronization between
animations and external events: animation triggers and beat times. These
are represented as arrays of name and time pairs, associating a verbose syn-
chronization identifier to a specific time within the animation. Each of these
are design to support a specific time-dependent behaviour, as described be-
low.

The list of animation triggers provides a means of scheduling specific exter-
nal events at certain points in the animations life-span. The triggers alone
only acts as cue-cards and rely on the animation blender, associated to the
unit currently playing the animation, to instantiate the event that links to
the expected external behaviour. A common application of animation trig-
gers is to associate sound-events with specific indexes of an animation, such
as adding foot steps to a walking animation or the appropriate tap-tap of a
cane.

The beat time vector, however, focus on a different aspect of synchroniza-
tion. The natural flow of a sequence of motions is achieved through the
dynamic used of multiple animations, one for each conceptually separate
state, controlling transitions through blending and carefully designed ani-
mation start and stop poses. For instance, the walk and stop animation may
share a common end and start pose in order to ensure a fluid leg motion
during the transition.

In the case, however, a transition is cued at a random point during the
animation, a way of maintaining this natural motion is needed. The beat
times acts, in this sense, as a metronome, synchronizing internal key points
between animations and forcefully delaying the transition if neccessary.

Information

The animation data structure defines three static variables detailing alloca-
tion specific information (as previously described), as well as a unique data
structure identifier. These values are determined at compile time and do
not differ between animations.

In contrast, the animation data structure also defines an animation specific
member variable specifying the length of the animation. The values is stored
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in seconds (represented in single floating point precision) and provides a
means of incorporating animation transitions and looping.

Animation data

The animation data fields contains, as implied by its name, the actual an-
imation data stored in an internal format designed to optimize memory
allocation and performance. However, there are many ways of internally
structuring animation data and two similar designs have been adopted and
tested for the animation engine. Both of these designs use dynamic key
frames, storing data on a need-only basis instead of at static intervals, but
where one uses direct data referencing the other uses indexed.

Animation data is structured into discrete finite ”channels”, each such chan-
nel defining one aspect of motion of a specific animatable. In this implemen-
tation each animatable is targeted by two animation channels controlling
the animatables relative position and rotation. However, in some implemen-
tations extra channels are added to incorporate other aspects of animation
such as scaling, but this has been omitted in this case.

These animation channels are stored in two separate collections, one for
each aspect of motion as mentioned above. The size of these collections
correspond to that of the animatable name collection, and the index of each
channel can therefore be used to associate each channel with a name.

In order to represent a continuous animation in a discrete environment the
implementation relies on the concept of key-frames. Instead of explicitly
defining the animation for each moment, the animation is approximated
through intermittent key poses, or key-frames, that mark out ”important”
points in the animation. Different interpolation algorithms are then utilized
to bridge the void between these discrete poses into a continuous animation.

Each animation channel is attributed a different amount of key-frames de-
pending on the resolution required to approximate the animation. I.e.
animation channels with a low rate-of-change are approximated using few
key-frames, and conversely channels associated with high rate-of-change are
attributed a high number of key-frames in order to minimize the approxi-
mation error.

This approach provides a convenient means of utilizing local temporal co-
hesion, allowing the frequency at which the key-frames are defined to be
dynamically adapted during compilation to efficiently reduce the overall
size at the cost of precision.

Consequently, each animation channel contains key-frames defining the rel-
ative position or rotation of an animatable at specific points. A channel is
said to be constant if it contains only one such key-frame, in which case
the channel evaluates to the same value regardless of time. In case multiple
key-frames are defined the channel is said to be variable, and as such the
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evaluated value depends on a combination of one or more key-frames.

Key-frames are combined to create sub-frames through different methods
of interpolation, the choice of which depends on desired performance and
visual behaviour. The methods used are described below:

Interpolation

– None - No interpolation is done but rather key-frames are used as
discrete ”sampled” steps.

– Linear - Sub-frames are generated through linearly interpolation be-
tween two Key-frames.

– Hermite - Similar to linear interpolation but adds an sense of rate-of-
change, resulting in smooth key-frame transitions, by incorporating
more than two key-frames.

In order to further reduce the memory requirement of animations various
compression schemes have been adopted. Each scheme is tailored for a
specific data structure, designed to utilize any inherent information for op-
timal compression. The animation channels represent position and rotation
through the use of mathematical vectors and quaternions. The compression
of these is described below:

Compression

– None - Animation data is stored uncompressed favoring performance
over memory.

– Position Data:

• Fixed - Compressed is done using affine transformations, repre-
senting linear scaling, in order to map floating point numbers to
a discrete fixed integer range (from single precision floating point
numbers to short integers).

• Float - Position data is compressed by decreasing precision of the
floating point numbers (from single precision to half).

– Rotation Data:

• S3Fixed - Rotation data compression is done using a fixed com-
pression modification of the Smallest Three algorithm.

Two approaches have been adopted to incorporate interpolation and com-
pression of key-frames, focusing on different means of dereferencing the
underlying animation data.
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One method is based upon creating hierarchical structures of classes us-
ing polymorphism to differentiate between interpolation and compression
methods. The other method, however, focuses on separating the sample
and the actual data by storing only an reference and using specific interpo-
lation and decoding objects instantiated for each animation to access the
data indirectly.

Stand-alone Demo Implementation

The stand-alone demo defines two hierarchies of data structures designed
to encapsulate interpolation and compression, as illustrated in Figure 5.8.
These utilize polymorphism to define the functionality signature through
base interfaces separating the actual functionality into concrete classes each
providing a specifies implementation.

Compress

+ pack(Vector3*, void*) : void
+ pack(Quat*, void*) : void
+ unpack(Vector3*, void*) : void
+ unpack(Quat*, void*) : void

FixPoint Half

Interpolation

+ erp(Vector3*, SampleAccessor*) : Vector3
+ erp(Quat*, SampleAccessor*) : Quat

Hermite Linear Step

SampleAccessor

+ time(uint32 t) : float
+ step(uint32 t) : bool
+ value(Vector3*, uint32 t) : Vector3
+ value(Quat*, uint32 t) : Quat

InlineAccessorIndexAccessor

Interpreter

+ blob : AnimationBlob
+ compress : Compress
+ erp : Interpolation

1

1

Figure 5.8: Data interpolation and compression class hierarchy.

This design efficiently decouples the interpolation and compression in order
to provide a dynamic means of deriving intermediary data. The animation
data can be defined so as to utilize a compression and interpolation scheme
most effective for that specific type of animation. However, this approach
comes at a cost of complexity and abstraction both impacting run-time
performance.

In addition, the stand-alone demo utilized an index approach separating
the animation samples from the actual animation data. This comes out of
necessity as dynamic compression allows for variable data sizes making sam-
ple traversal complicated. However, it also allows the animation compiler
to take advantage of data cohesion as duplicated samples can be merged to
one index.
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As depicted in Figure 5.9, the animation channel samples store a key-fame
time index as well as an index to the data array linking the sample with the
associated data.

Sample

+ data : InplaceArray

SampleIndex

+ time : float
+ step : uint16 t [0]
+ index: uint16 t [15:1]

data
*

Figure 5.9: Animation data sample structure.

Diesel Engine Implementation

In contrast, the Diesel engine implementation favours a more static approach
in order to incorporate different interpolation and compression schemes. In-
stead of manipulating the animation data using specialized objects to trans-
parently manage interpolation and decompression (as suggested above), the
functionality is placed within the animation channel samples themselves (i.e.
the key-frames) relying on polymorphism to provide different behaviour.
However, out of the total nine possible permutations only three combina-
tions are implemented (as detailed in Table 5.3), each structured under a
common base class. This abstract base class provides an interface for data
access and convenience methods. However, it does not define a default
implementation but relies on each subclass to provide one.

Name Interpolation Compression (Position / Rotation)

Sampled Data None None / None
Hermite Data Hermite None / None
Packed Hermite Data Hermite Fixed / S3Fixed

Table 5.3: Different animation data channels implemented in the Diesel
engine implementation. Each implementation uses on a single interpolation
and compression scheme.

As animation data is separated through animation channels this hierarchical
data structure exists in two parallel instances, one for position and one for
rotation data samples, as illustrated in Figure 5.10.

However, this approach couples interpolation with compression resulting in
heavy code duplication but enables each implementation to customize each
algorithm freely in order to optimize performance. Any dynamic behaviour
is also lost as the interpolation and compression schemes are explicitly de-
fined through the implementation.

Similar to the stand-alone demo the animation channel samples store a key-
frame time index but instead embeds the animation data directly in the
sample, as shown in the previous picture. As the compression method is
static this means that the size of each sample can be easily deduced.
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PositionData

SampledPositionData

+ data : InplaceArray

Sample

+ value : Vector3
+ t : float
+ step : bool

data

HermitePositionData

+ data : InplaceArray

Sample

+ value : Vector3
+ t : float

data

PackedHermitePositionData

+ data : InplaceArray

Sample

+ value : PackedVector3
+ t : float

data* * *

RotationData

SampledRotationData

+ data : InplaceArray

Sample

+ value : Quaternion
+ t : float
+ step : bool

data

HermiteRotationData

+ data : InplaceArray

Sample

+ value : Quaternion
+ t : float

data

PackedHermiteRotationData

+ data : InplaceArray

Sample

+ value : PackedQuaternion
+ t : float

data* * *

Figure 5.10: Position and rotation data class hierarchy.

5.2.2.3 Precomputed Animations - AnimationPoseBlob

In certain cases delegating the evaluation of an animation to an SPE might
not be practical or even possible. In such cases the animation is evaluated
on the PPE into an intermediary form that can be efficiently transferred to
the SPE for the final blending.

There are primarily two causes that might trigger an animation to be eval-
uated on the PPE:

– The animation in question is too large to fit on the limited local mem-
ory of an SPE.

– The internal representation of the animation is procedural-based and
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therefore coupled to the PPE, due to data or functional constraints
or both.

As mentioned in Section 4.1.2.2 the SPEs suffers from rather limited mem-
ory and as such efficient memory management becomes key. The animation
engine accomplishes this by adopting a dynamic approach minimizing un-
used memory in order to maximizing the amount of memory available for
the animation scratch buffer. However, despite this, the memory of the
scratch buffer will be limited which will impose a maximum animation size,
requiring any animation above this to be evaluated independently.

In other cases the animation might not explicitly exist as a prerecorded set
of time dependent motions as is often the case but may exist in a more im-
plicitly form. This is the case of procedural animations where the animation
is generated in real-time to allow for a dynamic and interactive behaviour.

An example of this is physics driven animation or ragdoll physics, where the
motions of a unit depend on external stimuli from its physical surrounding,
a technique often use to produce realistic and adaptive death animations.

The intermediary data structure used to represent a precomputed anima-
tion is referred to as an animation pose and is structurally similar to the
animation data structure as can be seen in Figure 5.11.

AnimationPoseBlob

+ branches : InplaceArray
+ leaves : InplaceArray
+ root position : InplaceArray
+ root rotation : float
+ memory layout : Scratch-
Buffer

Vector3

positions

Quaternion
rotations

idstring

names
*

*

*

00h

10h names=[n,30h] positions=[n,40h]

20h rotations=[n,60h] time

30h names[0] names[n-1]

40h positions[0]

50h positions[n-1]

0 4 8 12 16

Byte

Figure 5.11: Animation pose DMA data structure.

Like the animation the animation pose contains a list of animatable names
used to impose the animation pose on a given animatable set. These names,
however, are stored as intermediary hashes, and not as full strings as is the
case of animations. As the animation pose is generated at run-time it does
not suffer the same extent of coupling as the animations which stores the
names as strings due to legacy reasons.

Further, the data is structured in a simple array manner with an associated
time variable indicating at which time frame the animation pose has been
evaluated.
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5.2.2.4 Animatables - AnimatableSetBlob

At the core of the animation engine lies the concept of animatables. These
represent a subset or a simplification of the target model on which the
animations apply. Where the animations decide how something is animated
the animatables defines what, allowing animations to be defined without
being explicitly dependent on the animated unit.

The definition of animatables is intentionally kept vague so as to not limit
it to a specific design or implementation. Animatables can be implemented
through various approaches each associated with different pros and cons.
A commonly used design, however, is representing the animatables through
the use of a hierarchical tree structure emulating an approximated bone
structure, or a skeleton.

The Diesel engine, the expansion of which has been the primary focus of
this project, relies solely on skeleton driven animation. This is however
implemented in an abstract fashion so as to allow other animatable rep-
resentations to be added later. This design decision has been reflected in
this project, where an implementation for skeleton animation is provided,
together with ample room for further additional expansions. As such, the
animatable set discussed here can be seen as synonym to a skeleton.

The animatable concept has been implemented through two different ap-
proaches, separated by the notion of default behaviour. Each implementa-
tion focusing on a specific way of defining the spacial aspect of a skeleton,
either directly or indirectly, as such:

– Explicitly - The animatable set contains a default spacial orientation
for each animatable, explicitly defining a basic character pose.

– Implicitly - No spacial information is defined in the animatable set and
character poses are strictly defined implicitly through animations.

These different approaches have been adopted in the stand-alone demo and
the Diesel engine implementation respectively, as detailed below.

Explicit Definition

The explicitly defined animatable structure, used in the stand-alone demo,
is based on the notion:

The relative positioning of each skeleton joints, i.e. the length of
each bone, is considered an inherent aspect of the skeleton. As
such, animations are defined to merely modify the orientation
of the joints, thereby efficiently separating the aspect of joint
position and rotation between the two structures.
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Through this separation of spacial data, an animation is condensed to defin-
ing only the orientation of a specific animatable set. This allows for anima-
tions to be reuse as a single animation may be applied to different animat-
able sets, through animation retargeting. Further, it promotes animation
specialization as animations are allowed to target specific subsets of animat-
ables in order to define specialized motions, as exemplified below. However,
due to legacy issues animation are allowed to overwrite the spacial posi-
tional information provided by the animatable set by explicitly defining the
local position of each joint.

Skeleton

+ tag : uint32 t
+ sizeTotal : uint32 t
+ numJoints : uint16 t
+ pad : uint16 t
+ offsetHashName : uint32 t
+ offsetParentIndices : uint32 t
+ offsetBasePose : uint32 t
- pad : uint8 t[8]

00h

10h tag=AS01h sizeTotal numJ.. pad offsetHashN..

20h offsetParentI.. offsetBasePose pad

30h data

..0h

0 4 8 12 16

Byte

Figure 5.12: Animatable data structure.

The advantage of an explicitly defined skeleton may be exemplified by con-
sidering the definition of a hand-waving animation. This specialized anima-
tion may be constructed through a sequence of joint orientations defining
the continuous positions of each associated animatable. As the waving mo-
tion only acts on a part of a character the associated animatables may be
reduced to incorporate only a small subset of the entire set. Further, the
general nature of the animation allows it to be applied to multiple animat-
able sets in order to allow visually distinct characters to perform the same
waving gesture.

In order to achieve this the stand-alone demo incorporates in its design,
three aspects that define an animatable, as such:

– Unique Identifier - Each animatable is uniquely identified through
a name, allowing animations to target specific animatables without
relying on how they are internally structured.

– Hierarchical Structure - A tree structure, interconnecting each animat-
able, is defined through attributing a parent index to each animatable
indicating, as its name implies, the internal index of the animatables
parent.

– Spacial Information - A default spacial representation of the skeleton
is defined through associating each animatable with a relative orien-
tation, explicitly defining a length and direction for each ”bone”.

Each aspect is reflected in the structure of the animatable set as illustrated
by Figure 5.12. Internally, the animatables are structured in an structure-
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of-arrays (SoA) fashion, attributing one array for each aspect, in contrast
to an array-of-structures (AoS) approach which is often the norm. This
allows for memory efficient iteration and optimization through data level
parallelization.

Implicit Definition

In contrast, the Diesel engine implementation relies on an implicitly defined
skeleton structure. This is true both regarding the hierarchical dependencies
as well as the geometric representation of each skeleton joint.

As illustrated in Figure 5.13, the animatable set structure only defines a
named ordered collection of animatables. These are, in turn, defined by
an uniquely identifying name, an associated type and a boolean indicating
whether the animatable should be treated as a root animatable or not.

AnimatableSetBlob

+ name : idstring
+ data : InplaceArray
+ alignment id : int32 t

Data

+ name : idstring
+ type : uint32 t
+ root : uint32 t

data *

00h

10h name data=[2,28h]

20h alignment id name[0]

30h type[0] root[0] name[1]

40h type[1] root[1]

0 4 8 12 16

Byte

Figure 5.13: Animatable data structure.

Each animatable set is however associated with an alignment id indicat-
ing the index of the animatable used to align multiple off-sync animations,
usually defined as one of the root animatables.

The AnimatableSetBlob is managed by an AnimatableSet class that acts
as an interface with the encompassing systems. It adds functionality for
accessing the animatables inside the encapsulated blob, either through an
index or through their associate textual identifiers (stored as 64 bit hash
integers). Also, multiple animatables may be referenced by associating a
subset of indices with an alias. This class also manages each blend set that
has been instantiated from the animatable set.

As noted above the animatable set defines no default graphical orientation
(positional transformations) for any animatable. Instead it relies on the
animations to be designed to explicitly define each aspect of the character
pose. As previously mentioned this implicit approach suffers from a few
drawbacks but is kept due to legacy issues.
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5.2.2.5 Weights - BlendSetBlob

As noted in Section 4.2.3 one key aspect of controlling animation blending
is through weight sets. These sets defines explicitly (or implicitly through
default values) the animatable-specific strengths by which the associated
animations effects the final pose.

Each weight set is instantiated from a specific configuration of animatables
(an animatable set) and target specific animatables directly. This differ
from the approach defined by the animation where animatables are refer-
enced indirectly through a look-up table using unique identifiers for each
animatable. As the concept of a weight set, however, is strongly coupled to
that of animatable set using a translated approach makes little sense.

Animation weight sets are structured into a separate DMA data structure,
BlendSetBlob, as multiple animation may use the same set of weights. The
internal structure of a weight set (as illustrated in Figure 5.14) is, as its
name implies, a set of weights stored in an inplace array for improved lookup
performance. In addition it also contains a unique identifier distinguishing
one weight set from the others and providing a means of caching between
memory domains.

BlendSetBlob

+ name : idstring
+ weights : InplaceArray

float

weights
*

00h

10h name weights=[n,20h]

20h weights[0] weights[1] weights[2] weights[3]

30h weights[...] weights[n-1]

0 4 8 12 16

Byte

Figure 5.14: The weight set DMA data structure.

5.2.2.6 Blend Information - BlendInfoBlob

The BlendInfoBlob represents the serialized object state of the animation
blender, encapsulating blend parameters in a confined memory location,
as well as pre-calculated environmental values defining the bounds of the
blend process. The blob is reconstructed each animation frame to reflect
the changes in the object state of the animation blender.

The blend information stored in the BlendInfoBlob can be divided into three
functionally separate parts, each pertaining to different aspects of the blend
procedure, as such:

– Memory Layout - Defines the internal structure of the local store dur-
ing the initialization.
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– Blend Tree - Details the various animation that are to be blended, in
what order and to which degree.

– Global Transformation - Constitutes the information needed to finalize
the end animation pose.

Memory Layout

In order to assert a deterministic behaviour of the blending procedure, the
internal memory layout of the local store needs to be estimated during
the animation job compilation. Such an estimate can be used to provide
worst case memory bounds for each internal memory area, which in turn
represents the hardware limitations imposed on the input data.

However, only the generation of this memory layout needs to be mirrored on
both ends, and the result of the PPE is included in the blend data primarily
as a means of error detection. This is done as any deviating memory layout
will jeopardize the required deterministic behaviour.

Blend Tree

The majority of the blend parameters are represented by the blend tree, the
design of which is detailed in Section 5.2.4.1. This data structure represents
the serialized state of the animation blender, designed to fit in an inplace
data structure.

The blend tree is stored through two inplace arrays of blend tree branches
and leaves, interconnected by index referencing. The blend tree branches
represent blend operations with associated blend segment blend parameters,
and the blend tree leaves correspond to blend animations. However, as
animations are much too big to be directly included they are represented
though memory references, so they can later be progressively included in
the blend process.

Global Transformation

The global transformation is a minor part of the BlendInfoBlob containing
the root point alignment transform defined by the animation blender. This
transform defines the relative offset of each root animatable in the end
animation pose. At the same time, the same root points defines how the
transform is updated, providing the unit with a means of animation driven
motions.

5.2.2.7 Blender Animation Pose - BlenderDataBlob

The BlenderDataBlobs represents an independent memory locations shared
across the PPE and SPEs and mainly acts as an internal repository for the
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animation pose associated to the animation blender. The design and the
layout of internal members is illustrated by Figure 5.15.

BlendInfoBlob

+ branches : InplaceArray
+ leaves : InplaceArray
+ root position : Vector3
+ root rotation : Quaternion
+ memory layout : ScratchBuffer

ScratchBuffer

+ qsize : uint16 t
+ qpose stack: uint16 t
+ qweight eval : uint16 t
+ qanimation eval : uint16 t

memory layout 1

00h

10h branches leaves

20h root position

30h root rotation

40h blend tree data

...h

0 4 8 12 16

Byte

Figure 5.15: The Blender DMA data structure.

The animation pose is stores as an inplace array linked to the animatable set
as the internal structure is mirrored duplicating the animatable index order.
Each array element represents the joint transformation of each animatable
stored in a hierarchical local representation. In addition, the data structure
also defines a timestamp value in order to detect modifications (against a
copy stored in the animation blender).

As the data transfer blob is shared across memory borders it utilizes a
relative reference scheme in order to allow the internal data to be accessed
without forcing re-validation each frame.

As each blender is instantiated explicitly with a specific animatable set, the
BlenderDataBlob can be allocated once during construction. The shared
memory is managed by the blender and is de-allocated when the blender
is torn down. The construction and deconstruction is closely related to
the finalization of the animation blending process and is therefore detailed
further in Section 5.3.4.

5.2.3 Blending Data Structures

Animation blending is controlled through three distinct data structures,
each controlling a specific aspect of the blend process. These are structured
in a layered design mirroring the hierarchy of the blend parameters they
contain, as illustrated in Figure 5.16.

AnimationBlender

+ segments : vector

BlendSegments

+ animations : vector

segments

BlendAnimation
animations

* *

Layer 0 Layer 1 Layer 2

Figure 5.16: The class hierarchy of the animation blending classes.
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The animation blender, the blend segments and the blend animations each
define a layer in the blend hierarchy. The animation blender defines global
blend parameters and contains a specialized vector of blend segment. These,
in turn, specify segment specific blend parameters, each containing a vector
of blend animations. Lastly, the blend animations represent the highest
granularity of blend parameters controlling how individual animations are
blended.

Each of these layers are described in detail in the following sub-sections,
illustrating the blend values used to control each step of the blend process.

5.2.3.1 Blend Animation

BlendAnimation

+ mute blend : TimeBlended
+ norm blend : TimeBlended
+ weight : float
+ opacity : float[]

Figure 5.17:
BlendAnimation
data structure.

A great deal of control is given to manipulate
how specific animations are weighted against one
anther within a specific segment. This is done
through the direct or indirect manipulation of
four specific blend variables each catering to a
specific desired behaviour.

The blend animation structure define four distinct
blend variables:

– time mute - Provides a smooth means of temporarily muting the spe-
cific animation.

– time normal - Controls the frictionless transitions to and from the
specific animation.

– weight - Defines an externally accessible constant blending value.

– opacity - Optionally lists the blend value for each animatable in the
animation.

In much the same way as the animation blender is divided into different
layers of detail, so too can the blend animation structure be divided into
layers of spacial and temporal granularity reflecting the blend process and
the animations internal structure.

– Constant - The variable weight defines how an animation is blended
at a whole.

– Time variant - In contrast, time mute and time normal define blend
behaviour over time.

– Animatable dependent - Lastly, opacity is an animatable-centric blend
value (representing the highest level of structural granularity) allowing
specific blending of each animatable targeted by the animation.
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The structural layout of these variables is shown in Figure 5.17 illustrating
the blend animation data structure.

Each blend variable can be represented as mathematical functions operating
within the closed subset [0, 1] ⊂ R (or more accurately a finite subset of R
limited by the discrete nature of the underlying floating point representation
scheme).

In such a representation, the time mute (btm(t)) and time normal (btn(t))
variables can be seen as time dependent ramp functions used to linearly
”fade” between the endpoints of the closed subset. Weight (w) and opacity
(o(i)), on the other hand, are constant functions both time-independent
differing only as opacity is animatable dependent, i.e. representing different
blend values for each animatable in the animation.

The final blend function used to calculate the blend value for a specific
animation can therefore be expressed as:

f(t, i) = btm · btn(t) · w · o(i) (5.1)

where t is a point in time within the animations life span and i is the
animatable index as detailed in Section 5.2.2.4.

This blend value, abbreviated to bwo, provides the basis for blending to-
gether each animations within a specific segment, a process described in
detail in Section 5.2.3.1.

5.2.3.2 Blend Segment

BlendSegment

+ layer blend : TimeBlended

Figure 5.18:
BlendSegment data
structure.

Instead of storing the blend animations playing
on a specific unit as a homogeneous list, anima-
tions with functional similarities are structured
into logically similar groups or blend segments.
These blend segments define an additional level
of abstraction providing a means of manipulating
the blending of multiple blend animations directly instead of having to go
through each an every one in turn.

As illustrated in Figure 5.18 the blend segment structure define one addi-
tional blend variable:

– layer blend - Provides a means of fading in and out multiple blend
animations at once.

The blend variable, layer blend, is similar in nature to the time normal of
the blend animation (detailed above) in that it provides a time dependent
interface to smoothly fade in or out a group of animations in the same
segment.
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The blend segments provide only limited additional blend functionality but
it is the means in which they are blended together that distinguishes them.
Where animations within a blend segment are linearly blended together
(the blend value of each animation directly impacting on the influence of
the blended result) the segments define a notion of visibility deriving the
final blended animation pose in a hierarchical manner letting each segment
contribute in turn, as detailed in Section 5.2.3.2.

5.2.3.3 Animation Blender

Tying together the blend segments and the blend animations, the animation
blender provides the external interface through which unit animation is
achieved. It contains and maintains all blend parameters and a means of
self serialization in order to isolate these for the parallelized blend process.

Each aspect of the animation blender is detailed separately below. However,
emphasis is put on the internal aspects of the class which represents the
starting point of the animation blend process.

External Interface

The external interface encompasses many aspects for controlling animations
beyond simply specifying animations and blend parameters, such as asso-
ciating post-blend modifiers and level-of-detail (lod) information. As the
project primarily focuses on the actual animation blending, however, these
aspects are intermittently described, if not omitted entirely.

As noted, the two primary functions of the animation blender is to provide
a means of adding and modifying playing animations, as well as internally
keep track of exactly how these are to be blended together. This is accom-
plished through a sets of publicly accessible functions, categorised into the
following areas of functionality:

– Fading - Six separate functions (blend in, blend to, blend out, set blend,
mute and unmute) provide functionality to blend in and out specific
animations or entire segments, temporarily or permanently.

– Playback - One specific function (loop) provides a means of looping
single animations preventing them to fade out after completion.

– Timing - Three simple functions (set time, set time all, and set time scale)
implements support to explicitly set the animation time for one or all
animations as well as define the relative speed at which they are up-
dated.

– Blending - One specialized function (set weight) adds an external in-
terface to one of the internal weight parameter associated to each
animation.
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Internal Structure

The animation blender acts as an aggregate structure, collecting all the
necessary information required through the blend process. Simplified the
internal elements of the animation blender can be categorised into three
areas of functionality, as such:

– Blend Parameters

– DMA Data Structures

– Post Modifiers

Blend Parameters Primarily the blend parameters are stored as part of
the three layer design as outlined above. The animation blender acts as a
manager containing a specialized blend segment vector (second layer) which
in turn contains a set of blend animations (third layer). In addition global
blending values are stored defining root point alignment, and legacy level-
of-detail settings, such as optional root blending and animatable-centric
instant blending.

Of these, the root point alignment plays a vital role. It represents the units
world offset as defined through the blend process. This transformation
can be explicitly defined through the external interface but is primarily
used to create animation driven movement. This is accomplished through
the definition of a special root point animatable which transformation the
position the root point alignment mirrors.

DMA Data Structures In addition to the blend parameters the anima-
tion blender manages the globally stored DMA data structures associated
to each animated unit. These are comprised of two separate structures,
representing the input (BlendInfoBlob) and output (BlenderDataBlob) of
the blend process. Both are reconstructed anew each frame (with few ex-
ceptions), to reflect the changed object state of the animation blender as it
is updated.

As the blender data blob (containing the blend process output) is recon-
structed and updated externally, the animation blender associates each dma
data structure with a timestamp value, in order to explicitly detect any ex-
ternally changed object state.

Post Modifiers Lastly, the animation blender contains structures to mod-
ify the result derived from the blend process, as well as trigger external
events based on the updated object state of the blender. The post-process
modifiers mutate the end result of the blend process, the animation pose,
in order for it to comply to externally specified restrictions.
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A common example of this post-process modification is the alteration of the
character pose by explicitly position limbs to assert or emulate a natural
behaviour, through a technique called inverse kinetics, abbreviated IK. This
is often used to clamp feet to the ground or shift npc eyes to follow the
player.

Similar to the blend animation, the animation blender contains a set of
triggers broadcasting internal events to external listeners.

Serialization

As noted the animation blender represents the model in which all blend
parameters are contained and provides functionality for manipulating and
updating these in a dynamic fashion. In order to reduce the overhead of
each such mutating function internal elements are dynamically allocated
and represented in collections in such a fashion as to expedite order manip-
ulation.

These aspects, however, prevents the blend parameters to exported as is,
and requires the animation blender to be serialized into an encapsulated
format compliant with the restrictions imposed on DMA transferable struc-
tures. This is done through reconstructing the blender as an BlendInfoBlob
object, as described in Section 5.2.2.6.

5.2.4 Evaluation Intermediates

Throughout the evaluation process intermediary data structures are uti-
lized to efficiently represent the animation and blend data at each stage
of the process. These data structures are designed to allow efficient data
management and to take advantage of specific data representation schemes
supported by the underlying environment in order to boost performance.

5.2.4.1 BlendTree

The layered blend parameters of the animation blender is serialized by re-
constructing it as a rooted binary tree, as illustrated in Figure 5.19. This
design, in contrast, allows the blend process to be defined so each step can
be executed in a deterministic and isolated fashion.

The blend animations are reflected by the blend tree leaves in a one to one
fashion, each leaf defining the blend parameters associated with that par-
ticular blend animation. The animations within a segment are then inter-
connected through blend tree branches, specifically defined to link together
animations. These sub-trees represents the blended intermediary result of
each segments and are interconnected in turn by differently annotated blend
tree branches.
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Figure 5.19: The serialization of the blend structures into a BlendTree.

The data included in the blend tree branches and leaves, excluding simple
intrinsic types, are encapsulated using direct transfer objects (DTOs), which
represent serialized version of the original objects internal states. These al-
low each data type to be represented in such a format so as to facilitate a
memory-optimized transfer. Further, it provides a common interface allow-
ing each hardware domain to represent the data in a fashion most suited
that specific environment. These DTOs are detailed further below.

Blend Tree Branch

A blend tree branch represents a blend operation between two tree nodes.
These child nodes can represent tree leaves or other tree nodes, by doing so
recursively defining the blend order. The data structure reflects this design
through two aspects, as depicted in Figure 5.20.

– Tree Traversal - Type and index of the two associated child nodes are
defined by variables left and right, name indicating node orientation.

– Blend Parameters - Blend parameters are specified through a blend
operation, flags and a weight (blend) variable.

BlendTreeBranch

+ operator : uint16 t
+ left : TreeIndex
+ right : TreeIndex
+ flags : uint16 t
+ blend : TimeBlendedDTO

00h

10h opera.. left right flags blend

20h

0 4 8 12 16

Byte

Figure 5.20: BlendTreeBranch data structure.

A distinction is made between the blend operation between animations and
segments, as noted in Table 5.4. Animation are blended together linearly,
whereas segments rely on a notion of visibility, as described in Section
5.3.3.3.
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Operation Description

blend animation Child nodes represents animations and are to be
weighted together linearly into an aggregate ani-
mation node.

blend segment Child nodes denotes the animations in a specific
segment (left) and are to be blended together with
other segments (right) through visibility resulting
in a segment node.

blend segment end Child nodes (only left) are convert from denoting
an aggregate animation node to a segment node,
as no higher prioritized segment exists.

Table 5.4: Details each valid blend tree branch operation and the associated
blend approach and result.

As mentioned above the blend tree nodes are interconnected through the use
of indices. As the tree leaves and branches are stored in separate collection
these indices are design to specify the type of referenced node as well as its
index in the appropriate collection. This is done through a slightly modified
representation of a 16-bit integer, a TreeIndex. The TreeIndex reserves two
of the most significant bits of the index integer as flags in order to specify
whether the referenced structure is a branch, a leaf or neither (i.e. represents
an invalid reference).

TreeIndex

- leaf : uint16 t [0]
- branch : uint16 t [1]
- index : uint16 t [15:2]

l b index

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Bits

10b: leaf, 01b: branch, other: invalid

Figure 5.21: TreeIndex data structure.

Blend Tree Leaf

Blend tree leaves represents the serialized state of blend animation objects,
specifying which animation is to be blended and in what fashion. Reflecting
this design its member variables can be structured into two fields:

– Animation - The animation contains the direct transfer object of the
associated animation.

– Blend Parameters - Four blend parameters define each aspect of how
the animation is blended. One value to indicate at what time the ani-
mation is to be evaluated, and three dictating blend weights (a global
weight, and two time-dependent weights; blend norm and blend mute).
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Rudimentary functionality is included in order to easily determine if the
blend leaf represents a pre-calculated animation pose or a time-dependent
animation.

BlendTreeLeaf

+ time : float
+ weight : float
+ blend norm : TimeBlendedDTO
+ blend mute : TimeBlendedDTO
+ animation : AnimationDTO

00h

10h time weight blend norm

20h blend mute padding

30h animation

40h

50h

0 4 8 12 16

Byte

Figure 5.22: BlendTreeLeaf data structure.

Data Transfer Objects

A narrow set of DTOs are used to encapsulate the data included in the data
transfer blobs. These target primarily aggregates of intrinsic types but are
to some extent also used to serialize composite types that may in turn
include other DTOs. Also, the DTOs either directly include the serialized
data or provide an indirect link through a DMA signature.

The structure and internal dependencies of the DTOs are illustrated in
Figure 5.23, and described further below.

MemChunk

+ ea : uintptr t
+ size : uint32 t

AnimationDTO

+ offset tm : Matrix4DTO
+ type : uint32 t
+ animation : MemChunk
+ blend set : BlendSetDTO

Vector3DTO

+ data : float[4]

QuatDTO

+ data : float[4]

Matrix4DTO

+ q : QuatDTO
+ v : Vector3DTO

AnimationBlenderDTO

+ blend info : MemChunk
+ output data : MemChunk

BlendSetDTO

+ weights : MemChunk

AnimatableSetDTO

+ animatables : MemChunk

TimeBlendedDTO

+ blend : float
+ blend to : float

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

Figure 5.23: Overview of the DTO class hierarchy.

TimeBlendedDTO Each blend structure that includes an aspect for
time-dependent fading utilize, through inheritance or composition, the Time-
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Blended structure. This structure provides packaged functionality for de-
riving a blend value based on a linear ramp function given a set of control
parameters. However, this data structure contains a variety of values con-
trolling the bounds and increment of the time-dependent blend value that
are not used in the blend process. Therefore, the DTO defines a condensed
version that includes only the relevant data.

Matrix4DTO (Vector3DTO, QuaternionDTO) In a few places math-
ematical constructs are included in the DTOs. As the different hardware
domains utilize different linear algebra libraries the DTO provides a com-
mon interface for serialization and de-serialization to and from different
versions of the same mathematical entity.

Further, functionality has been adopted in order to serialize matrices rep-
resenting positional transformations (rotation and translation) in the form
of a serialized vector and quaternion.

BlendSetDTO Since the data contained in a single blend set is too big to
directly include in a DTO the BlendSetDTO only acts as a indirect reference
to the associated blend by encapsulating a DMA signature.

AnimationDTO The AnimationDTO is an composite DTO containing
the serialized information needed to represent an animation in the blend
process. This includes the positional transformation (offset tm) used to
synchronize the root point of different animations, the DMA signature of
the actual animation transfer blob (animation) and blend set if specified
(blend set).

An additional type marker is used to distinguish between animations and
pre-evaluated animations.

5.2.4.2 PoseInfo

As animations are evaluated they are stored as intermediary blend poses in
a pose stack including weight values used to specify global and animatable
specific blend values. In short, all data that is necessary to incrementally
blend an animation together with others is stored in each stack item of the
pose stack.

The size of internal elements of the these blend poses depends on the size of
the animatable set used and as such the overall size also becomes variable.
Instead of constructing each blend pose as an inplace data structure with
an internal header, the internal data is laid out in a deterministic sequential
manner and manipulated through the instantiation of a reference list, the
PoseInfo data structure. Each PoseInfo structure is constructed explicitly
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for a specific blend pose and can not be used to reference any other in the
stack.

This PoseInfo data structure contain a reference to each internal element
of a specific blend pose and is illustrated in Figure 5.24 (and described in
detail below) which emphasises the mapping between the data structure
and the actual data sequentially allocated in memory.

PoseInfo

+ joint array : JointTransform*
+ bone weight : float*
+ bone acc : float*
+ joint flags : uint32 t*
+ flags : uint32 t*
+ num joints : uint32 t*
- pad[8] : uint8 t*

00h

10h joint array bone weight bone acc joint flags

20h flags num joints padding

30h

0 4 8 12 16

Byte

Figure 5.24: PoseInfo data structure.

The internal elements of the blend pose are focused in three areas:

– Joint Array - Includes the actual joint transform array (joint array)
and an integer indicating its size (num joints).

– Weights - Specifies four global weights (bone acc) and an array (bone weight)
assigning one weight to each animatable (assumed to have the same
size as the joint transform array).

– Flags - Indicates the state and validity of entire structure (flags) as
well as of individual joint transforms (joint flags).

The PoseInfo data structures offers a convenient way to access the specific
internal elements within the blend pose as well as functionality for manip-
ulating them.

5.2.4.3 JointTransform

The part of the blend pose comprising the evaluated animation is internally
structured as an array of JointTransforms. This data structure, as its name
implies, represents the relative rotation and position of a single joint in the
joint hierarchy and is illustrated in Figure 5.25.

The data is uncompressed and internal stored as 128 bit SIMD compliant
float vectors in order to optimize performance during blending (utilizing
functional coherence). This however imposes a few restrictions regarding
memory allocations adding to the complexity of any encompassing struc-
ture.
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JointTransform

+ translation : Point3
+ rotation : Quat

00h

10h translation.x translation.y translation.z

20h qaut.x qaut.y qaut.z qaut.w

30h

0 4 8 12 16

Byte

Figure 5.25: JointTransform data structure.

5.3 Evaluation And Blending

Whereas the data structures previously detailed represents the discrete data
states of each step in the animation system, this section outlines the func-
tionality that interconnects them.

The evaluation of animations and blending is at a high level of abstraction
a sequential process where the output of one step becomes the input of
the next. Throughout this process intermediary structures are created and
consumed as the original blending information is distilled down to a single
animation pose.

Figure 5.26 outlines this blending process, emphasising each structurally
independent step and details the corresponding intermediary data structures
used to transmit the input and output information.

Serialization Linearization Evaluation Update

Blender BlendTree CommandList BlendPose

Phase 0 Phase 1 Phase 2

Figure 5.26: Overview of the blending process.

The sequential structure is reflected within this section where each step of
the process and the prominent intermediary data structures are detailed
separately.

Intermediary Data Structures

The intermediary data structures create a chain linking the output of one
step with the input of the next. Specifically, at each iteration the represen-
tation scheme of the data is adapted to conform to the performance focus
of that specific environment. High level data structures may benefit from
an easily accessible and adaptable sparse memory scheme whereas low level
structures instead might favour an easily parallelized flat memory model.

Throughout the lifetime of an animation job four specific aggregate data
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structures are utilized to encapsulate the animation state of the animated
object. Mentioned in the order they are appear in the data flow, these are:

– Animation Blender - The current animation state of a single unit
is represented by the animation blender. This object provides the
external interface to manipulate the running animations dynamically
and controls blending parameters and hierarchical ordering among
animations.

– Animation Blend Tree - The binary blending tree structures the blend-
ing parameters in a compact and iteratively independent design omit-
ting transparent animations and unused segments.

– Command List - Constitutes a linear representation of the blend tree
optimized for parallel executions and structured to allow for exception
handling through pipe line stalls.

– Blend Pose - The blend pose is used both as an intermediary structure
and as the aggregate result of the blending process distilled down to
one single resulting pose at the end.

The memory scope of each data structure varies, some are used exclusively
on either the PPE or on the SPEs, whereas others are designed to function
as or to be included in data transfer objects incorporating limitations and
requirements from both sides of the memory domains.

Data Flow

The overall data flow is structured as a job dispatch process where the
animation blending of each unit is represented as a single animation job.
Each step can therefore be structured into the following categories:

– Pre-phase - All the animation data necessary to evaluate the final pose
of one unit is focused and packed into a single data structure isolating
and decoupling it from the underlying environment in order to enable
concurrent execution.

– Evaluation phase - The animation job is unpacked, restructured and
processed to obtain an intermediate representation of the end data
structured to allow efficient reallocation beyond memory domains.

– Post-phase - The end result of the evaluation is processed and struc-
tured marking the end of the job dispatch process.

Each phase focuses on one aspect of the life cycle of the animation job,
the first and last representing initialization and finalization, whereas the
functionality of the animation job is primarily contained in the middle phase.
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5.3.1 Animation Job

The underlying system manages the scheduling and execution of SPE pro-
grams through the notion of so called jobs. Each job represents a single iso-
lated asynchronous execution. Any piece of information needed throughout
the life time of the job in encapsulated either directly by value or indirectly
by reference.

The referenced information can be divided into three areas of functionality,
as such:

– Program - The associated functionality.

– Environment Parameters - Detailed information about memory lay-
out.

– Data - The target data on which the job operates upon.

The programs associates run-time functionality with a job by linking it with
a pre-compiled binary code segment, through the use of a DMA signature.
Each such code segment is compile specifically for the SPE architecture and
relies on the underlying load balancing system for allocation and initializa-
tion onto an SPE.

The environmental variables provides basic information about the overall
SPE memory layout, as detailed further below. As these are not required to
be provided on the SPE side they are embedded into the job header, strictly
as information to control the job setup.

Lastly, the user data provides the body of the job. Where the other two
areas are mostly or entirely static, and defined at compile time, the user
data is dynamic and defined during run-time.

The animation system represents the animation blending of a single unit
as one animation job. The animation job is implemented as a generic job
utilizing only the provided functionality to specifcy each associated data
segment through DMA signatures. The memory allocation scheme of the
SPE is set at compile time but internally divided dynamically as detailed
below.

5.3.1.1 Memory layout

In order to assure a deterministic behaviour the memory layout of each SPE
is set during the initialization of the animation job. The animation engine
divides the local store into sequential segments (as detailed by Figure 5.27)
each focusing on a specific aspect of the animation process.

The animation engine uses a dynamic memory allocation approach to mini-
mize unutilized memory. In contrast, a static approach could be used where
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Figure 5.27: The memory layout of the animation job.

each functional segment would be allocated a predetermined amount of
memory, which could in turn be based on a worst case scenario. However,
this would result in fragmented free memory areas that would go unused
wasting too much of the already precious limited local memory.

Instead, every instantiated animation job generates an estimated memory
layout detailing the required size and internal positioning of each memory
segment as required for that specific job. Some of these segments are con-
stant in size (and can be determined during compile time), others depend
on the job in question but do not change in size after having been seen,
whilst yet others are dynamic in nature and require as much memory as
possible in which to grow.

Text Segment

The text segment (also referred to as the code segment) contains the com-
piled code of the program. As this is determined at compile time the size of
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this segment is constant throughout the animation job’s lifetime. However,
it will vary in size depending on the program in question, how it has been
implemented and further to what extent and purpose code optimization has
been done.

The segment is comprised by two functionally different parts:

– SPURS kernel

– Animation Engine Core

SPURS kernel In addition to the development kit of the Cell Broad-
band Engine, as made available by IBM, Sony provides an additional set of
libraries for the Playstation 3. One of these is the SPU Runtime System, or
SPURS in short. As the name implies SPURS manages high-level workload
balancing and acts as a mediator between the general-purpose PPE and the
specialized SPEs.

As part of this runtime system each SPE contains a compact SPURS kernel
(of mere 2 kB in size) managing the SPE-centric part of the job steaming
and multi-tasking model as defined by SPURS.[11]

Animation Engine Core The rest of the text segment contains the SPE-
centric part of the actual animation engine. Due to the limited local store,
memory optimization has been an important guideline throughout imple-
mentation, something that is often sacrificed in favour for performance and
functionality.

In order to interact with the preexisting animation interface of the diesel
engine the code segment includes general purpose math and linear algebra
packages as well as specific packages to deal with interpolation and com-
pression. These code packages have been developed while focusing heavily
on functionality and performance with little thought on the impact on the
code segment size. As the impact of which on overall size (on platforms such
as the next generation gaming consoles and personal computers) is virtually
negligible3 this has warranted no particular focus.

However, in an environment such as the SPE this easily becomes a problem.
As such, this area has significant potential for optimisation both in terms of
memory optimization through specialization of such generic code packages
as mentioned above, as well as functional optimization through for example
vectorization.

3The size of the executable of Payday: The Heist (the current title at Overkill)
constitutes only 0.2% of the total deliverable.
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Buffer Segment

Each animation job contains four functionally different buffers: the input,
cache, output and scratch buffer. Each of these are defined by the overlying
system from which they also inherit their functionality.

The read-only input buffer contains as the name implies the animation job
specific input data. This data is supplied directly through a job descrip-
tor or indirectly through a DMA transfer list and is allocated and set up
automatically by the underlying system.

Next, the cache buffer behaves in much the same way as the input buffer
defining a read-only memory space for input data with the slight difference
that data committed to the cache buffer is constant between animation jobs.
That is to say, most input data define the animation job to be executed and
as such differ from job to job. Some data, however, are constant and do not
change between jobs, an example of which might be environmental vari-
ables detailing PPE-centric information, which should be constant across
all SPEs.

In similarity with the input buffer the output buffer contains the return
data of the executed program and is partially managed by the underlying
system.

The more interesting of these buffers however is the scratch buffer, which
defines ”work”-areas for different purposes and phases during the execution
of the animation job. These ”work”-areas are temporary storage locations
which specific purpose and functionality allows for a statically allocated
memory space instead of forcing the program to rely on dynamic allocation
on the heap.

The scratch buffer is further divided into: the pose stack, weight evaluation
buffer and animation evaluation buffer. Each of these define their own
internal allocation schemes tailored to fit its specific purpose.

Pose Stack

Due to the limited local memory animations are evaluated when they are ref-
erenced instead of when they are blended, in order to minimize the lifespan
of the actual animation in memory. All evaluated animations are instead
represented in an intermediary blend form internally referred to as a blend
pose.

Each such blend pose is stored on an evaluation stack, the functionality of
which is similar to the stack sometimes used in the evaluation of arithmetic
expressions. In this case variables and numbers would represent animations
and arithmetic operators the blend operators used.

One aspect of special interest is the worst case stack depth, as this has a
directly impacts on the overall pose stack size. In a general case we might
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Figure 5.28: Näıve tree with bad stack utilization.

expect a worst case stack depth equal to the number of leafs in the binary
tree. Traversing the tree in an blind fashion each node visited might very
well depend on the following forcing us to store each and every node before
any blending might be done, as exemplified by Figure 5.28. This is a rather
naive approach and can be much improved upon.

As the structure of the blend tree mirrors the blend algorithm, as described
in Section 5.2.4.1, it can be said to represent a specific subset of rooted
binary trees. This information can be used to construct a space efficient
blend algorithm adopted to the special characteristics of a blend tree.

By choosing the traversal direction depending on blend operation at each
node the worst case stack depth can be efficiently reduced from an ungainly
number-of-leaves to three. This is convenient as it efficiently decouples the
size of the binary tree and the size of the pose stack.

Animation Evaluation Buffer

When all of the essential memory segments have been laid out the remaining
memory is assigned to the animation evaluation scratch buffer as the size
of this directly impacts performance. The size of this buffer efficiently sets
the maximum size of animations supported by the SPE-driven animation
system.

As the engine is design to support three parallel evaluation pipes the man-
agement of this evaluation buffer becomes paramount.

Approach 1: Static Memory Allocation A less efficient but simple
approach would be to divide the available space in three equally sized parts
where each part would be reserved to a specific pipe. Each pipe would thus
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have exclusive access to an animation evaluation scratch buffer guaranteeing
the availability of memory, although the size of which would be severely
limited.

Through this approach the available memory to each pipe would be just
less than a third (to account for alignment) of an already minimalistic size.

Approach 2: Dynamic Memory Allocation Instead of explicitly div-
ing the available memory in a static manner a more dynamic approach has
been adopted aiming at reserving memory only when needed and with as
little spill as possible.

Instead of dividing the available memory between the pipes in an equal
manner each pipes is given access to the entire memory area and with the
freedom of reserving as much memory as needed by the current animation
evaluation. As such a small animation will only occupy a small part of the
evaluation buffer allowing other pipes to evaluate animation that otherwise
(in a statically divided memory space) might have been too big.

However, one of the design requirements of the SPE-driven animation eval-
uation is that it must be possible to guarantee the successful evaluation
of an animation beforehand on the PPE. This complicates the evaluation
procedure as a valid animation that conform to the size requirements must
be able to evaluate regardless of the memory state.

The shared memory allows for memory fragmentation and as each pipe is
allowed to reserve the entire buffer, if need be, memory availability becomes
an issue as well. In the case that a pipe can not allocate enough memory
(a scenario only plausible when enough memory exists but have been pre-
viously reserved) it needs to be able to wait for other pipes to release their
current memory allocations, i.e. it needs to be able to stall. When a mem-
ory allocation error occurs the pipe aborts its current animation evaluation
and enters a stall state, effectively delaying the evaluation one cycle. The
evaluation is resumed the next cycle and this procedure is repeated until
sufficient memory becomes available. However, this stalling is required to
be finite.

The inherent static nature of the pipeline design guarantees that each mem-
ory allocation and de-allocation is done in order. That is to say, the first
segment allocated is also the first to be de-allocated and as such this de-
terministic quality assures that an infinite stall is not possible. In a 3-layer
pipeline design this assures a maximum stall of two cycles.

Allowing each pipe to stall for one or more cycles comes however at the
cost of performance as well as disrupts the flow of the pipeline. In a worst
case scenario the pipe will stall until all other pipes have finished evaluation
reverting the evaluation process to a serial approach.
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Weight Evaluation Buffer

The weight evaluation buffer fills the same purpose as the animation eval-
uation buffer but as the name implies manages weight sets instead of ani-
mations. As weight sets are defined for specific animatable sets, which in
turn are constant throughout the lifetime of an animation job, their com-
plexity are less daunting and consequently require not as rigorous a memory
management scheme as implemented for the animations.

Instead, the weight evaluation buffer is allocated just enough memory to
fit three weight sets, one fore each pipe, internally structuring them in an
array fashion.

Runtime Memory Segment

Finally, a small part of the memory is allocated for the runtime heap and
stack to manage short-term dynamic allocations that are too small or in-
significant to warrant segments of their own.

The heap is sparsely used by design favoring predetermined memory segmen-
tation, as detailed above, in order to achieve a more deterministic behaviour
for memory allocations. However, as this comes at a slight overhead, the
heap is sometimes used for small short-term allocation, as is the case of the
animatable look-up table as detailed in Section 5.3.3.2.

Similarly the stack is used in a common fashion containing stack frames of
local data, function parameters and the return addresses and data. Spacial
care has been treated where recursive function are used to assure a finite
execution and maintain the stack and heap integrity.

5.3.2 Pre-phase: Setup

The construction of the animation job is done as the first phase of the blend
process. As detailed in the previous section, the animation job is internally
defined through three different aspects, each focusing on a specific part of
the animation job definition.

The construction of the first two parts is trivial in nature as each is in-
dependent of the animation data. The animation program, the first part
which defines the animation process functionality, is defined during compile
time and added to the animation job as a reference in memory. The second
part, the environmental variables, are static and explicitly defined in the
program.

However, the third part defines the animation data which reflects the time
variant object state of the animated unit. This dependency requires the data
to be reconstructed each frame ands consequently occupies the majority of
the setup phase.
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The overall overhead associated with the setup phase depends on the de-
sign of the animation system. As the main purpose of the setup phase is
to reconstruct and encapsulate necessary data, in a manner to make it ac-
cessible across memory borders, a poorly designed data representation will
make the pre-phase computationally heavy. In contrast, by designing the
animation system so as to store object states in encapsulated chunks of se-
quential memory, clustered by functionality, the overhead can be minimized
if not omitted entirely.

The adopted design takes a middle ground encapsulating functionally sep-
arate data structures, while maintaining a dynamic design on the blend
parameters (as detailed in Section 5.2.3). Because of this, each animation
job is associated with a certain degree of overhead as these blend parameters
needs to be serialized and restructured into a decoupled form.

5.3.2.1 Blend Tree

The animation state of an animated unit is exported as a blend tree, a rooted
binary tree. This structure details the playing animations and the associated
blend parameters through different tree nodes, each interconnected in a
hierarchical structure defining the overall blending order.

The construction of the blend tree occupies the main aspect of the pre-phase
data serialization and is detailed further below.

Construction

The blend tree is constructed using a recursive algorithm that traverses the
layered structure of segments and animations associated with a animation
blender, as depicted in Figure 5.19. The traversal order differs between
segments and animations in order to reflect the difference in blend order.

As noted earlier, animations are blended in a linear fashion and as such
should be represented in the tree in the order they are defined. As the
algorithm constructs the tree root up animations end up being traversed in
reversed order (descending). Segments, however, are blended according to
a notion of visibility, which requires the algorithm to traverse each segment
according to an internal linear hierarchy. The animation blender defines this
hierarchy in an ascending order, defining the segment with highest priority
last, and therefore the list of segments are traversed in an ascending order
(visiting the segment with lowest priority first).

Each step is represented in the blend tree by a node (with few exceptions4),
leaves for animations and branches for different blend operations. The blend
algorithm distinguishes between animation blending (blending animations
within a specific segment) and segment blending (blending together the
different segments), which is reflected by constructing the binary tree with
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one segment branch (on the right) with multiple children branches listing
all animation running in different segments (perpendicular to the left).

The construction of the blend tree can be seen as a binary tree reconstruc-
tion of the general tree represented by the internal state of the animation
blender. The blend parameters of the animation blender has previously
been illustrated through a three layered design but may equally well be de-
picted as a general tree, each layer corresponding to a specific node depth
in the tree.

As each node may contain an arbitrary number of child nodes, the internal
blend order relies on externally constructed rules to define a blend priority.
However, by reconstructing the general tree as a binary three, as illustrated
in Figure 5.29, the blend order can be explicitly encoded into the tree struc-
ture itself. This allows a generalized blend algorithm which derives all
necessary information directly from the blend tree.
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Figure 5.29: A general tree reconstructed in a binary-tree representation.

Further, the tree reconstruction distributes each blend operation over a
chain of tree nodes, duplicating blend parameters over each node. Although
this results in some memory overhead it serves to ensure that each sub-tree
is isolated and can be evaluated on its own, an aspect required by the
pipelined blending process.

Validation (Post-processing)

After the blend tree has been successfully constructed the internal data
is passed through a validation phase. As the animation data is serialized
without imposing any specific limits or restrictions, the validation aims at
screening out any data or reference that might cause the animation job to
crash.

The main purpose of this validation is to guarantee that each referenced an-
imation in the blend tree conforms to the size requirements imposed by the
generated memory layout. Any animation that exceeds this limitation is re-
quired to be processed separately. In such a case the engine reverts back to

4In order to minimize the blend tree, empty segments and completely transparent or
muted animations are omitted. This early screening is paramount as each unit can have
multiple ”invisible” animations playing simultaneously.
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the previous PPE-centric implementation of animation evaluation to gener-
ate a corresponding intermediary initial blend pose. The original animation
reference is replaced with a reference to this temporary intermediary which
is flagged as an precomputed pose.

On the SPE the precomputed pose is handled as a normal animation with
the exception that is forgoes the evaluation phase and is directly added to
the pose stack.

5.3.3 Evaluation Phase

The main functionality of the animation system is concentrated in the eval-
uation phase. Whereas the two neighbouring phases primarily aim at man-
aging the data-flow between memory domains, the evaluation phase focuses
on the actual data processing. Internally the evaluation phase is defined
through three distinct aspects: the blend command list input data struc-
ture, the pipeline program structure, and the specific algorithms that make
out the functional body of the system.

5.3.3.1 Blend Command List

The parallel design and the fixed cycle pipeline of the SPE program makes
a direct traversal of the blend tree inconvenient. Instead, the blend tree is
flattened into a linear command list allowing each tree node to be accessed
incrementally, and internal variations to be differentiated through separate
commands. The linear design enables single instructions to be efficiently
pushed into the pipeline and managed internally.

One additional benefit with this approach is that it simplifies memory ex-
ception handling. Commands that results in memory exceptions (memory
allocation errors) can easily be reinserted into the command list for later
execution, providing a chance for the animation system to recover to a pre-
vious valid state.

The internal structure of the command list is minimalistic by design to avoid
any unnecessary performance overhead during evaluation. The structure
and internal values are described below, followed by a further description of
its construction.

Structure

The command list is internally structured as a collection of commands each
specifying: a command operation (detailed in Table 5.5), an optional argu-
ment, and an associated blend tree node.

In order to avoid adding run-time complexity often associated with poly-
morphism, the operation-dependent structural requirements are resolved by
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BlendCommandList

+ commands : vector

BlendCommand

+ command : uint32 t
+ arg0 : uint32 t
+ leaf : BlendTreeLeaf*

branch : BlendTreeBranch*

commands
*

Figure 5.30: CommandList data structure.

memory sharing through the use of unions. This allows each command to
dereference the contained blend tree node reference as either a branch or
leaf without the need for dynamic downcasting.

There are three types of commands: one focusing on retrieving animations
from main storage (in one of three formats) and evaluating them to an
intermediary initial blend pose format, another relating to blend operations
taking one or two animations as arguments, and the last defining functional
commands that affects the command list execution.

Command Mnemonic Description

cmd eval Evaluate animation to top of stack.
cmd push and eval Push an empty pose to the top of the stack and

evaluate animation.
cmd push pose Pushes a precomputed internal pose to the stack.
cmd blend and pop Blend together the two top poses leaving only

the result on the stack.
cmd blend Transforms the top pose (without popping).
cmd stall pipe NOP command used to stall pipe.
cmd end list End-of-list marker.

Table 5.5: Description of each valid command operation categorised accord-
ing to functionality.

In addition to the evaluation and blend oriented commands, two special
commands exists to control the execution of the command list: an end-of-
list command and a stall command.

The end of the command list is terminated with an end-of-list marker (in
much the same way a c-string is terminated using a null character). This
command is also used as the initial and terminal state of each pipe in the
pipeline. During the initial execution these are incrementally shifted out by
the first commands in the command list, and later shifted in as the command
list becomes empty. Consequently, the pipeline requires three cycles to fill
each pipe with commands and another three to completely empty, a time
during which performance is less than optimal.

The stall command is somewhat different as it is not generated during the
pre-evaluation phase but is exclusively used during run-time to insert an
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empty behaviour into a pipe that has encountered a memory exception and
needs to reschedule the current command for later execution. The command
itself does not do anything but is explicitly defined to distinguish it from
the end-of-line command which is used as part of the evaluation completion
condition.

Construction

The intermediary blend tree is converted to a linear blend command list
through recursive tree traversal. The order in which the tree nodes are
visited is tailored so as to efficiently utilized the distinct structure of the
blend tree in order to produce a command list that minimizes memory
allocations during evaluation.

As noted, the blend algorithm distinguishes between segment and animation
blending, a division mirrored in the blend tree structure through the blend
operation in the tree branches. As blend state of a segment depends on
the aggregate blend state of the contained animations, the order in which
these two types are blended and therefore the traversal order of blend tree
branches through which they are represented becomes important.

As noted previously, the blend tree is constructed representing segments on
the right most main branch and the animations contained in each segment
as left going perpendicular sub-branches, illustrated in detail in Figure 5.19.
This distinct structure is used to efficiently define an algorithm to populate
the command list.

The command list is constructed using a recursive post-fix traversal scheme,
moving from right to left when traversing segments, and from left to right
when visiting animations. As each tree node is visited a new command is
inserted at the end of the list effectively mapping each branch and leaf to a
single command as showed in Figure 5.31.

5.3.3.2 Pipeline

An internal pipeline design has been implemented in order to simulate a
parallel system and utilize the independent nature of the MFC in relation
to the processing unit. This allows the system to efficiently hide any mem-
ory transfer latencies in theory as data processing and data transferring is
performed simultaneously.

The pipeline is of a fix three stage design as illustrated in Figure 5.32. Each
pipeline command is consequently divided into three sequential steps, each
of which to be executed in a separate pipe. The partitioning of commands is
done so as to separate the scheduling of DMA transfers and the associated
synchronization into separate steps by yielding execution to the following
pipe.
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Figure 5.32: Overview of the evaluation and blending pipeline.

The different commands used are described in detail in Section 5.3.3.1. As
noted, the commands focus primarily on two distinct tasks, and as such
the blend process can be described through the sequential execution of two
steps:

– Pose Evaluation - Animations are fetched and evaluated into snapshot
animation poses, defined by an hierarchical structure of joint trans-
formations.

– Pose Blending - These poses are blended together following different
blending schemes.
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Pose Evaluation

An important aspect of animation evaluation, be it a single precomputed
animation pose or an intricate animations to be evaluated at a certain point
in time, is the animatable name to index look-up table. Each type of an-
imation structure use indirect referencing to associate animation channels
with specific animatables depending on this look-up table to bridge the gap.

The look-up table is dynamically allocated before evaluation, implemented
as a standard STL map (with a red-black tree back end), and with a life-
span reflecting that of the pipe line. The table maps textual names of
each animatable (although stored as unique 64-bit hash integers) to each
animatables index in the animatable set.

As the pose evaluation process relies on certain external data to be accessible
at specific points it has been sub-divided into three distinct steps as such:

Step 1: Pipe one The initial step of the animation evaluation focuses
on one specific task, and the exception handling encompassing it, namely
initializing the DMA transfer of the referenced animation.

The pipe line command dealing with animation evaluation are leaf com-
mands, i.e. they are associated with blend tree leafs. This allows the initial
step of the pipe line to get animation specific information such as the effec-
tive address (EA) and size, both of which are required to schedule a DMA
transfer.

However, before the DMA transfer can be set up adequate memory needs to
be allocated on the local store. In an ideal scenario the animation evalua-
tion scratch buffer will contain enough memory to concurrently support the
evaluation of three animations. In such a case memory is reserved to encom-
pass both the animation size and local memory alignment, and submitted
to the Memory Flow Controller (MFC).

However, in the unlikely case that adequate memory can not be reserved
the pipe enters a stall mode pushing back the last command to the front of
the command queue and inserting a stall marker in its stead.

At the end of each step the current pipe yields execution allowing the other
pipelines to hide memory transfer latencies through concurrent processing.

Step 2: Pipe two Ideally by the time the pipeline has complete one cycle,
and the evaluation reaches the second step, the animation data will have
successfully been transferred to the specified memory location. However,
this is anything but certain. To assert this, step two begins by waiting,
forcefully stalling the SPE, until the DMA transfer is complete.

As mentioned earlier an animation may be associated with an external
weight set in order to provide the blend process with animatable-level blend
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parameters. Before any processing is done in step two, any associated weight
set is therefore scheduled to be transferred to the local storage.

The main aspect of step two is, however, the evaluation of the animation
into an intermediary animation pose. This evaluation process is described
separately in detail in Section 5.3.3.3, in order to keep this section focused
on the overall data flow and process.

Before the animation is evaluated memory to store the resulting animation
pose needs to be defined. The resulting array of hierarchically structured
joint transforms is stored on top of the pose stack by overwriting the current
stack top blend pose. This is either done directly or by first increasing the
stack size by allocating memory for a new blend pose depending on the
executed command.

The evaluation of an animation pose, however, only constitutes half of the
initialization of a blend pose, the second and last part being the attributing
of blend values as described in the following sub-section.

As the final step of the animation evaluation, the memory reserved for the
animation data is released. All the necessary information regarding the
animation is at this point instead stored on top of the pose stack.

Step 3: Pipe three During the final pipeline cycle the blend pose, half
initialized during the previous step, is assign all the various blend values
used during blending, completing its initialization. This step is functionally
less demanding than the previous one but is required to be executed inde-
pendently as the existence of an associated external weight set needs to be
taken into account. Therefore, the third cycle starts by forcefully waiting
for any outstanding weight sets (associated with the current pipe) to be
successfully transferred.

With all the necessary blend information locally accessible, through the
blend tree and the optional weight set, the blend values defined in the
blend pose are calculated. The accumulative registers are used to store
the animatable independent general blend values (bw and btw), leaving the
weight array populated with the blend values defining by the weight set. In
the case the animation is not associated with a weight set each animatable
is assumed to have full opacity.

Pose Blend

The animation evaluation and pose blend processes acts as counterparts, the
former increasing the pose stack whereas the later decreases it by merging
stack items together, ultimately to be distilled down to one final pose.

In order to minimize the amount of allocated memory during the blend
process evaluated poses (within the same segment) are blended together as
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soon as possible. As such, the animation evaluation and pose blend process
are interleaved increasing and decreasing the pose stack incrementally.

However, since parallel execution is only emulated through the pipelined de-
sign execution order becomes important. Dependencies between commands
are created as the output of one becomes the input of another, forcing the
steps of each command to be carefully implemented.

Step 1: Pipe one As the pose blending requires no external data, relying
explicitly on the internal pose stack both for input and for output, the
blend process can be condensed into one step. However, as noted above,
the parallel nature of the pipelines restrict the layout of the process steps
as each animation pose to be blended must have completed each step of its
evaluation.

As step one of the blend process is executed before the final step of the
animation evaluation blending is postponed to a later step, i.e. the first
blend step does nothing.

Step 2: Pipe two At step two the internal design of the pipelines guar-
antee that the initialization of any blend pose referred to by the blend op-
eration has been completed. These blend poses will not be modified further
outside the current pipe and can therefore be reduced into an interpolated
representation without risk of corruption.

Distinction is made between binary and unary blending operations. In most
cases the blend process operate on the topmost two blend poses in the stack
replacing the bottom one with the blended result and popping the top pose
out of existence. However, in a few cases the blending operation is of a
transitional nature operating on a single animation pose. In this case the
stack size is left unaltered.

The blend commands provides a reference to the blend tree branch command
representing one blend step and the associated segment blend value. This,
together with the index of the top two blend poses on the blend stack are
used as input information to the blending algorithm detailed in Section
5.3.3.3.

Each blend operation leave the resulting blend pose on top of the pose stack,
easily accessible by the next blend operation.

Step 3: Pipe three As the pose blend commands do not require any
additional external information, the entire procedure is condensed into one
step leaving the third cycle empty.
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5.3.3.3 Algorithm

The evaluation process is interspersed with different algorithms, each defin-
ing an encapsulated segment of functionality. These algorithms provide
the foundation of the animation and blend data evaluation process, each
outlining a specific transformation from one intermediary data to the next.

The key algorithms utilized through this project are detailed below in an
order reflecting that in which they are applied through the animation pro-
cess.

Animation Evaluation

A central part of the animation system is the evaluation of an animation
into a time-dependent animation pose. A great deal of freedom is given to
the animation system in order to represent the animation data in different
ways and incorporate different aspects of data compression. This freedom
needs to be reflected in the underlying evaluation algorithm.

The evaluation is done through a few distinct steps each focusing on a
specific aspect of the evaluation, each of which are described below.

Animatable Mapping The animatable name to index look-up table is
used to map the names of animatables targeted by the animation to their
actual index in animatable set and consequently in the blend pose. This
allows the evaluation process to iterate over the defined animatable names
of each animation and modify the animatable in the blend pose accordingly.

This, however, implies the possibility that the animatable set defined in an
animation might differ from the one associated with target unit. Figure
5.33 illustrates the intersected area (∩) for which valid joint transforms are
defined, and the default action associated with each area of the symmetric
difference (4).

A

invalid

B

skip

A ∩ B

valid

(+) A Animatables
(+) B Animation

Figure 5.33: Relationship between animatables defined in animations and
skeleton.

If the animation defines an animation channel for a non-existent animatable
the channel is merely skipped, no harm done. However, if the animation
fails to provide a valid joint transform for any animatable in the specified
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animatable set a problem arises.

The current implementation allows for single animations to only define sub-
sets of the animatable set of a given unit. This might efficiently be used to
target an animation on a specific body part without the overhead of having
to define values for the rest of the body. This however requires the blanks
to be filled in from somewhere else; either through an additional guaranteed
animation incorporating the entire animatable set used (this is the approach
used for the Diesel engine) or through a default pose associated with the an-
imatable set (implemented in the stand-alone demo), as described in Section
4.2.3.

For the final implementation it is assumed that the union of the animatable
sets defined in each animation is a superset of the animatable set of the
associated unit.

Joint Transform Evaluation When the relevant animation channel has
been successfully mapped to an animatable the channels are evaluated for
a specific time storing the resulting joint transform at the corresponding
index of the animatable in the output blend pose.

As noted earlier the position and rotation aspects of an animation is rep-
resented by two different animations channels and as such the evaluation is
done in two steps, calculating the relative position vector and the relative
rotation quaternion separately. However, as both animation channels are
structured internally in the same fashion the approach is the same in both
cases:

– Firstly, the encompassing key-frame(s) for the given time is identified
through a divide and conquer approach.

– Secondly, the animation data defined by each key-frame is decom-
pressed if necessary.

– Finally, the interpolation scheme associated with the animation chan-
nel is used to construct an weighted estimate of the animation data
based on the available key-frame(s).

The evaluated position vector and rotation quaternion are stored as a joint
transform for the specified animatable in the blend pose.

Offset In addition, each animation can be associated with a global affine
transformation representing an offset to the animated root point. This
transformation is used to synchronize animations that each modify the
global position and rotations of a unit. As a final measure, each joint trans-
form that is marked as representing a root point is modified to incorporate
this global offset.
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Weight Set Evaluation

In contrast to the animation evaluation, the initialization of blend values
for each blend pose is rather straight forward.

The blend pose contains two different fields of blend values; a set of global
register, the values of which are accumulated through the blending process,
and an array of animatable specific blend values, primarily used as weights
during joint transform interpolation. These fields are explicitly initialized
reflecting the current blend state.

The blend values used to initialize the global registers (blend, weight and
mute) are derived from the associated blend tree leaf (and detailed further
in Section 5.2.3.1). In the case that a weight set, and consequently a means
of calculating an opacity value, is not defined for a specific animation each
animatable of the blend pose is assumed to have full opacity.

Blend Pose Blending

The blend pose blending is done in two phases dividing the process into
animation blend pose blending and segment blend pose blending. The main
difference between the two is the scheme in which the associated blend value
is calculated and applied. However, both phases utilize the same linear
approach to interpolating between blend poses.

As each animation within a segment is evaluated they are stored in the pose
stack as animation blend poses. They are blended together, in turn, to be
distilled into one animation blend pose and later transformed and stored
on the pose stack as a segment blend pose. These segment blend poses are
blended together one after the other leaving a single blend pose represented
the final pose of the animated unit.

Figure 5.34 illustrates the different states valid for each blend pose and
possible blend transitions.
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Figure 5.34: BlendPose evaluation states.

First Phase During the first phase the animations within a single segment
is blended together based on the principle:

Each animation blend pose is equal, but the impact of each on
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the resulting blend pose is directly relative to its own weight,
known through a blend function.

This approach can be described as the weighted sum of all animation blend
poses over the total sum of weights, or more exactly defined as:∑

i (bwo(pi) · pi)∑
i (bw(pi))

= pr (5.2)

The weight functions used above rely on the blend, weight and opacity of
each blend pose.

However, in order to minimize the overall required size of the pose stack
the blending is done iteratively. As soon as the blend stack contains two
animation blend poses they are blended together leaving only the single
resulting blend pose on top of the stack. This assures that at any given
time only two stack slots are used for blending within a segment.

Second Phase Segments, on the other hand, are blended together in a
different fashion. Instead of treating each segment blend pose as equal, a
linear hierarchy is imposed where the blend pose on top of the stack is said
to have highest priority.

Blending is accomplished by introducing a concept of visibility:

The visibility across all segments is initially defined to be 1.
Each segment blend pose then eats a portion of the available
visibility, the size of which is determined by its associated blend
function, using the consumed value to represent the segments
impact on the final blend pose. As each segment is blended
the remaining visibility gradually decreases until it reaches 0, at
which point all segments left are discarded.

This approach can be illustrated through an incremental definition of the
visibility function:

v0 = 1

vi+1 = vi · (1− weight(pi)) (5.3)

where the resulting blend pose is calculated as:∑
i

(weight(pi) · vi · pi) = pr (5.4)

As animation and segments are blended separately the pose stack may at
any single moment contain one segment blend pose and two animation blend
poses resulting in a worst case pose stack size of three.
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5.3.4 Post-phase: Tear down

When each command has been executed and the pipeline is empty the stack
will contain only one segment blend pose, the aggregate of all the other blend
poses merged to represent one definitive animation pose.

During the finalization phase the blended animation pose is restructured
and prepared to be sent back to the PPE. In order to conform to the strict
DMA requirements imposed by the MFC the data is encompassed in a data
transfer blob, BlenderDataBlob.

On the Diesel engine implementation this point marks the end of the par-
allelization. Howver, the stand-alone demo goes one step further.

Local To World Transformation

The final position derived through the blend process is represented in a hi-
erarchical structure. In other words, the transformation of each and every
joint is recursively dependent on its parent. Although this representation
efficiently simulates the relative nature of a skeleton, allowing parent joints
to effect the orientation of each consecutive child joint, the eventual trans-
formation of any animatable object to global coordinates is inefficient, the
performance overhead being relative to the complexity and depth of the
hierarchical structure.

As the stand-alone demo focuses explicitly on animation evaluation and
blending, implementing only a rudimentary system for graphically visual-
ising the animatables, no further system depend on the joint transforms
being represented in a local coordinate system and so the transformation
from a local to a global coordinate system representation can be efficiently
offloaded to the SPEs as well.

Therefore, as a final measure the local coordinate system representation is
iteratively transformed into a global representation.

At this stage the internal ordering of the joint transforms becomes vital
as the transformation of any given joint depends on that of its parent.
Consequently, in order to efficiently transform each joint the hierarchical
structure is required to be laid out top down in memory assuring that each
joint is preceded only by joints of less or equal depth.

Such a layout effectively allows the transformation algorithm to be imple-
mented in a one pass approach. However, if this ordering can not be guar-
anteed, thus forcing each node to be regarded as an independent element,
a multi-pass design needs to be adopted. But, as the hierarchical layout of
joints in the stand-alone demo can be guaranteed during execution, this is
not necessary.



Chapter 6

Result

The outcome of the thesis project is reflected in this chapter. This includes
a detailed analysis of the implemented animation system but also extends
to summarizing conclusions as well as thoughts of possible future areas of
interest.

6.1 Analysis

The performance analysis was conducted in two parts. First the stand-alone
demo was evaluated in order to give an indication as to the possible perfor-
mance gains associated with parallelization. Next the implemented method
was evaluated as part of the Diesel engine, showing the actual impact on
the performance of a commercial application.

The analysis of both the stand-alone demo as well as the Diesel engine
implementation was performed using the evaluation criteria enumerated in
Section 2.3. The overall performance benefit of the two parallel implemen-
tations has been assessed based on the four following aspects:

– Design Overhead (PPE)

– Idle time (PPE)

– Evaluation time (SPE)

– Impact on overall complexity (PPE)

As the first three criteria are measured in absolute values (each represented
as an absolute time span), both parallel implementations were evaluated
in parallel with their serial counterparts in order to put the end results
into perspective. However, whereas these criteria can be associated with
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an exact value the abstract nature of the last criterion prevents a similar
approach. Instead, the impact on overall complexity is assessed through a
brief summarized reflection of the development process.

6.1.1 Evaluation of the stand-alone demo

The stand-alone demo was explicitly designed to incorporate a serial and
parallel implementation of the proposed method, both relying on the same
code base and easily interchangeable. Through the use of pre-compiler
branches, this allows the job manager layer of the parallel design to be
efficiently circumvented, in turn enabling both approaches to use the same
method implementation. This has two direct consequences. First, it allows
both approaches to be directly compared as any absolute values are derived
from the same code. Secondly, it makes the performance overhead imposed
by the parallel design negligible.

On a side note, as the demo is designed to focus only on the animation sub-
system, no other sub-systems exists to occupy the PPE while the animation
jobs are evaluated on the SPEs. This efficiently voids the need to evalu-
ate the time spent waiting. Therefore, the stand-alone demo is primarily
evaluated by the evaluation time of the implemented parallel method.

Setup

The evaluation results of the stand-alone demo depends on the context in
which the evaluation is conducted. Therefore, in order to put any measured
values into perspective the evaluation setup will first be presented.

System The stand-alone demo has been constructed utilizing a rendering
system that relies on simple OpenGL instructions in order to draw the
animated characters and a limited set of system information at a maximum
frame rate of 60 fps. Additionally, a simple subsystem has been created to
allow simple camera navigation in order to observe the scene from different
angles.

The work balancing system, tasked with distributing all scheduled anima-
tion jobs between the registered SPEs, is configured using standard parame-
ters as recommended by the Cell Broadband Engine Programming Handbook
[27]. Of these, two are of relevance to the evaluation: the animation jobs
are distributed across a maximum of five SPEs on each of which they are
given normal priority.

Unit The animated characters used in the stand-alone demo are repre-
sented as simple stick figure units, each constructed using a 64-bone skele-
ton structure (identical to the one depicted in Figure 4.14 on page 46). This
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skeleton structure is animated by a test set of nine animations, the complete
list of which is detailed in Table 6.1.

Category Animation Description

Idle std idle A standard idle animation.
Walk std walk fwd A standard walk animation.
Run std run fwd A standard run animation.
Turn std turn l45 A standard 45 degree turn anima-

tion.
std turn l90 A standard 90 degree turn anima-

tion.
Gesture std arrest gesture A standard hand gesture command-

ing an imaginary opponent to sur-
render.

std halt gesture A standard hand gesture ordering
an imaginary opponent to halt.

Transition Animation Description

Idle → Run std idle to run fwd A standard transition animation
quickly going from an idle state to
running.

Run → Idle std run fwd to idle A standard transition animation in-
stantly going from a running state
to idle.

Table 6.1: The different state and transition animations used in the stand-
alone demo and their attributed types.

Scenario The stand-alone demo is automated by associating each ani-
mated unit with an animation state machine, each state denoting a type
of motion and interconnected through specific transitions. As each state
becomes active a single animation of the associated motion type is selected
at random to be played on the animated character. When the animation
has completed a state transition event is triggered and one of the outgoing
transitions is selected, again at random.

In the case the state has an outgoing transition to itself the associated an-
imations are motion cycles. If however, the state only has one outgoing
transition the included animations are none-repetitive transitional anima-
tions. Figure 6.1 illustrates the different animation states and the possible
transitions between them.

In order to create complex blending scenarios, the animation state machine
is designed to allow multiple active states. By associating each such state
with a segment, specific state graphs can be created that only targets a
subset of the skeleton used by the animated character. In this evaluation
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Idle
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Turn

Start
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Gesture

Start

Motion FSM Gesture FSM

Figure 6.1: Finite state machine detailing animation states and valid tran-
sitions.

scenario two segments are defined:

– Default - Encompassing the entire set of animatables.

– Upper Body - A subset of animatables defining, as hinted, the upper
body of the skeleton.

The main state transition graph associated with the default segment, illus-
trated in Figure 6.1, is defined so as to assert that each state when active
is associated with an animation completely defining the animatables of the
targeted unit. I.e. the graph guarantee that at any given moment each ani-
matable of the units skeleton is attributed a spatial representation through
the blending of one or more animations.

Blending configuration The stand-alone demo was constructed so as
to test each aspect of the parallelized animation evaluation and blending
method. Consequently, the animation blending incorporates both complete,
partial and temporal blending as defined in Section 4.2.3.

The multiple active states of the animation state machine allows different
animations to run concurrently across different segments of the animated
unit. In the demo implementation this allows hand gesture animations to
be superimposed onto movement animations through partial blending.

The segment associated with movement animations encompass the entire
skeleton and is attributed the lowest priority. The upper body segment is
given higher priority allowing any associated animation to take precedence.
However, the state transitions of the upper body segment includes period-
ically empty animations during which the animation of the upper body is
reverted to the underlying movement animation currently running.

Further, each state transition is associated with a small overlap during which
time both states are valid. This temporal blending is utilized in order to
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fade out the source state animation and fade in the target state animation
providing a smooth transition. As such, at any given time each animated
character may exhibit one, two or three animations. This number was
chosen as it reflects the average number of animations concurrently running
on the current title developed at Overkill.

Evaluation

The performance difference between the serial and parallel animation system
design is shown by gradually increasing the number of animated units. The
scene is initially limited to a single unit, after which the number is increased
to a multiple of ten, to finally reach a count of 180 animated units in the
rendered scene.
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Figure 6.2: The performance scaling of the PPE-centric and parallel SPE-
centric implementation of the stand-alone demo.

The evaluated result of the serial implementation is presented in Figure
6.2a. It illustrates the expected linear performance characteristics associ-
ated with a serial system. I.e. the relative impact on performance caused
by an increase in the number of animated units is approximately constant.

In contrast the parallel implementation, as shown in Figure 6.2b, exhibits
arguably far more interesting properties. The linear ”steps” seen in the
graph are most likely caused by the load balancing system increasing the
number of SPEs dedicated to the evaluation of animation jobs. The over-
head associated with initializing the evaluation of animation jobs on an
additional SPE may account for the abrupt step in performance. In a simi-
lar fashion, the added complexity may explain the increased gradient of the
performance scaling.

However, regardless of the unexpected none-linear behaviour of the parallel
implementation the benefits of such an animation system is clear. The par-
allel approach exceeds its serial equivalency almost unanimously, the reverse
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only being true when the number of animated units number relatively small
(estimated to less than six units). By using linear regression the perfor-
mance scaling of each approach can be approximated, showing the parallel
implementation exhibiting an average performance gain of 457 percent.
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Figure 6.3: Comparative view of the frame rate associated to each imple-
mentation.

Further, a central concept when measuring performance in computer games
is frame rate, or the number of rendered frames each second. Therefore, as a
conclusion to the stand-alone demo evaluation results Figure 6.3 illustrates
a comparative graph mapping the frame rate of each implementation. In
this figure the difference in performance can bee seen as the parallel system
is still capped at the maximum frame rate when the units of the serial
approach is starting to exhibit the discontinuous jerky motions associated
with visual lag (observed when the unit count reached 100 and the frame
rate of the serial approach had dropped to roughly 24 fps).

6.1.2 Evaluation of the Diesel engine implementation

The Diesel engine implementation is evaluated using an in-game level ed-
itor and predefined scripts are utilized in order to control the animated
units behaviour. However, as these were designed primarily to function as
part of the game play of the currently developed title the flexibility of the
evaluation scenario is somewhat limited. As a consequence, the expected
performance increase associated with parallelizing the animation system is
evaluated using a single configuration.

Setup

Similar to the analysis of the stand-alone demo the evaluation is preceded
by detailing the test setup. The different evaluation environment imposes
a few restrictions which are enumerated below.
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System As previously noted, the game engine incorporates various tech-
niques to lessen the impact of the animation system on the overall perfor-
mance, including concepts such as frustum culling and level-of-detail (LOD).
In order to correctly show the performance differences between the serial
approach and the parallel counterpart (which for instance at present does
not support LOD) each such feature is disabled.

Similar to the stand-alone demo, the work balancing system is configured
using standard parameters, distributing the animation jobs across a maxi-
mum of five SPEs on each of which they are given normal priority.

An existing profiling system is used to determine the various evaluation
times associated with each implementation. Instead of the arguably more
conventional milliseconds previously used, this system measures the relative
time frame allotted to each sub-system each frame in terms of percent of 60
fps (hereafter abbreviated as %60fps). However, as the results of the two
approaches are shown relative to each other this has little bearing on the
end result.

Unit In order to evaluate the implemented animation system in a realistic
environment effort is put into mimicking key aspects of a commercial game
application. As such, instead of the stick figures previously used, a high
poly-count model of a law-enforcement unit is borrowed to provide the bulk
of animated characters.

This unit is based on the 64-bone skeleton previously introduced but extends
the bone structure with additional artificial joints representing key positions
on the character. These include for instance the attachment point of helmet
and gear as well as less visual joints such as aim direction.

Similar to the stand-alone demo, the animated units are associated with a
set of different movement animations the range of which however is far more
extensive than previously. These are blended together in a complex pattern
resulting in an estimated average of three concurrently running animations.

Scenario As previously noted, the Diesel engine implementation is au-
tomated by using the level scripting toolset available for the level editor.
As the targeted NPCs primarily rely on specifically developed AI scripts
to imbue them with complex behavioural pattern, this approach somewhat
limits the scope of viable animation blending scenarios.

However, an automated scenario was created where units were animated
by alternatively interleaving movement directives with special objective an-
imations. This allowed the animated units to exhibit semi-complex motion
patterns similar to the ones design for the analysis of the stand-alone demo.
By alerting the NPCs through introducing an opponent an additional level
of animations could be added as the NPCs would then continuously dis-
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charge their firearms repeatedly triggering reload animations.

Evaluation

Table 6.2 illustrates the Diesel engine implementation’s performance results
associated with the scenario detailed above. The result of the test scenario
evaluated on the PPE provides a reference evaluation time to which the
parallelized approach can be compared. Without optimization the anima-
tion of 28 units on the PPE requires 54 %60fps. Relatively speaking this
represent a substantial portion of the overall time allotted to the update
game loop.

PPE SPE
Units Evaluation time

(%60fps)
Overhead (%60fps) Wait time

(%60fps)

28 54 16 41

Table 6.2: Comparison of performance results between the PPE-centric
animation system and its parallelized SPE-centric counterpart of the Diesel
engine implementation.

The parallel approach however distributes the evaluation time between both
types of computational units. The PPE-centric overhead is limited to only
16 %60fps which represents a substantial decrease in required time. How-
ever, in order to maximize the possible performance increase gained through
parallelization it is paramount that the PPE can be kept busy with other
tasks long enough to guarantee that the offloaded jobs have successfully com-
pleted. Currently, this has not been accomplished and the PPE is forced to
stall 41 %60fps each frame.

In its present state the overhead incurred through the parallelization out-
weighs the potential performance increase. Throughout the redesign phase
different concessions have been made in order comply to various requirement
imposed by the engine. Each such compromise has added overhead to the
process, be it in the form of a specific animation data format or static syn-
chronization points during the evaluation. On a whole, this implies that the
parallel implementation is less efficient than its serial counterpart. However,
focusing only on one aspect, if the wait time could be efficiently eliminated
the resulting performance increase would equate to 337.5 percent.

In order to achieve this a viable candidate for parallel execution would
have to be identified, preferably among neighbouring sub-systems. However,
extensive branching and conditional ordering update procedures, creating a
web of sub-system dependencies, have prevented a efficient resolution.

At this stage the parallelization process had extended past the animation
system to incorporate different aspects of the Diesel engine, primarily li-
braries. In order to migrate the animation job evaluation a set of different
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libraries had to be remodeled to support compilation on the SPEs. The
animation evaluation for instance relies on different mathematical entities
and consequently requires the inclusion of the linear algebra library. This
specific collection of classes had however been directly coupled with with
various other collections of classes1 very few of which intended to exists
anywhere else but the main system.

Needless to say, the impact the parallelization had had on the neighbouring
systems was extensive. It was however, somewhat lessen by the introduc-
tion of functional stubs when applicable. Instead of modifying an existing
class merely loosely referenced by the animation system a stub class was
provided for the SPE implementation containing only the bare minimum of
the original class’s functionality.

6.1.3 Result

The results of the stand-alone demo clearly hints at the theoretical perfor-
mance gain possible through a parallel approach to animation evaluation
and blending. The measured increase in performance of 457 percent leaves
no room for speculation as to the value of parallelization as a means of
optimizing computationally heavy aspects of game applications. However,
the far more modest results associated with the actual parallelization of
the Diesel engine perhaps more importantly hints to the difficulty such an
endeavour entails. Even more so on a pre-existent serial system.

Each evaluation was conducted according to the aforementioned evaluations
criteria, which have aided in identifying both the strengths and weaknesses
of the two implementations. Further, they also hint at the required action to
efficiently incorporate the parallel design proposed method into the intended
environment.

In conclusion, all of the required project goals have been met, and despite
the unsatisfactory outcome of the Diesel engine implementation, I still con-
sider this thesis project a success.

6.2 Reflection

Throughout the project, design desitions were based upon related work,
previous implementations and influenced by personal preference. However,
with the benefit of hindsight the basis of some of the design desitions might
merrits re-evauation. Refering to the evaluation results certain aspects of
the design may benefit from an alternative approach. As such, this sec-

1Notably of which was the extensive exception handling library, the platform depen-
dent libraries as well as an impressive utility library including a plethora of unrelated
functionality.
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tion contains reflections on alternative solutions and approaches to specific
aspects of interest of the parallelization of animation evaluation and blend-
ing. When applicable, a reason is also given as to why that implemented
approach was not chosen.

6.2.1 Task Dependencies

Parallelization introduces a non-deterministic behaviour in that in-order
execution of tasks is not guaranteed. In a simple application (for instance
the stand-alone demo), where each task can be executed in an isolated
manner, this does not pose much of a problem. Rather, the decoupled
nature of each task allows the task scheduler to efficiently distribute them
across available thread for optimal performance.

However, in a complex application tasks often require on a semi-deterministic
execution order as a single or a group of tasks may depend on the previous
completion of a one or multiple other tasks. The Diesel engine allows a
single animated object to be defined in the context of another animated
object, creating a dependency between the evaluation task of these two. In
general such animation dependencies may be arbitrarily complex and can
be visualized through a task dependency graph.

The previous serial animation system resolved dependencies by evaluating
animations in two iterations, a pre-step and a post-step, as illustrated in
Figure 6.4. However, this is a somewhat strict simplification as it only
allows for a maximum task dependency depth of two (representing parent
and child). Never the less, for simplicity and compatibility this was also the
approach chosen in this project.

S0 T0 T1 T2 T3 S1 T4 T5 T6 T7 S2

Step 0 Step 1

Figure 6.4: Serial evaluation of discrete tasks.

By evaluating animation in such a manner dependencies are efficiently inter-
preted on an iteration level rather than the desired task level. This means
that before any task assigned to the second iteration may be evaluated all
tasks in the first iteration must have completed. Even in a parallel design
this equates to additional and unwanted synchronization points as depicted
in Figure 6.5.

An alternative solution would be to redesign the scheduling system so as
to support task level dependencies. This could be accomplished by actively
tracking incomplete tasks across thread and delaying the premature exe-
cution of any dependent task. This would allow fluent parallelization with
minimal synchronization overhead, as illustrated in Figure 6.6. As an added
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Figure 6.5: Simplistic parallel evaluation of discrete tasks.

bonus this would enable task dependency graphs of arbitrary depth.
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Figure 6.6: Optimized parallel evaluation of discrete tasks.

6.2.2 Task Granularity

In both implementations the proposed method was represented as a sin-
gle asynchroneous task. The complexity of the incorporated functionallity
however led to a somewhat oversized text segment. The substatial part of
the local memory allocated to the SPE program came at an early stage
to negatively affect the the functionallity of the evaluation and blending
process, as an increasingly larger text segment directly resulted in an ever
diminishing animation evaluation buffer. As a contrast, Andersson [1, 2]
advocates restraint when attributing functionallity to tasks favouring sub-
dividing the functionallity into multiple smaller tasks when possible rather
than amassing it in a single colossal task.

As noted previously, the animation evaluation and blending system incor-
porates primarily three steps:
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– Blend Tree Construction

– Animation Evaluation

– Animation Blending

At present only the last two are incorporated into the SPE-centric task,
the first still relying on the PPE. However, through task decomposition
each isolated functionality could be attributed to a separate task, creating
a work flow as illustrated in Figure 6.7. Further, by extending this design
policy the initial blend tree construction step could also be incorporated in
the parallelization and possibly efficiently offloaded from the PPE.
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(a) Static synchronization points.
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(b) Task dependencies.

Figure 6.7: Animation evaluation and blending sub-divided into three dis-
crete tasks, relying on different approaches to task synchronization.

Sub-dividing the animation task into three separate smaller tasks would
have several consequences.

Primarily it would increaded the available memory during execution due
to a smaller text segment. In addition, the available memory would also
benefit from dedicated execution, i.e. the memory would no longer have to
be shared between each step. As a direct outcome an increase in operational
memory would allow for a less restricted execution.

Further, by reducing the task size and isolating core functionallity the pro-
gram structure would be more ameable for code refactoring and meinta-
nence. Each step could be modified and improved seperately as long as the
common interface is maintained.

On the other hand, as the lifetime of the local memory does not extend be-
yond the execution of the SPE program, any intermediary data would have
to be transfered between tasks. As the current task scheduling system is not
designed to allow task to task data transfer due to their non-deterministic
execution order, this would mean that the result of each task would have
to be stored in a shared accessable memory location, i.e. the main memory.
This in turn means increased data traffic and reduced performance.

Regardless of the possible benefits, this approach was discarded in favor
of the more simplistic singe task design due to the limited task scheduling
system available.
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6.2.3 Animation Format

As previously noted, in order to achieve a fluid and natural looking motion
the animation is required to be expressed in a high level of detail. This level
of intricacy easily equates to a substatial amount of data making animation
evaluation and blending a data intense process.

Different techniques has been used to alleviate the memory intensive aspect
of animations. However, these have primarily focused on data compression
and different adaptations of the internal structure has only been tenta-
tively explored. The proposed method relies on a previous data format
that stores animation data in an interlieved manner, as described in Section
5.2.2.2. This data format was designed for a serial environment for data
residing in a single memory domain. However, parallelization shifts focus
for performance optimization as well as requirements.

Figure 6.8 depicts a simplified view of the interlieved data format currently
used where each animatable is associated with three samples. It becomes
clear that in order to evaluate the animation at any time index access to
the entire data structure is requred.

Animation data

Header data

Figure 6.8: Interleaved animation data as currently used.

The stand-alone demo uses a slightly different approach storing data indicies
in each sample which map to arrays at the end of the structure. Although
achieving a slightly smaller overall size, this format also relies on an inter-
lieved data allocation policy.

When migrating the animation evaluation and blending to the SPEs exces-
sive data transfer might easily becomes a bottle-neck. In addition, requiring
the entire animation data structure to be accessible during animation eval-
uation poses somewhat of a problem due to the limited local memory. This
in turn heavily influences memory management as it requires an optimized
and adaptive allocation strategy as described in previous sections.

An alternative solution would be to subdivide the animation data into a
number of segments, each such segment representing a separate slice of the
animation. Figure 6.9 illustrates the previous animation stored in such a
fashion, diving each of the three samples associated with each animatable
into three separate segment.

The evaluation of an animation stored in segmented fashion would only
require partial access; to the header and the segment containing the target
time index. As such, the amount of data required to be transfered to the
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Animation data

Header data

Figure 6.9: Segmented animation data.

SPEs could be substratially reduced allowing more optimized processing
and possibly data caching both of which presumably would increase overall
performance.

On a sidenote, in addition of not allowing partial access the interleaved data
formats also suffers from bad data locality as the data relevant to a specific
time index is not sequential but rather interspersed at irregular steps. When
evaluating animations on the PPE, which in contrast to the SPEs relies on
harware level caching for increased performance, such a format would incur
heavy cache misses. A segmented data format might alleaviate this to a
certain degree.

6.3 Future Work

There are various aspects of the project which merits further endeavour,
least of which is the modification of the Diesel engine in order to more effi-
ciently allows parallelization of smaller sub-systems. In order to accomplish
this the game engine would have to be remodelled at a fundamental level
resolving sub-system dependencies and eliminating excessive branching in
the game loop.

In addition, design of a complex task scheduling system would go a long way
to extend this idea allowing more aspects of the engine to be migrated to
the coprocessors. Such a system could be designed so as to not only utilize
the coprocessors to alleviate the computational burden of the PPE but also
the graphical rendering unit (RSX) could be a viable target. However, at
present interdependencies in the game engine architecture prevents such a
design.

The lessons learned throughout this project may serve well in the identifica-
tion and parallelization of other sub-systems. Where the size of the anima-
tion system and the level at which it interacted with neighbouring systems
made it resistant to parallelization, smaller sub-systems might allow recon-
struction at greater ease. Again, this would rely on the implementation of
an efficient task scheduling system.
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6.4 Conclusion

As Moore’s law is upheld primarily through the steady increase of indepen-
dent processing elements on a single processor, performance intensive appli-
cations have come to adapt an increasingly more parallel design. However,
as the number of hardware threads available to the application grows be-
yond a simple few the static nature of the pipelined design causes it to reach
the limit of its usefulness. In order to guarantee an optimized performance
on an increasingly diverse hardware base a more dynamic interpretation of
parallel design becomes paramount.

Although the focus of this thesis primarily deals with parallelization on
the Cell Broadband Engine Architecture this necessity holds true for mod-
ern processor architectures in general, on the Playstation 3 and PC alike.
The specialized coprocessors on the Playstation 3 can be compared to the
increasing number of general-purpose cores on the modern PC. In many
cases the underlying operating system provides an extensive suite of paral-
lelization possibilities but a custom more optimized approach may be more
beneficial for compute intensive applications.

The evaluation of the two implemented systems shows the potential benefit
of parallel evaluation and blending of animation. It shows that on modern
hardware a higher degree of efficiency can be achieved on a system explicitly
designed for a parallel approach. In contrast, a serial design may undesirably
limit the gains of sub-system parallelization attainable at a later stage.

Specifically the Diesel engine implementation gives an insight into sub-
system parallelization on a commercially competitive game engine, enu-
merating the various obstacles on the way. Effort is put into providing a
reflection on the diminished performance gain, in contrast to the stand-alone
demo which is considered to more representative of a theoretical limit.

In summary, it is concluded that in order to efficiently utilize the possibili-
ties of the Cell Broadband Engine Architecture a parallel design, not only
limited to a single system, but to the game engine on a whole should be
adopted.
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